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ABSTRACT

TOOLS FOR UNDERSTANDING STATIC STRUCTURE FACTORS AND THEIR
APPLICATION TO SIMULATIONS OF LIQUIDS

Travis Mackoy, Ph.D.
Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry
Northern Illinois University, 2019
Ralph A. Wheeler, Director

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations can be used to compute static structure factors
(𝑆(𝑞)) and provide an interpretation of the underlying periodic atomic ordering. MD simulations
complement experimentally measured 𝑆(𝑞) by allowing qualitative assignment of peaks to various
ordering, such as cation-anion ordering in ionic liquids, via decomposition of 𝑆(𝑞) into partial
𝑆(𝑞). Here we present a method for classifying interatomic distances that allows for quantitative
peak assignment and visualization of atoms that contribute most to each peak in calculated 𝑆(𝑞)
for soft materials. The method is illustrated by investigating 𝑆(𝑞) for the ionic liquid 1-butyl-1methyl-pyrrolidinium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide (C4C1pyrrTFSI), which shows two lowwavenumber peaks which shift to smaller wavenumber and increase their intensities with
increasing temperature. The shift left corresponds to decreased density, while the greater peak
intensity might seem to indicate increasing periodic atomic ordering with increasing temperature.
We present MD simulations of C4C1pyrrTFSI at three temperatures (298, 363, and 500 K), quantify

the group contributions to the peaks, and explain why peak heights increase despite decreasing
periodic atomic ordering with increasing temperature.
We also introduce viewSq, a Visual Molecular Dynamics (VMD) module for visualizing
and quantifying periodic atomic ordering underlying 𝑆(𝑞) from MD simulations. viewSq
calculates 𝑆(𝑞) with and without X-ray or neutron atomic form factors, radial distribution
functions (𝑔(𝑟)), partial 𝑆(𝑞) and partial 𝑔(𝑟) for any atomic subsets, and decomposes 𝑆(𝑞) and
partial 𝑆(𝑞) into positive and negative components which each indicate periodic atomic ordering.
Additionally, viewSq plots the Fourier transform summands used to transform 𝑔(𝑟) to 𝑆(𝑞),
showing where in real space around atomic centers the positive and negative components receive
contributions. viewSq also ranks atoms by their contributions to 𝑆(𝑞) for any range of
wavenumbers and visualizes those atoms in descending order. Another feature allows visualization
of neighboring atoms which contribute most to 𝑆(𝑞) for any range of wavenumbers for one
selected atom as the origin. Another feature prints the number and percentage of atomic distances
for any two atomic sets which are associated with any range of real space distances, allowing 𝑔(𝑟)
and Fourier transform summands to be further interpreted. viewSq’s utility is demonstrated for
water, the protein complex Barnase-Barstar, and the ionic liquid tetradecyltrihexylphosphonium
bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Overview

There is widespread desire to improve the safety and extend the operational life of
batteries1–3. Battery electrolyte volatility is a primary concern, as ever-increasing demands are
placed on the batteries powering laptops, mobile phones, drones, tablets, cars, power tools, fitness
devices, watches, and a host of other technologies. An ideal battery electrolyte might have high
ionic conductivity, minimal electronic conductivity in order to avoid internal short-circuiting4, be
nonreactive with electrode materials, have stable properties with respect to temperature, be safe to
handle, and have low cost. Many aqueous salt solutions are excellent ion conductors; however the
volatility of water limits the temperature range at which batteries composed of such electrolytes
can safely be used. Polymer electrolytes are also popular electrochemical materials, however
relatively low ionic conductivity and prevalent decomposition at temperatures within the range
that batteries regularly experience are severe drawbacks. Li-ion batteries, a staple of modern
mobile technology, have doubled in energy density since their introduction in 1991 and cost about
one tenth the original price, though news reports of explosions and fires attributed to them are
common. Fatalities, lawsuits, and aviation transportation restrictions are some of the negative
effects of current battery technology.
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Room temperature ionic liquids (RTILs) are salts that often have high Li salt solubility,
and show promise as potential battery electrolyte alternatives. RTILs are often characterized by
low vapor pressure, low volatility, high thermal stability, low or nonflammability, and moderate
viscosity5, meaning they are generally much safer than traditional battery electrolytes, although
they generally lack high enough ionic conductivity to be of widespread use in batteries. RTILs
have lower melting points than alkali halides, generally due to being composed of relatively
flexible cations and anions which lack shape complementarity and have disparate sizes.
Colloquially referred to as “designer solvents”, many RTILs have fine-tunable structures that could
potentially be tailored to achieve desired chemical properties. An enormous number of theoretical
RTIL combinations can be imagined. Means to tune RTILs include modifying lengths of alkyl
chains, performing chemical substitutions, changing ion partners, and creating ternary mixtures of
RTILs and/or solutes. With the molecular structures of RTILs playing an integral role in their
physicochemical properties, many efforts have been focused on studying RTIL bulk ordering,
using both experiments and computer simulation.
One of the central questions this work examines is whether static structure factors (𝑆(𝑞))
and radial distribution functions (𝑔(𝑟)), which can be determined using X-ray diffraction, neutron
diffraction, or computer simulation, can be interpreted in new ways to reveal information regarding
RTILs, ideally in explicit atomic detail. The answer is yes, by examining the Fourier transform
relationship between 𝑆(𝑞) and 𝑔(𝑟) in a new way which focuses on the contributions 𝑔(𝑟) makes,
in real space around atomic centers, to 𝑆(𝑞) in the frequency (i.e., wavenumber (𝑞))) domain. The
contributions of 𝑔(𝑟) to 𝑆(𝑞) will be referred to as Fourier transform summands, or simply
summands. This work presents molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of RTILs (and other
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systems, including water and a protein complex in water) to demonstrate how the Fourier transform
summands provide detail regarding the relationship between 𝑔(𝑟) and 𝑆(𝑞). That is, the
relationship between atomic ordering in real space and the experimentally accessible 𝑆(𝑞), by
examining the process by which 𝑔(𝑟) is transformed to 𝑆(𝑞). Additionally, by separately summing
positive and negative Fourier transform summands it is possible, for the first time, to decompose
any 𝑆(𝑞) from computer simulation into positive and negative components. The separate summing
of positive and negative terms during integration, in this case a Fourier transform, is known as
signed integration. The positive and negative 𝑆(𝑞) components each indicate structural ordering,
with identical periodicities for the positive and negative component at each 𝑞, offset by a phase
shift in 𝑔(𝑟). This finding allows consideration of total structural ordering at a given 𝑞 (i.e., of a
given frequency), and extends what can be learned by simply considering an 𝑆(𝑞) intensity. The
𝑆(𝑞) intensity is the result of the cancellation of the positive and negative components, and the
components can be large compared to 𝑆(𝑞). These findings highlight the utility of computer
simulations as a complement to experimental 𝑆(𝑞).
This introductory chapter includes a brief overview of RTILs, then transitions to MD
theory relevant to simulating RTILs, then presents how 𝑔(𝑟) and 𝑆(𝑞) are calculated, and
concludes with a discussion of the new methods presented in the later chapters. The new analysis
methodologies focus on extracting information from Fourier transform summands used in the
calculation of 𝑆(𝑞) from MD simulations. Ideally the overview will provide a primer for the
applications showcased in later chapters.
The second chapter is related to an article we published6 applying the Fourier transform
summand analysis to the question of why 𝑆(𝑞) intensities increase with increasing temperature for
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the RTIL 1-butyl-1-methyl-pyrrolidinium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide (C4C1pyrrTFSI).
This temperature effect is observed for many RTILs, and C4C1pyrrTFSI is a representative
example.
The third chapter introduces a soon-to-be released open source software module we
developed, named viewSq, which performs standard MD 𝑆(𝑞) calculations as well as outputs data
regarding the new Fourier transform summand analysis presented here. viewSq takes as input an
MD simulation and offers the user a suite of tools for analyzing and visualizing the atomic
structural ordering, and relating it to 𝑆(𝑞). The module’s features are presented for three example
systems: water (simulated using the popular SPC/E force field), the protein complex BarnaseBarstar in water, and the RTIL tetradecyltrihexylphosphonium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide
(P14,666TFSI). Features include the ability to rank atoms by their contributions to 𝑆(𝑞) for any
range of 𝑞, thereby allowing visualization of the atoms most responsible for periodic structural
ordering underlying 𝑆(𝑞).
The fourth chapter investigates P14,666TFSI using viewSq’s current feature set. The
chapter focuses on what can be learned about the periodic atomic structuring of P14,666TFSI, and
the temperature evolution of one of its 𝑆(𝑞) peaks, the so-called first sharp diffraction peak.
The fifth chapter provides a brief overview of potential future directions that research
related to this work could take. Many of viewSq’s calculations can be parallelized, analysis
regarding structural ordering in MD simulations can be decoupled from 𝑆(𝑞) interpretation,
Fourier transform summands can be mined for additional information, viewSq features can be
applied to the time domain (e.g., transport properties), additional calculated static and dynamic
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properties can be ranked and visualized, and more. Perhaps the techniques presented here might
even have broader implications in signal processing, as Fourier transforms are used in many
applications across many fields.
Appendices A and B are tutorials designed to help make this work reproducible, and to
provide guides to future MD simulations which can be studied using viewSq. The tutorial in
Appendix A is a step-by-step instruction set for setting up and running an MD simulation of the
RTIL 1-propyl-1-methylpyrrolidinium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide with Li+ solvated in it,
using the software LAMMPS7. Appendix B is a guide for using viewSq. Appendices D and E
present the source code for viewSq, written in a combination of the Tcl and Python languages. The
original version written in the C++ language has been completely superseded by the Tcl and
Python version, and is not included. The presented code was a collaboration with computer science
graduate student Bharat Kale and his advisor Michael Papka. The viewSq code used to produce
the results in this dissertation is included as a supplementary file, as are the input scripts used for
the tutorial in Appendix B.

1.2 General Background

Room Temperature Ionic Liquids

Room temperature ionic liquids (RTILs) are salts which have melting points near ambient
temperatures (less than approximately 100 degrees C). Often composed of an organic cation and
an anion which do not have shape complementarity, RTILs maintain their liquid state largely
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because the molecules do not pack as effectively as traditional salts do. Approximately 103 RTILs
have been characterized in the literature, with approximately 300 commercially available. The
unique properties and fine-tunability of RTILs have already allowed them to be utilized in fields
and applications such as pharmaceuticals, materials processing, organic synthesis, biochemical
reaction media, proton conducting membranes, and fuel cells. With the synthesis of many more
RTILs possible, there is both great promise for yet-unrealized potential applications, but also a
challenge in that only so many can realistically be synthesized and studied.
Despite the enormous variance in RTIL possibilities, some general features regarding their
ordering on various length scales are known. On a bulk level RTILs are homogenous liquids. At
nanometer length scales, though, there are periodic atomic orderings which produce signals in
𝑆(𝑞). One common feature is a charge adjacency pattern, similar to the charge ordering of simple
salts in that charged ions tend to have neighbors of the opposite charge. Another common feature
is charge alternation, which corresponds to anion-anion and cation-cation distances having
characteristic periodic order. Also common, especially in RTILs with alkyl chains longer than
perhaps five carbons, is periodic polarity alternations, which are thought to indicate inhomogeneity
at periodic length scales longer than those associated with charge alternation8.
A broader understanding of the liquid structure and dynamics of RTILs would be a boon
to predicting which potential RTILs are worth the effort of synthesizing and studying. Computer
simulation offers an advantage here, in that computational examination of structural and dynamical
properties can offer information to aid in selecting RTIL candidate to pursue.
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Molecular Dynamics

MD is a computational method for solving Newton’s equations for the positions and
velocities of atoms in small systems, perhaps hundreds of thousands of cubic angstroms, over short
timescales, generally femtoseconds to microseconds9–11. From the positions and velocities, which
are periodically written to a text file, a variety of observable quantities such as temperature and
energies, can be calculated. Implementation of periodic boundaries creates an infinite lattice of
identical simulation boxes in each direction, artificially increasing the system size. Despite treating
electrons implicitly, the classical laws of mechanics provide “an excellent approximation for a
wide range of materials”10. Force fields provide physical parameters which describe motions such
as bond angle bending, bond length stretching, dihedral angle twisting, and the interactions of
atoms due to their charges, steric interactions, and dispersive attractions. A typical force field
might consist of an equation similar to the generic force field:
𝑈(𝑟, 𝜃, 𝜑, 𝛽)
= ∑ 𝑘𝜃 (𝜃 − 𝜃0 )2 + ∑ 𝑘𝑟 (𝑟 − 𝑟0 )2 +
𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒𝑠

+

∑

𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑠

𝑘𝛽 (𝛽 − 𝛽0

𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟

𝑞𝑖 𝑞𝑗
+ ∑ ∑
,
𝜖0 𝑟𝑖𝑗

)2

𝑑𝑖ℎ𝑒𝑑𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑠
12
𝜎𝑖𝑗

+ ∑ ∑ 4𝜖𝑖𝑗 [(
𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑚 𝑖 𝑗≠𝑖

∑

𝑟𝑖𝑗

)

𝑘𝜑 (1 + cos(𝑛𝜑 − 𝜑0 ))
6

𝜎𝑖𝑗
−( ) ]
𝑟𝑖𝑗
(1.1)

𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑚 𝑖 𝑗≠𝑖

where 𝑈 is potential energy, 𝑘𝜃 , 𝑘𝑟 , 𝑘𝜑 , and 𝑘𝛿 are constants, 𝜃 is bond angle, 𝑟 is bond length, 𝜑
is dihedral angle, 𝛽 is improper dihedral angle, 𝜖𝑖𝑗 is the Lennard-Jones potential well depth, 𝜎𝑖𝑗
is van der Waals diameter, and 𝑞𝑖 is the charge of the 𝑖 th atom. The twelfth power term models the
repulsion due to steric interactions and the sixth-power term models the longer-range attractive
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dispersion interaction. Force field development is constantly in progress, and robustness is a
general issue, with transferability between systems not a given. For RTILs the nanoscale structural
ordering predicted using non-polarizable force fields is generally consistent with experimental
results, while polarizability (e.g., Drude oscillators) is often required in order to produce
reasonably accurate transport properties12. Sometimes it is possible to scale the charges of a nonpolarizable force field13 in order to predict better transport properties without incorporating
polarization, though even conceding the utility of doing so one might object to the physical basis
of doing so. The work presented here focused on structural ordering, and used the non-polarizable
CL&P force field14,15.
It is necessary to select systems and observables that can be reliably studied with MD. One
limitation is the requirement of a small integration time step (𝛿𝑡), often chosen to be 10-15 seconds,
imposed by the 𝑂(𝛿𝑡)4 error resulting from the Taylor series expansion estimation of atomic
positions10. Because the distance between each pair of atoms must be calculated for each 𝛿𝑡, the
computer time for MD generally increases as 𝑂(𝑛2 ), where 𝑛 is the number of atoms in the system.
Therefore, approaching simulation times on the order of biological timescales for relatively large
protein systems requires significant computer time, whereas simulations of the rotational
relaxation of water, which occurs on the order of picoseconds, might be obtainable within hours
on a modern desktop computer for a small system.
MD simulations are often performed in a series of stages. First minimization, an optional
pre-dynamics treatment which minimizes the potential energy of a system, is performed until there
are no longer significant decreases in potential energy. The system is often subsequently heated
during a thermalization stage, where the temperature might be ramped up, or increased in staccato-
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like picosecond length periods. The thermalization can involve annealing, where the temperature
and/or pressure are varied in order to move the simulation configuration away from its initial
(perhaps minimized) state. Once the final desired temperature is achieved an equilibration stage
occurs. Published equilibration procedures range from picoseconds to hundreds of nanoseconds
and is extremely system-dependent. To determine successful equilibration, a variety of variables
(e.g., system potential energy and density) are usually plotted versus equilibration simulation time,
perhaps along with moving averages. Once equilibrium has been achieved, data are collected
(namely the atomic positions and velocities are periodically logged to a computer file) as the
system samples phase space (i.e., the 6N-dimensional space spanned by the atomic coordinates
and momenta). As with any measurement subject to statistical noise, the production stage must be
sufficiently long to converge the measurements of the observables of interest.
The simulations presented here were performed using either the software LAMMPS7,
which is was generally developed for materials modeling, or NAMD16, which is well-suited for
massively parallel (currently 500,000+ processor cores) biomolecular simulations. LAMMPS is
an acronym for Large-scale Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel Simulator and the software is
open-source and hosted by Sandia National Lab. NAMD is distributed as freeware for noncommercial use and is hosted by the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. The ionic liquid
and water simulations presented here were performed using LAMMPS, while the protein complex
in water simulation was performed using NAMD.
Because MD simulations yield exact atomic positions, structural quantities can be
calculated with confidence that the atomic positions in production snapshots are known with userdefined precision. There are systematic errors due to the choice of forcefield, standard numerical
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errors, rounding errors in the software, etc., but the measurement of precise atomic positions is
trivial. This is an enormous advantage for MD, and allows its results to complement experimental
knowledge by “working backwards” from atomic positions to calculated observables which are
experimentally accessible. When calculating 𝑆(𝑞) for example, the atomic form factors used to
distinguish elements by their X-ray or neutron scattering effects can be included to produce an
𝑆(𝑞) which can be compared with experiment, and can be left out to give a non-corrected MD
𝑆(𝑞). Both 𝑆(𝑞)s from MD require as input a radial distribution function (𝑔(𝑟)). The 𝑔(𝑟) and
𝑆(𝑞) will be introduced below.

Radial Distribution Function

Because MD atomic positions are known with arbitrary precision, the distances between
atoms are also well defined. 𝑔(𝑟) provides insight into liquid structure by presenting a measure of
the density of atom type B located within a spherical shell of thickness 𝛥𝑟, and of distance 𝑟
between atomic centers of atom type A. This local density is converted to a relative density by
dividing it by the theoretical average bulk density of atom type B. 𝑔(𝑟) plots converge to unity
because as 𝑟 → ∞ the local density approaches the bulk density. Peaks in 𝑔(𝑟) plots (Figure 1.1A)
correspond to coordination shells, while the integral of 𝑔(𝑟) between minima defining a peak
corresponds to coordination numbers (Figure 1.1B).
Computer programs generally calculate 𝑔(𝑟) using histograms of distance counts between
atom types A and B, where the histogram bin width (∆𝑟) and maximum distance to consider (rmax)
are set by the user. This averaging can be performed over one or more simulation trajectory
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snapshots. Often the statistical error is very small (often orders of magnitude smaller than unity,
which the plots converge to) when sampling only one trajectory snapshot. For materials which
change significantly during a simulation (e.g., materials which are not generally homogenous over
the course of a simulation) it may be worthwhile to average 𝑔(𝑟) using multiple snapshots which
are spaced in time and minimally correlated. When A and B are each all atoms in the simulation,
the quantity is formally called 𝑔(𝑟). If A and B do not each refer to all atoms, then the quantity is
referred to as a partial radial distribution function (𝑔𝑖𝑗 (𝑟)). The below equation is also the equation
for 𝑔(𝑟), provided that the atom types (𝑖 and 𝑗) each refer to all atoms.
The equation for calculating 𝑔𝑖𝑗 (𝑟) is:
𝑔𝑖𝑗 (𝑟) =

𝑛(𝑟)𝑖𝑗 /𝑛𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑠 /𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑠,𝑠𝑒𝑙2
,
4𝜋 𝑛
3 − 𝑟 3)
( 3 )( 𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑠,𝑠𝑒𝑙2
)((𝑟
+
𝛥𝑟)
𝑉𝑎𝑣𝑔

(1.2)

where 𝑖 and 𝑗 are atom types, 𝑟 is the distance between atomic pairs, 𝛥𝑟 is the histogram bin width,
𝑛(𝑟)𝑖𝑗 is the total number of atomic pairs within distance 𝑟 + 𝛥𝑟 (accounting for only the shortest
distance between two atoms, including potentially across periodic boundaries), 𝑉𝑎𝑣𝑔 is the average
simulation volume, 𝑛𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑠 is the number of frames considered, and 𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑠,𝑠𝑒𝑙2 is the number of
atoms of type B. 𝑔𝑖𝑗 (𝑟) is calculated out to some maximum 𝑟 (𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 ). Figure 1.1A shows the partial
𝑔(𝑟) for NaCl(aq), and Figure 1.1B shows its integral. The partial 𝑔(𝑟) peak near 3 Å corresponds
to the first coordination shell of Cl- around Na+, while the peak near 5 Å indicates the second
coordination shell. The integral indicates the average number of Cl- found within the distance
ranges indicated on the x-axis.
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Figure 1.1 (A) Published17 and reproduction of radial distribution functions of Cl- ions
surrounding Na+ ions. (B) Published17 and reproduction of integrals of the radial distribution
function.

Static Structure Factor

𝑆(𝑞) is a function describing how materials scatter incident radiation or particles, and it is
measured experimentally using diffraction experiments. Experimentally, X-ray or neutron beams
are focused on a material and the resulting diffraction pattern, which can be transformed into an
𝑆(𝑞), gives insight into recurring structural features of the sample. In this context of this work the
term diffraction is a subset of scattering. When X-rays or neutrons interact with atoms the X-rays
or neutrons are scattered, and when periodic ordering in a material collectively scatters it is referred
to as diffraction. The scattering power of different chemical elements is accounted for when
calculating 𝑆(𝑞) from MD simulations by using atomic form factors.
Of central importance to this work is the idea that 𝑔(𝑟) for liquids, and by extension the
quantity 𝑔(𝑟) minus one, has periodic components to it. When converting 𝑔(𝑟) to 𝑆(𝑞) it is
necessary to determine the amount of periodic signal at chosen wavenumbers (𝑞) by projecting
discrete cardinal sine functions with wavelengths (λ) corresponding to λ = 2π/ 𝑞 onto 𝑔(𝑟) – 1.
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This is the essence of a Fourier transform. Figure 1.2 shows 𝑔(𝑟) – 1 for a RTIL along with the
periodic cardinal sine functions used to convert 𝑔(𝑟) to 𝑆(𝑞).

Figure 1.2 The radial distribution function (𝑔(𝑟)) minus one for a room temperature ionic liquid
shown with some cardinal sine functions superimposed. The wavenumber (𝑞) values were chosen
because they are located near peaks or shoulders in the corresponding static structure factor (𝑆(𝑞)).
The cardinal sine functions represent the dampened periodicities which are used to measure the
intensity of 𝑆(𝑞) at each given 𝑞. The cardinal sine functions shown have wavelength (λ) of λ =
2π/𝑞, and are general to the transformation of any 𝑔(𝑟) to the corresponding 𝑆(𝑞) intensity at each
given 𝑞.

The equation for non-form factor weighted 𝑆(𝑞) is:
𝑆(𝑞) = ∑

𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑟=0

4𝜋𝜌0 𝑟 2 (𝑔𝑖𝑗 (𝑟) − 1)

sin(𝑞𝑟)
∆𝑟 ,
𝑞𝑟

(1.3)

where 𝑖 and 𝑗 are atom types, 𝑔𝑖𝑗 (𝑟) is a partial radial distribution function (or total radial
distribution function, if 𝑖 and 𝑗 each span all atom types), 𝛥𝑟 is the 𝑔𝑖𝑗 (𝑟) histogram bin width,
and 𝜌0 is the average number density of the system.
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The equation for form factor weighted 𝑆(𝑞), which is derived from the formalism proposed
by Faber and Ziman18 is:
𝑛

𝑛

𝑆(𝑞) = ∑ ∑ ∑
𝑖

𝑗

𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 4𝜋𝜌0 𝜒𝑖𝑗 𝑓𝑖 (𝑞)𝑓𝑗 (𝑞)𝑟

2

(𝑔𝑖𝑗 (𝑟) − 1)

2
[∑𝑛𝑖 √𝜒𝑖𝑖 𝑓𝑖 (𝑞)]

𝑟=0

sin(𝑞𝑟)
𝑞𝑟 ∆𝑟

,

(1.4)

where 𝑖 and 𝑗 are atom types, 𝑛 is the number of atom types, 𝑔𝑖𝑗 (𝑟) is a partial radial distribution
function, 𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 is the maximum distance used to calculate 𝑔𝑖𝑗 (𝑟), 𝜒𝑖𝑗 is the fraction of distance
pairs of 𝑖 with 𝑗 within the cutoff 𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 , 𝑓𝑖 (𝑞) is the atomic form factor of 𝑖 (approximated using a
sum of Gaussians), and 𝜌0 is the average number density of the system. Partial 𝑆(𝑞) are calculated
by summing over a restricted range of atom types i and j in Equation 1.4, selected for their chemical
significance (e.g. cation-cation). The sum over 𝑟 from zero to 𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 represents a discrete Fourier
transform, and the summands will be referred to as Fourier transform summands. Chi is defined
here somewhat differently than others have defined it. Some researchers use the bulk atomic
percents of atoms, but due to a finite cutoff (𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 ) we define 𝜒𝑖𝑗 as the fraction of distances
between atom types 𝑖 and 𝑗 which are within the cutoff rmax. Therefore the result is consistent
with a finite rmax.
Atomic form factors (𝑓(𝑞)) are calculated for each element type in the elements.ndx file using the
following equation19,20 which is a sum of Gaussians:
4

𝑞 2
) ) + 𝑐,
4𝜋

𝑓(𝑞) = ∑ 𝑎𝑖 exp (−𝑏𝑖 (
𝑖=1

(1.5)

where 𝑎𝑖 , 𝑏𝑖 , and 𝑐 are coefficients defined for each element type21.
One advantage of converting 𝑔(𝑟) to 𝑆(𝑞) is that it allows for the validity of the computer
simulation by direct comparison with experiment. If the calculated 𝑆(𝑞) does not at least
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qualitatively match experiment, then analysis of the computer simulation should stop and it should
be checked for errors, whether the force field used is applicable to the system being studied,
whether the simulation parameters were reasonable, etc. Another significant advantage of
converting 𝑔(𝑟) to 𝑆(𝑞) is that 𝑆(𝑞) reveals periodicity in 𝑔(𝑟) that is not readily apparent in 𝑔(𝑟)
alone (particularly at large r). In addition to the module we are releasing, viewSq, other software
codes for calculating 𝑆(𝑞) from computer simulations include dynsf22, I.S.A.A.C.S23, and
Debyer24. Kai Zhang has a website25 regarding calculation of 𝑆(𝑞) using MD trajectories and a
reference document26. When calculating S(q) for proteins it is common to perform least-squares
fitting between calculated and experimental 𝑆(𝑞)27 (and references therein).
𝑆(𝑞) peaks have been interpreted in many ways. One common exercise is to convert
experimentally collected 𝑆(𝑞) to 𝑔(𝑟). It is common for 𝑆(𝑞) determined computationally to be
decomposed into partial 𝑆(𝑞), for example cation-cation partial 𝑆(𝑞) for an ionic liquid, or
oxygen-hydrogen partial 𝑆(𝑞) for water. For a set of partial 𝑆(𝑞) which completely spans all atom
pairs (the example for water would be the three partial 𝑆(𝑞) oxygen-oxygen, oxygen-hydrogen,
hydrogen-hydrogen) the partial 𝑆(𝑞)add to the total 𝑆(𝑞). The fundamental interpretation of an
𝑆(𝑞) intensity is that the peaks in 𝑆(𝑞) reveal which cardinal sine functions are most present in
𝑔(𝑟), and by extension in the simulated or experimental structure.

Fourier Transform Summands

It is known that when an idealized 𝑔(𝑟) which is strongly correlated with one cardinal sine
function is transformed to an “idealized” 𝑆(𝑞), the result is a peak in 𝑆(𝑞) at the 𝑞 associated with
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the cardinal sine function. When the same idealized 𝑔(𝑟) is shifted to the right by half a wavelength
of the same cardinal sine function, the new “idealized” 𝑆(𝑞) is a negative 𝑆(𝑞) peak at the same
𝑞. The negative 𝑆(𝑞) peaks have been referred to as “antipeaks”28. The cardinal sine function was
unchanged, and the difference between correlation and anticorrelation for the same 𝑔(𝑟), shifted
in origin, causes the 𝑆(𝑞) to be positive or negative. Increasing the amplitudes of the positive and
negative 𝑆(𝑞) peaks causes the two corresponding idealized 𝑔(𝑟) to have greater amplitudes, and
vice versa. A more routine way of describing these relationships is described in the following four
points29:
(I) The Fourier transform of a sinusoid in real space corresponds to a delta/impulse function in
the frequency domain.
(II) The frequency of the sinusoid in real space predicts the delta/impulse function's location in
the frequency domain.
(III) The amplitude of the sinusoid in real space predicts the delta/impulse function's amplitude
in the frequency domain.
(IV) When points (I-III) are extended to a cardinal sine function in real space, the resulting
delta/impulse function becomes a rectangular pulse in the frequency domain, as is the case with
the discrete terms used computationally (which have a bin width in q).
The functional form of the cardinal sine function associated with any 𝑞 is known in
advance. Therefore there is one idealized 𝑔(𝑟), a rectangular pulse in the frequency domain, which
is maximally correlated, and one idealized 𝑔(𝑟) which is maximally anticorrelated, with every
cardinal sine function. They are system independent. Real 𝑔(𝑟) can be thought of as weighted
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summations of idealized 𝑔(𝑟), with the 𝑆(𝑞) intensities at each 𝑞 representing the weight
associated with each idealized 𝑔(𝑟).
Here we extend the above ideas by pointing out that the Fourier transform summands for
the first case, strongly correlated 𝑔(𝑟) and cardinal sine, are all or nearly all positive (they will be
zero when the functions cross each other). For the anticorrelation case, the Fourier transform
summands are all or nearly all negative. This is true by definition because the idealized 𝑔(𝑟),
which has a frequency which is the same as the cardinal sine function, will be positively correlated
with the cardinal sine function for the entire domain considered. The opposite is true for the
anticorrelation case, as the 𝑔(𝑟) still has the same frequency as the cardinal sine function, but
along the entire domain the correlations will be negative.
The Fourier transform summands are the means of storing 𝑔(𝑟) information during the
transformation to 𝑆(𝑞), and contain all the information from 𝑔(𝑟) that "survives" the
transformation. The information present in the summands is then reconstituted to form 𝑆(𝑞). The
Fourier transform summands can be used further as a means to quantify structural ordering
regarding 𝑆(𝑞). Summands allow 𝑔(𝑟) bins to be assigned a value which indicates its contribution
to 𝑆(𝑞) at a given 𝑞. The contribution can be positive or negative, large or small in magnitude. A
𝑔(𝑟) bin making a large contribution at one 𝑞 may make a negligible contribution at another 𝑞.
The summands show where in 𝑟 the contributions to 𝑆(𝑞) at a single 𝑞 occur. This can provide the
basis for gaining further insights into structuring in 𝑟 that is primarily responsible for a given peak
in 𝑆(𝑞).
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Correlation and anticorrelation between 𝑔(𝑟) and a cardinal sine function each correspond
to actual periodic ordering in the simulation, and for that reason there is utility to summing the
positive and negative summands separately while transforming 𝑔(𝑟) to 𝑆(𝑞). Doing so yields the
positive and negative components of 𝑆(𝑞) (or partial 𝑆(𝑞)).

Positive / Negative Peak Components

The total 𝑆(𝑞) calculated from simulation indicates the difference between correlation and
anticorrelation with the associated 𝑔(𝑟). If the atoms are ordered such that they have roughly equal
correlation and anticorrelation with the 𝑔(𝑟), then the 𝑆(𝑞) signal will be near zero. If the atoms’
positions are more correlated than anticorrelated with the 𝑔(𝑟) then the 𝑆(𝑞) will be positive. If
the atom positions are more anticorrelated than correlated with the 𝑔(𝑟) then the 𝑆(𝑞) will be
negative.
The key conceptual contribution of this work is that calculated and partial 𝑆(𝑞) consist of
canceling positive and negative terms, which each independently indicate periodic atomic
ordering. The positive and negative components are often large compared with 𝑆(𝑞) and partial
𝑆(𝑞). Traditionally a summation is performed as part of the transform from 𝑔(𝑟) to 𝑆(𝑞), and the
summation obscures the positive and negative components, as they cancel each other. Summing
the positive and negative terms separately allows the positive and negative terms to be separated,
and the overall structural ordering is indicated by adding the positive terms to the magnitudes of
the negative terms. Interpreting the height of 𝑆(𝑞) and partial 𝑆(𝑞) alone can be misleading, as
there are two components which cancel mathematically (positive and negative summands cancel
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when added in Equation 1.4). The positive and negative components are each indicative of
ordering of the same real space frequency, but offset by a real space phase shift. Therefore while
the components cancel when added to give 𝑆(𝑞) or partial 𝑆(𝑞), physically they both indicate
ordering in 𝑔(𝑟) at the wavelength given by the cardinal sine function for the given 𝑞.

CHAPTER 2
TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF STATIC STRUCTURE FACTOR PEAK INTENSITIES
FOR A PYRROLIDINIUM-BASED IONIC LIQUID

2.1 Abstract

Static structure factors (𝑆(𝑞)) for many ionic liquids show two low-wavenumber peaks
whose intensities increase with increasing temperature. The greater peak intensities might seem to
imply increasing intermediate-range order with increasing temperature. Molecular dynamics (MD)
simulations

for

a

representative

ionic

liquid,

1-butyl-1-methyl-pyrrolidinium

bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide (C4C1pyrrTFSI), were used to calculate 𝑆(𝑞) and partial 𝑆(𝑞)
(cation-cation, anion-anion, and cation-anion) at 298, 363, and 500 K. 𝑆(𝑞) and partial 𝑆(𝑞) were
further decomposed into positive and negative components (which each indicate structural
ordering) by separately summing positive and negative Fourier transform summands. Increasing
temperature causes the negative components of each partial 𝑆(𝑞) to decrease in magnitude more
than the positive components, causing the total 𝑆(𝑞) to increase in magnitude. Thus, structural
ordering with periodicities corresponding to observed peaks in 𝑆(𝑞) does not increase, but instead
decreases with increasing temperature, even though 𝑆(𝑞) peak heights increase. Fourier transform
summands also show where in real space the positive and negative component contributions to
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𝑆(𝑞) change when the temperature increases. This new, detailed analysis based on Fourier
transform summands comprising 𝑆(𝑞) argues for great caution when interpreting 𝑆(𝑞) intensities
and highlights the value of simulations as a complement to X-ray (or neutron) scattering
experiments.

Portions of this chapter are reprinted with permission from J. Phys. Chem. B 2019, 123, 16721678. Copyright 2019 American Chemical Society.

2.2 Introduction

Room temperature ionic liquids (RTILs) are a class of salts which are liquid near ambient
temperatures and have potential applications as reaction solvents30–32, catalysts33,34, sensors35, and
battery electrolytes5. RTILs often have low volatility, low flammability, high thermal stability, and
desirable electrochemical windows, making them potential replacements for traditional battery
electrolytes, which are often volatile and flammable36. While relatively high viscosity is a common
drawback, it may be possible to design RTILs (e.g. through tailoring of chemical groups, or
varying ion mixtures) that maintain desirable properties and exhibit moderate viscosity. Molecular
level insight regarding RTIL structure (e.g. cation-anion ordering) would contribute to
understanding of the above properties and aid in tailoring RTILs to suit specific applications37,38.
Intermediate-range liquid ordering is a signature of many RTILs, and manifests as static structure
factor (𝑆(𝑞)) peaks in the low-wavenumber regime (i.e. 𝑞 < 2 Å-1)39–42. RTIL intermediate-range
ordering is affected by chemical structures and can be modified by, for example, varying alkyl side
chain

length14,43–50.

The

RTIL

family

1-alkyl-1-methyl-pyrrolidinium

cation

with
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bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide anion (CnC1pyrrTFSI) has been studied experimentally and
computationally22,24–47, and the n = 4 member (C4C1pyrrTFSI) is the focus here. 𝑆(𝑞) derived from
X-ray scattering and MD simulations, including temperature-dependent trends for the two
prominent low-𝑞 peaks, have been reported for C4C1pyrrTFSI28,51–54,56,71. Peak 1 (centered near 𝑞
= 0.8 Å-1) is usually attributed predominantly to charge alternation (i.e. periodic anion-anion and
cation-cation ordering at characteristic distances), while peak 2 (centered near 𝑞 = 1.25 Å-1) is
usually attributed primarily to charge adjacency (corresponding to near neighbor ions)51,52. While
the shift of these C4C1pyrrTFSI peaks to lower 𝑞 is generally attributed to lower density, their
increasing intensity with increasing temperature has been the subject of discussion51,52. For
phosphonium-based RTILs, increasing peak heights have been attributed to disordering of the
apolar, hydrophobic region that allows the polar region to become more ordered74. In this work,
we find that a decrease of structural ordering on multiple length scales (with periodicities indicated
by values of 𝑞 where peaks appear in 𝑆(𝑞)) occurs for C4C1pyrrTFSI with increasing temperature.
MD simulations complement X-ray or neutron scattering experiments by allowing
assignment of peaks to various ordering, such as charge alternation in RTILs, via decomposition
of 𝑆(𝑞) into partial 𝑆(𝑞)75,76. Total 𝑆(𝑞) can be calculated using Equation 2.1, which is derived
from the formalism proposed by Faber and Ziman18:

𝑛

𝑛

𝑆(𝑞) = ∑ ∑ ∑
𝑖

𝑗

𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 4𝜋𝜌0 𝜒𝑖𝑗 𝑓𝑖 (𝑞)𝑓𝑗 (𝑞)𝑟
𝑟=0

2

(𝑔𝑖𝑗 (𝑟) − 1)

2
[∑𝑛𝑖 √𝜒𝑖𝑖 𝑓𝑖 (𝑞)]

sin(𝑞𝑟)
𝑞𝑟 ∆𝑟

,

(2.1)

where 𝑖 and 𝑗 are atom types, 𝑛 is the number of atom types, 𝑔𝑖𝑗 (𝑟) is a partial radial distribution
function, 𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 is the maximum distance used to calculate 𝑔𝑖𝑗 (𝑟), 𝜒𝑖𝑗 is the fraction of atomic
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distances of type 𝑖 with 𝑗 within the cutoff 𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 , 𝑓𝑖 (𝑞) is the atomic form factor of 𝑖 (approximated
using a sum of Gaussians21), and 𝜌0 is the average number density of the system. Partial 𝑆(𝑞) are
calculated by summing over a restricted range of atom types i and j in Equation 2.1, selected for
their chemical significance (e.g. cation-cation)28,52,53. The sum from zero to 𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 represents a
discrete Fourier transform, and the summands will be referred to as Fourier transform summands.
The Margulis group provided a physical interpretation of positive and negative partial 𝑆(𝑞)
calculated at the same 𝑞, attributing them to periodic ordering of ions with the same spatial
frequency (i.e. 𝑞), but offset by a phase shift28. The phase shift corresponds to a real space shift of
the periodic ordering in the radial distribution function (𝑔(𝑟)). When the phase shift is present, the
𝑆(𝑞) intensity at a given 𝑞 becomes negative. They labeled the phase-shifted, negative partial 𝑆(𝑞)
“anti-peaks”28. Both peaks and anti-peaks in partial 𝑆(𝑞) therefore indicate the presence of
ordering. On the basis of their analysis of peaks and anti-peaks, Margulis et al. proposed an
explanation for the intensity increase observed for two low-𝑞 peaks with increasing temperature
for phosphonium-based RTILs74.
Here, we extend previously published work by using Fourier transform summands to
decompose 𝑆(𝑞) and partial 𝑆(𝑞) (whether positive or negative) into positive and negative
components. This is achieved by separately summing the positive and negative Fourier transform
summands for partial 𝑆(𝑞). At a given 𝑞 the positive and negative components each indicate
ordering of a given type (e.g cation-cation), offset by a real space phase shift. Positive and negative
components at a given 𝑞 have spatial periodicity characteristic of the cardinal sine function
associated with that 𝑞, sinc(𝑞𝑟) = sin(𝑞𝑟) / (𝑞𝑟). Therefore plots of positive and negative
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components offer complementary information to plots of 𝑆(𝑞) and partial 𝑆(𝑞), irrespective of
whether 𝑆(𝑞) or partial 𝑆(𝑞) are themselves positive or negative.

2.3 Computational Methods

Simulation boxes of 250 ion pairs were used for all reported analyses. Simulation boxes of
500 ion pairs did not significantly affect results (not shown). LAMMPS7 and the CL&P force
field15,77 were used for all simulations. Coulombic and van der Waals cutoffs were 15 Å, and longrange electrostatics was treated using a particle-particle particle-mesh solver78 with a 10-7 desired
relative error in forces. Temperature and pressure (1 atm) were controlled using a Nosé-Hoover
thermostat (𝑇𝑑𝑎𝑚𝑝 = 100) and barostat (𝑃𝑑𝑎𝑚𝑝 = 500)79,80. Thermalization at 650 K was performed
for 10 ns in order to move molecules away from the initial configuration, which was generated
using Packmol81. Simulations were then cooled by evenly ramping temperature from 650 K to the
final temperatures over 10 ns. Next, 100 ns of equilibration simulation was performed at each final
temperature, followed by 10 ns of production simulation (storage of trajectory used for analysis).
A 2 fs timestep was used, and atomic positions were stored during production at 1 ps intervals.
Periodic boundary conditions were implemented, as well as SHAKE82 with an accuracy tolerance
of 10-4 to constrain hydrogen-carbon bond lengths. For all analyses, 10 ns production simulations
were sampled every 100 ps. 𝑔𝑖𝑗 (𝑟) used for 𝑆(𝑞) calculations were calculated using a 0.1 Å bin
width and an 𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 of 22 Å. The simulations were systematically approximately 3% more dense
than experiment at each temperature, consistent with others’ findings for the CL&P force field77.
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2.4 Results and Discussion

Figure 2.1A shows calculated total 𝑆(𝑞) for C4C1pyrrTFSI for 𝑞 < 2.0 Å-1 at 298 K, 363 K,
and 500 K (temperatures above its melting point and below its decomposition temperature). The
figure verifies that peaks calculated near 𝑞 = 0.795 Å-1 and 1.25 Å-1 shift to lower 𝑞 and increase
in intensity as temperature increases (a comparison of calculated and experimentally measured
𝑆(𝑞) for a larger range of 𝑞 at 298 K (Figure 2.4). Parts B, C, and D of Figure 2.1 show cationcation, anion-anion, and cation-anion partial 𝑆(𝑞), respectively, calculated at the same
temperatures.
Inspection of Fourier transform summands shows that the total 𝑆(𝑞) (Figure 2.2A) and
each partial 𝑆(𝑞) (not shown) are composed of positive and negative contributions. Positive 𝑆(𝑞)
contributions correspond to the positive summands from Equation 2.1, whereas negative
contributions correspond to the negative summands. The Fourier transform summands indicate the
magnitude of the positive or negative contribution of each 𝑔𝑖𝑗 (𝑟) bin to 𝑆(𝑞) at one value of 𝑞
(e.g. 𝑞 = 0.795 Å-1 for Figure 2.2A). Figure 2.2B shows the difference in Fourier transform
summands at 𝑞 = 0.795 Å-1 for 500 K minus those for 298 K. Blue and red coloring is used to
indicate where in 𝑟 the 298 K contributions were positive and negative, respectively. Bars above
the horizontal axis indicate that contributions become more positive (less negative) at 500 K and
bars below the axis indicate that contributions become less positive (more negative) at 500 K.
Thus, red bars above the horizontal axis indicate negative contributions to 𝑆(𝑞) at 298 K that
become more positive (less negative) at 500 K. Thus, Figure 2.2B shows that the largest changes
to 𝑆(𝑞) occur because negative contributions at 298 K, most evident between approximately 1 Å
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and 3 Å (and to a lesser extent, from 5-15 Å) become less negative at 500 K. Plots such as those
in Figure 2.2 can be made for any partial 𝑆(𝑞).

Figure 2.1 (A) Static structure factor (𝑆(𝑞)) showing two low-wavenumber peaks for the ionic
liquid 1-butyl-1-methyl-pyrrolidinium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide (C4C1pyrrTFSI). The
peaks shift to smaller 𝑞 and increase their intensities with increasing temperature. The left peak
(peak 1) corresponds primarily to charge alternation, and the right peak (peak 2) corresponds
significantly to charge adjacency. Temperature trends for partial 𝑆(𝑞) for cation-cation (B), anionanion (C), and cation-anion (D) are shown alongside 𝑆(𝑞) at 298 K.
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Figure 2.2 (A) Fourier transform summands for 𝑞 = 0.795 Å-1 at 298 K, and (B) differences
between 500 and 298 K Fourier transform summands for 𝑞 = 0.795 Å-1. Fourier transform
summands indicate how positive or negative each radial distribution function bin’s contribution is
to the static structure factor (𝑆(𝑞)) at a given 𝑞. Summing all Fourier transform summands (in A)
gives 𝑆(𝑞) at 𝑞 = 0.795 Å-1. This is identical to solving Equation 2.1 for 𝑞 = 0.795 Å-1. Summing
only the positive or negative Fourier transform summands in A gives the positive or negative
component of 𝑆(𝑞), respectively. The difference between Fourier transform summands at two
temperatures at a given 𝑞 (e.g. in B) shows where in real space the 𝑆(𝑞) contributions became
more positive and negative. Differences are colored by whether the summand at 298 K (from A)
was positive (blue) or negative (red). Summing all difference terms yields the difference in 𝑆(𝑞)
at 𝑞 = 0.795 Å-1 between 500 and 298 K.
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Table 2.1 shows numbers that may be generated using plots such as those in Figure 2.2,
grouped to highlight subsets of atom types associated with the atomic distances used to calculate
𝑔𝑖𝑗 (𝑟). The table also shows the difference between 𝑆(𝑞) at two temperatures (298 and 500 K)
and the percentage of that difference represented by the positive and negative components. First,
it is important to emphasize that each partial 𝑆(𝑞), whether positive or negative at any given 𝑞, is
composed of both positive and negative components. Second, the dominant contributions to peak
1 𝑆(𝑞) at 𝑞 = 0.795 Å-1 at 298 K (Table 2.1) are -9.71 from cation-anion and +9.46 from anionanion. The total contribution (that is to say positive contribution plus magnitude of negative
contribution) of anion-anion is 11.63, that of cation-cation is 3.47, and that of cation-anion is 10.03.
Therefore the peak is predominantly charge alternation (15.1 combined contribution from anionanion and cation-cation contributions) and nontrivially cation-anion (total contribution of 10.03).
Because the contributions are form factor weighted and most anion atoms have larger form factor
weights than cation atoms, it is not surprising that anion-anion is the dominant contributor83. Next,
the difference in magnitude of the negative contributions to 𝑆(𝑞) at the two temperatures is nearly
twice that of the positive contribution (+1.18 vs. -0.64). Finally, the largest changes in magnitude
appear in the negative contributions from cation-anion (101.7%) and anion-anion (90.6%)
distances. The dominant contributions to peak 2 𝑆(𝑞) at 𝑞 = 1.25 Å-1 at 298 K (Table 2.2) are
+3.38 and -3.19 from anion-anion distances (for a total contribution of 6.57) and +3.16 and -2.56
from cation-anion distances (for a total contribution of 5.72), so the peak is primarily composed
of anion-anion and cation-anion contributions. The cation-cation contributions are +1.18 and -0.71
(for a total contribution of 1.89). Again, anion atoms generally have the largest form factor
weights, a significant influence in making them the largest contribution to 𝑆(𝑞). When the
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temperature increases, the negative (phase shifted) contributions to 𝑆(𝑞) again decrease in
magnitude more than the positive contributions decrease (+1.02 vs. -0.55). Thus, for both the peak
centered near 𝑞 = 0.795 Å-1 and 1.25 Å-1, peak heights grow upon heating from 298 to 500 K
because the negative, phase shifted contributions to 𝑆(𝑞) and partial 𝑆(𝑞) decrease in magnitude
more than the positive contributions decrease (Figure 2.3). Therefore, we conclude that the
structural ordering in C4C1pyrrTFSI responsible for the observed peaks centered near 𝑞 = 0.795
Å-1 and 1.25 Å-1 in total 𝑆(𝑞) decrease with increasing temperature even though those peaks show
increasing intensity with increasing temperature. Figure 2.3 shows that these findings are not
specific to 𝑞 = 0.795 Å-1 and 1.25 Å-1, but also hold for 𝑞 values near 𝑞 = 0.795 Å-1 and 1.25 Å-1.

Table 2.1 Positive and Negative Components of 𝑺(𝒒) and Partial 𝑺(𝒒) at 𝒒 = 0.795 Å-1

𝑺(𝒒)
positive contribution
negative contribution
positive contribution cation-cation
negative contribution cation-cation
positive contribution anion-anion
negative contribution anion-anion
positive contribution cation-anion
negative contribution cation-anion

298 K
0.42
12.77
-12.36
2.99
-0.48
9.46
-2.17
0.32
-9.71

500 K
0.96
12.13
-11.18
2.93
-0.34
9.14
-1.68
0.06
-9.16

difference
0.54
-0.64
1.18
-0.06
0.14
-0.32
0.49
-0.26
0.55

percent of difference
100.00
-118.47
218.47
-10.84
26.14
-58.97
90.61
-48.66
101.71

Table 2.1 Footnote: Positive and negative contributions to 𝑆(𝑞) (rows 2 and 3) each indicate
structural ordering and sum to 𝑆(𝑞) (row 1). Positive and negative contributions to partial 𝑆(𝑞)
(rows 4-9) also sum to 𝑆(𝑞) (row 1). For increasing temperature (298 to 500 K) the negative
contribution decreases in magnitude more than the positive contribution, which causes 𝑆(𝑞) to
increase in magnitude with increasing temperature. Numbers are rounded to two decimal places.
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Figure 2.3 (A) Temperature trends for positive and negative components of static structure factor
(𝑆(𝑞)) shown with 𝑆(𝑞) at 298 K. Positive and negative components each indicate structural
ordering. The two dashed black diamond curves sum to 𝑆(𝑞) (i.e., total 𝑆(𝑞)) at 298 K.
Temperature trends for positive and negative components of (B) cation-cation partial 𝑆(𝑞), (C)
anion-anion 𝑆(𝑞), and (D) cation-anion, each shown alongside total 𝑆(𝑞) at 298 K. The six dashed
black diamond curves (two each in B, C, and D) sum to 𝑆(𝑞) at 298 K. Positive components at
each 𝑞 are in phase with each other, as are negative components, irrespective of whether 𝑆(𝑞) or
partial 𝑆(𝑞) are positive or negative.
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Table 2.2 Positive and Negative Components of 𝑺(𝒒) and Partial 𝑺(𝒒) at 𝒒 = 1.25 Å-1

𝑺(𝒒)
positive contribution
negative contribution
positive contribution cation-cation
negative contribution cation-cation
positive contribution anion-anion
negative contribution anion-anion
positive contribution cation-anion
negative contribution cation-anion

298 K 500 K
1.27
1.74
7.73
7.18
-6.46 -5.44
1.18
1.08
-0.71 -0.63
3.38
3.13
-3.19 -2.80
3.16
2.97
-2.56 -2.01

difference
0.46
-0.55
1.02
-0.11
0.07
-0.25
0.39
-0.19
0.55

percent of difference
100.00
-119.09
219.09
-23.35
15.75
-53.83
84.42
-41.92
118.92

Table 2.2 Footnote: Positive and negative contributions to 𝑆(𝑞) (rows 2 and 3) each indicate
structural ordering and sum to 𝑆(𝑞) (row 1). Positive and negative contributions to partial 𝑆(𝑞)
(rows 4-9) also sum to 𝑆(𝑞) (row one). For increasing temperature (298 to 500 K) the negative
contribution decreases in magnitude more than the positive contribution, which causes 𝑆(𝑞) to
increase in magnitude with increasing temperature. Numbers are rounded to two decimal places.

Figure 2.4 Digitized Castner group experimental X-ray diffraction static structure factor51 plotted
with our molecular dynamics simulation static structure factor for similar temperatures. The
molecular dynamics data is form factor weighted as per Equation 2.1.
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Figure 2.5 Fourier transform summands for 𝑞 = 1.25 Å-1 at 298 K. Fourier transform summands
indicate how positive or negative each radial distribution function bin’s contribution is to the static
structure factor (𝑆(𝑞)) at a given 𝑞. Summing all Fourier transform summands (in A) gives 𝑆(𝑞)
at 𝑞 = 1.25 Å-1. This is identical to solving Equation 2.1 for 𝑞 = 1.25 Å-1. Summing only the positive
or negative Fourier transform summands in A gives the positive or negative component of 𝑆(𝑞),
respectively.

Figure 2.6 Difference between 500 K and 298 K Fourier transform summands for 𝑞 = 1.25 Å-1.
Differences are colored by whether the summand at 298 K (from Figure 2.5) was positive (blue)
or negative (red). Summing all difference terms yields the difference in 𝑆(𝑞) at 𝑞 = 1.25 Å-1
between 500 and 298 K.
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2.5 Conclusions

In summary, this work proposes decomposing discrete Fourier transforms into component
summands, analyzes Fourier transform summands for total and partial 𝑆(𝑞) calculated from MD
simulations, and illustrates their utility by examining the temperature-dependent intensity increase
observed for low-𝑞 peaks in 𝑆(𝑞) for C4C1pyrrTFSI. First, our analysis confirms that the peak
calculated to appear near 𝑞 = 0.795 Å-1, peak 1, arises mostly from charge alternation (distances
between like charges, primarily anion-anion distances). The peak near 𝑞 = 1.25 Å-1, peak 2, is due
primarily to cation-anion and anion-anion distances. That anions are significant contributors to
both peak 1 and peak 2 is due in part to the greater form factor weights associated with most anion
atoms than cation atoms. Second, 𝑆(𝑞) and partial 𝑆(𝑞) calculated from MD simulations are
decomposed into positive and negative components by separately summing the positive and
negative Fourier transform summands before adding them to give partial or total 𝑆(𝑞). Positive
and negative components of partial and total 𝑆(𝑞) are of the same ordering type (e.g. cation-anion),
and have the same periodicity at a given 𝑞, but are offset by a real space phase shift.
C4C1pyrrTFSI’s two low-𝑞 𝑆(𝑞) peaks increase in intensity with increasing temperature because
the sum of the negative components of the partial 𝑆(𝑞) decreases in magnitude more than the sum
of the positive components does. Thus, the structuring in C4C1pyrrTFSI with periodicities
corresponding to observed 𝑆(𝑞) peaks centered near 𝑞 = 0.795 Å-1 and 1.25 Å-1 decreases, even
though those peaks in 𝑆(𝑞) show increasing intensity with increasing temperature. This argues for
great caution when interpreting 𝑆(𝑞) intensities and highlights the value of simulations (e.g. MD
or Monte Carlo simulations) as a complement to X-ray (or neutron) scattering experiments.
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While this study focuses on 𝑆(𝑞) and three partial 𝑆(𝑞) (cation-cation, anion-anion, and
cation-anion), the atoms can be grouped in any other way (e.g. cation-cation decomposed into ringtail, ring-ring, and tail-tail). Because we envision more general uses for the Fourier transform
summand decomposition to interpret 𝑆(𝑞) for any type of soft matter, we are preparing an open
source VMD84 module, viewSq. The module will allow users to quantify the contribution of each
atomic or group pair to 𝑆(𝑞) with or without form factor weights, use the Fourier transform
summands to rank atoms or groups of atoms by their contributions to each 𝑞, and thereby visualize
the atoms or groups of atoms making the largest contribution(s) to 𝑆(𝑞).

CHAPTER 3
VIEWSQ: A VMD MODULE FOR VISUALIZING AND QUANTIFYING STRUCTURAL
ORDERING UNDERLYING STATIC STRUCTURE FACTORS FROM MOLECULAR
DYNAMICS SIMULATIONS

3.1 Abstract

Static structure factors (𝑆(𝑞)) calculated from computer simulations complement those
collected from experiment by allowing 𝑆(𝑞) to be interpreted in terms of periodic atomic ordering
in the simulation trajectory. We describe the program viewSq, a Visual Molecular Dynamics
(VMD) module for visualizing and quantifying atomic ordering underlying 𝑆(𝑞) from molecular
dynamics (MD) simulations. viewSq calculates radial distribution functions (𝑔(𝑟)), 𝑆(𝑞) with and
without X-ray or neutron atomic form factors, partial 𝑆(𝑞) and partial 𝑔(𝑟) for any atomic subsets,
and decomposes 𝑆(𝑞) and partial 𝑆(𝑞) into positive and negative components (which each indicate
periodic atomic ordering). Additionally, viewSq plots the Fourier transform summands used to
transfom 𝑔(𝑟) to 𝑆(𝑞), which show where in real space around atomic centers the positive and
negative components receive contributions. viewSq also ranks atoms by their contributions to 𝑆(𝑞)
for any chosen range of wavenumbers (𝑞) and visualizes those atoms in descending order. Another
feature allows visualization of neighboring atoms which contribute most to 𝑆(𝑞) for any range of
𝑞 for one selected atom as the origin. Another feature prints the number and percentage of atomic
distances for any two atomic sets which are associated with a user-defined range of real space
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distances, which allows 𝑔(𝑟) and Fourier transform summands to be interpreted. Also
implemented are partial 𝑆(𝑞) definitions which use a shared denominator, allowing partial 𝑆(𝑞)
to be directly added to reproduce total 𝑆(𝑞). The common denominator also allows the positive
and negative components of partial 𝑆(𝑞) to be added, to produce partial or total 𝑆(𝑞). viewSq’s
utility is demonstrated for a box of water and the protein complex Barnase-Barstar in water.
Chapter 4 describes viewSq’s application to understand the temperature dependence of the socalled “first sharp diffraction peak” in the ionic liquid tetradecyltrihexylphosphonium
bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide (P14,666TFSI).

3.2 Program Summary

Program Title: viewSq

Programming languages: Tcl, Python

Nature of Problem

Static structure factors (𝑆(𝑞)) are determined experimentally using X-ray or neutron
diffraction85 and computationally using analysis of computer simulations11 (e.g. molecular
dynamics (MD) or Monte Carlo simulations). Because experimental 𝑆(𝑞) collectively describe all
atomic species, each of which scatter X-rays and neutrons differently, experimental 𝑆(𝑞) can be
difficult to interpret. MD simulations complement experiment by allowing calculated 𝑆(𝑞) to be
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decomposed into partial 𝑆(𝑞), each associated with atomic pair distances. Unfortunately, there are
difficulties in relying exclusively on partial 𝑆(𝑞) to analyze structural ordering. One such difficulty
is that each partial 𝑆(𝑞) is itself the sum of positive and negative terms, which each indicate
periodic atomic ordering, may partially or nearly completely cancel and are often large in
magnitude compared with 𝑆(𝑞) and partial 𝑆(𝑞).

Solution Method

While several tools exist for calculating 𝑆(𝑞) and partial 𝑆(𝑞) from MD simulations22,23,27,
viewSq is to our knowledge the first program to calculate positive and negative components of
𝑆(𝑞) and partial 𝑆(𝑞). Broadly, viewSq is a Visual Molecular Dynamics (VMD) module which
provides a graphical user interface and suite of tools for calculating and studying 𝑆(𝑞) and partial
𝑆(𝑞) from MD simulations, with the option of including atomic form factors for X-ray scattering
or neutron scattering lengths, for comparison with experiment. viewSq is also unique in that it
displays Fourier transform summands used during the transform from radial distribution function
(𝑔(𝑟)) to 𝑆(𝑞), which provide a new means for 𝑆(𝑞) peak assignment. Also unique is viewSq’s
ability to rank and visualize atoms by their contributions to 𝑆(𝑞) for any range of 𝑞, allowing users
to visualize atoms associated with 𝑆(𝑞) interactively. Additionally, because atomic positions are
exactly known from MD simulations, the calculated 𝑆(𝑞) can be interpreted without accounting
for atomic form factors, providing a direct analysis of atomic ordering. Tcl was used for the
interface with VMD, for the graphical user interface, and for the transformation of 𝑔(𝑟) to 𝑆(𝑞).
Python was used to calculate 𝑔(𝑟).
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3.3 Introduction

X-ray diffraction experiments were founded on the discoveries that X-rays produce
diffraction patterns with crystals86 and have wavelengths comparable to the sizes of atoms87,
allowing X-rays to yield information about matter which visible light cannot. Interpretation of Xray diffraction experiments is notoriously difficult, often requiring a combination of chemical
intuition and mathematical analysis. Unfortunately, for soft matter no general-purpose method has
emerged for unambiguous assignment of experimental X-ray diffraction data to atomic structural
ordering. Computer simulations (e.g. molecular dynamics (MD) simulations) offer a
complementary means to study X-ray diffraction, by allowing calculation of static structure factors
(𝑆(𝑞)), which can be compared directly with 𝑆(𝑞) measured from X-ray diffraction experiments.
Periodic ordering in MD simulations give rise to calculated 𝑆(𝑞), which can be compared with
experimentally measured 𝑆(𝑞) by accounting for atomic form factors, the unique scattering of Xrays by each chemical element type. In this context the term diffraction is a subset of scattering.
When X-rays interact with atoms the X-rays are scattered, and when periodic ordering in a material
collectively scatters it is referred to as diffraction. Traditionally 𝑆(𝑞) calculated from MD
simulations are decomposed into partial 𝑆(𝑞) associated with chemically meaningful subsets of
atoms and the intensities of the partial 𝑆(𝑞) are used to analyze total 𝑆(𝑞). We recently showed6
that those partial 𝑆(𝑞), whether positive or negative themselves, can be further decomposed into
positive and negative components (by separately summing positive and negative Fourier transform
summands), which each indicate structural ordering and can be large in magnitude compared with
𝑆(𝑞) and partial 𝑆(𝑞).
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viewSq, a Visual Molecular Dynamics (VMD) module developed to analyze 𝑆(𝑞)
calculated from MD simulations, allows for calculations of 𝑆(𝑞) and partial 𝑆(𝑞), as well as their
positive and negative components, with or without atomic form factors. Additional viewSq
features include the ability to interactively quantify and visualize the periodic atomic ordering
associated with 𝑆(𝑞). This is possible due to MD simulations yielding exact atomic locations,
coupled with the idea that Fourier transform summands used to calculate 𝑆(𝑞) from radial
distribution functions (𝑔(𝑟)) can also be used to separate periodic atomic ordering by their positive
or negative phases. Therefore 𝑔(𝑟) is a signal and the separation of it into components is signal
processing. These concepts are extended in a manner which allows ranking, and thereby
visualization, of individual atoms by their contributions to 𝑆(𝑞). While the ranking method
currently applies only to non-form factor weighted 𝑆(𝑞), it is nonetheless the first ranking and
visualization method of its kind.
viewSq’s features can be applied to a great variety of simulated systems. Here they will be
demonstrated using a box of water, containing 3,000 atoms, and the protein complex barnasebarstar (PDBID: 1BRS)88 in water, containing 23,073 atoms. Each example has an 𝑆(𝑞) which
can be calculated with or without using X-ray atomic form factors (or neutron scattering lengths).
Correcting for atomic form factors or scattering lengths is necessary to compare with experiment,
however they are not used when only studying periodic atomic ordering in an MD stimulation
where every atomic position is treated independently of element type. There is something to be
learned either way, and viewSq allows calculation with or without the atomic form factor
corrections.
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At each MD simulation timestep each simulated atom has an exact known distance to each
other atom in the simulation. If there are 𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑠 atoms in the simulation then there are 𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑠 *
(𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑠 - 1) / 2 distances between atoms. These distances can be classified based upon properties
of each atom, such as element type. Other such distance classifications might be based upon
whether each atom is classified as hydrophilic or hydrophobic, or whether each atom belongs to
the same or different molecules (intramolecular or intermolecular), or more complex
classifications (e.g., atom A might belong to a protein backbone and atom B might belong to a
solvent molecule). When using viewSq, a distance parameter 𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 is used which limits the
consideration of distances between atoms to distances less than 𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 . Therefore a larger 𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 will
provide detail regarding longer atomic distances, though coming at a cost of compute time,
memory usage, and disk storage.
viewSq uses a Fourier transform to determine which frequencies are present in 𝑔(𝑟). The
frequencies which have the most signal will often result in 𝑆(𝑞) peaks and the calculated 𝑆(𝑞)
profile can be compared with those collected experimentally. One caveat is that each 𝑆(𝑞) intensity
is the result of a positive and negative term, which each correspond to atomic ordering of a given
frequency, but which cancel when added to produce 𝑆(𝑞). The positive and negative terms indicate
periodic ordering which are identical, save that they are phase shifted in real space with respect to
each other. Therefore 𝑆(𝑞) intensities (which can be positive or negative) should be interpreted
with great care, and the underlying positive and negative terms which produce them should be
considered when quantifying the amount of atomic ordering at a given frequency. viewSq provides
users with the positive and negative components for all 𝑆(𝑞) and partial 𝑆(𝑞), as well as the sum
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of the positive component with the magnitude of the negative component. These plots show the
total signal related to atomic ordering at each wavenumber.
Because 𝑆(𝑞) manifests atomic ordering in a simulation and the atomic positions are
exactly known from the simulation trajectory file, it is possible to determine which atoms most
contribute to 𝑆(𝑞) at each 𝑞. This atom ranking is a feature of viewSq, and is currently
implemented for non-form factor weighted 𝑆(𝑞). The feature can also be used to determine, for a
selected central atom, the ranking of neighboring atoms by contribution to 𝑆(𝑞) at a given 𝑞. These
two rankings are used by viewSq to allow the user to visualize the top N atoms contributing to
𝑆(𝑞), either overall, or using a single central atom. The first case provides a visualization of the
atomic ordering which produced 𝑆(𝑞), whereas the second visualizes the same but as an atomic
environment around a central atom.

Summary of Workflow

The user first places a simulation trajectory file into a directory. The trajectory must be
compatible with VMD. Next the user creates a text file named elements.ndx and places it in the
same folder as the trajectory. There is a tutorial available with the software which outlines one
method for creating elements.ndx using VMD (because elements.ndx is a standard gromacs file
format, there are many ways to create it). The file format consists of two lines for each element
type associated with the atoms in a simulation: one heading line, indicating the element type (e.g.,
[H], [S], or [C]), followed by a line which contains a space separated lists of all atom numbers
which correspond to that element type. Next, the user opens VMD and loads the trajectory file.
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Then, the user loads viewSq by selecting the VMD menu “Extensions”, the submenu “Analysis”,
and then selects “viewSq”. Doing so will open a GUI similar to that shown in Figure 3.1. The
trajectory to be analyzed is loaded using the viewSq “Molecule” menu. The initial calculations are
then initiated, and once complete a series of plots will display, including 𝑆(𝑞) with and without
form factor weights, the radial distribution function (𝑔(𝑟)), the positive and negative components
of 𝑆(𝑞) with and without form factor weights, etc.

Figure 3.1 viewSq’s main window, which is opened using a VMD menu. The window provides
a GUI to perform calculations and interact with viewSq.
Once the initial calculations finish, the “Selections” portion of the GUI becomes accessible
to the user. The user can input as many selections, subselections, and “R-bin(s)” selections as
desired, one at a time. Each input at this stage requires a calculation which can be nearly as lengthy
as the initial calculation, or much shorter, depending on the atom selections. The selections can be
input using standard VMD selections (e.g., “type 1 or type 2”, or “protein”), which is well
documented on the internet89, or using a second selection method which is described in the viewSq
tutorial (Appendix B). The second selection method was designed to allow individual atoms in
molecules to be selected when, for whatever reason, the VMD input is not flexible enough. The
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general format is: A1,B1,C1:A2,B2,C2;A3,B3,C3, where the As are numbers indicating a first
atom number, the Bs are numbers indicating a step until the next desired atom number, and the Cs
are the number of skips to use. For example, if a trajectory file has 100 molecules, each consisting
of 15 atoms consecutively numbered in the file (not necessarily the lowest atom numbers either),
then the 8th and 13th atom numbers in each molecule can be selected using: 8,15,100:13,15,100.
Each selection will produce a series of graphs analogous to the graphs produced by the initial
calculation, but limited to the requested selection. The “Subselections” and “R-bin(s)” selection
allows the user to perform a count of distances of type sub-selection, and only for the selected 𝑟
bins, and limited in scope by the actual selection 1 and selection 2. So for example if Selection 1
is “protein”, Selection 2 is “water”, subselection 1 is “nitrogen”, subselection 2 is “oxygen”, and
“R-bins” is set to “4.0, 4.5-5.1” then viewSq will perform the calculations related to the selections
“protein” and “water”, and will additionally report the number of distance counts within that
selection which were also of type nitrogen-oxygen, and only located within distance histogram
bins associated with 4.0 and 4.5-5.1 Å.
Once a selection calculation has been performed, the “Rankings” and “Visualization”
portion of the GUI become accessible. These features allow the user to have an interactive
visualization.

Summary of Calculation Parameters

viewSq requires the user to choose a range of frames to analyze. This is done using the
standard VMD input of “first frame”, “last frame”, and “step”. The user must also decide the
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atomic distance histogram parameters of “Max r” (𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 ), the maximum distance for the histogram,
and “Delta r” (∆𝑟), the histogram bin width. In general the calculation cost is increased by
increasing 𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 , whereas disk usage increases (with a small additional calculation cost) as ∆𝑟
becomes smaller. The choice of these settings is something the user can explore, and will vary in
effect for different systems, though 𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 should never be set to larger than half the simulation box
length. Also required is for the user to select a “Min q” and “Max q”, the minimum and maximum
of the 𝑞 range for 𝑆(𝑞), respectively, as well as a “Delta q”, the width of 𝑞 bins within the selected
𝑞 range. The selected frame range, histogram parameters, and 𝑔(𝑟) parameters cannot be changed
without restarting viewSq and beginning a new session.

3.4 Static Structure Factor Calculation

viewSq calculates the radial distribution function by (1) calculating the local atomic density
in a spherical shell of thickness r at a separation 𝑟 and (2) converting the local density to a relative
density by dividing the local density by the theoretical average density from 𝑟 = 0 to 𝑟 = 𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 . The
radial distribution function is calculated out to a maximum, 𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 , and has a histogram bin width
(∆𝑟), which are both set by the user in the GUI. The equation for calculating 𝑔(𝑟) is:
𝑔(𝑟) =

𝑛(𝑟)/𝑛𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑠 /𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑠
,
4𝜋 𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑠
3
3
( 3 )( 𝑉
)((𝑟 + 𝛥𝑟) − 𝑟 )
𝑎𝑣𝑔

(3.1)

where 𝑖 and 𝑗 are atom types, 𝑟 is the distance between atomic pairs, 𝛥𝑟 is the histogram bin width,
𝑛(𝑟) is the total number of atomic pairs within distance 𝑟 + 𝛥𝑟 (accounting for only the shortest
distance between two atoms, including potentially across periodic boundaries), 𝑉𝑎𝑣𝑔 is the average
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simulation volume across all frames considered, 𝑛𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑠 , and 𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑠,𝑠𝑒𝑙2 is the number of atoms
in the second selection. 𝑔(𝑟) is calculated out to some maximum 𝑟 (𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 ). Figure 3.2 shows the
𝑔(𝑟) calculated using viewSq for water (using the SPC/E parameters).

Figure 3.2 Radial distribution function for SPC/E water calculated using viewSq. The peak near
1.0 Å is due exclusively to covalent bonds.
Partial radial distribution functions are calculated in a similar manner:
𝑛(𝑟)𝑖𝑗 /𝑛𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑠 /𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑠,𝑠𝑒𝑙2
,
(3.2)
4𝜋 𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑠,𝑠𝑒𝑙2
3
3
( 3 )( 𝑉
)((𝑟 + 𝛥𝑟) − 𝑟 )
𝑎𝑣𝑔
where 𝑛(𝑟)𝑖𝑗 is the total number of atomic pairs of types i and j within distance 𝑟 + 𝛥𝑟, accounting
𝑔𝑖𝑗 (𝑟) =

for only the shortest distance between atoms, including potentially across periodic boundaries, and
𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑠,𝑠𝑒𝑙2 is the number of atoms in the second selection.
The equation for non-form factor weighted 𝑆(𝑞) is:
𝑆(𝑞) = ∑

𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑟=0

4𝜋𝜌0 𝑟 2 (𝑔𝑖𝑗 (𝑟) − 1)

sin(𝑞𝑟)
∆𝑟 ,
𝑞𝑟

(3.3)

where 𝑔𝑖𝑗 (𝑟) is a partial radial distribution function and 𝜌0 is the average number density of the
system. The equation for form factor weighted 𝑆(𝑞), which is derived from the formalism
proposed by Faber and Ziman18 is:
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𝑛

𝑛

𝑆(𝑞) = ∑ ∑ ∑
𝑖

𝑗

𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 4𝜋𝜌0 𝜒𝑖𝑗 𝑓𝑖 (𝑞)𝑓𝑗 (𝑞)𝑟

2

(𝑔𝑖𝑗 (𝑟) − 1)

2
[∑𝑛𝑖 √𝜒𝑖𝑖 𝑓𝑖 (𝑞)]

𝑟=0

sin(𝑞𝑟)
𝑞𝑟 ∆𝑟

,

(3.4)

where 𝑖 and 𝑗 are atom types, 𝑛 is the number of atom types, 𝑔𝑖𝑗 (𝑟) is a partial radial distribution
function, 𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 is the maximum distance used to calculate 𝑔𝑖𝑗 (𝑟), 𝜒𝑖𝑗 is the fraction of distance
pairs of 𝑖 with 𝑗 within the cutoff 𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 , 𝑓𝑖 (𝑞) is the atomic form factor of 𝑖 (approximated using a
sum of Gaussians, as described below), and 𝜌0 is the average number density of the system. Partial
𝑆(𝑞) are calculated by summing over a restricted range of atom types i and j in Equation 3.4,
selected for their chemical significance (e.g. cation-cation). The sum over 𝑟 from zero to 𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥
represents a discrete Fourier transform, and the summands will be referred to as Fourier transform
summands. Chi is defined here somewhat differently than others have defined it. Some researchers
use the bulk atomic percents of atoms, but due to a finite cutoff being used for 𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 we define chi
in terms of distances of type i and j which are within the cutoff 𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 . Therefore the result is
consistent with a finite 𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 .
Atomic form factors (𝑓(𝑞)) are calculated for each element type in the elements.ndx file
using the following equation18,19 which is a sum of Gaussians:
4

𝑞 2
) ) + 𝑐,
4𝜋

𝑓(𝑞) = ∑ 𝑎𝑖 exp (−𝑏𝑖 (
𝑖=1

(3.5)

where 𝑎𝑖 , 𝑏𝑖 , and 𝑐 are coefficients defined for each element type21. Neutron scattering lengths are
also incorporated in viewSq as an alternative to X-ray form factors90. The GUI offers users a choice
of which to use. For neutrons f(q) are unique across elements, but constant for each element with
respect to 𝑞. 𝑆(𝑞) for water (using the SPC/E parameters91) with and without form factors
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calculated using viewSq are shown in Figure 3.3, along with a published form factor weighted
𝑆(𝑞) using a different water model (BK3) for comparison92. Both the SPC/E 𝑆(𝑞) and BK3 𝑆(𝑞)
show peaks at similar locations between 𝑞 = 2 and 4 Å-1.

Figure 3.3 𝑆(𝑞) with and without form factors for water (calculated using the SPC/E parameters).
Also shown for comparison is form factor weighted 𝑆(𝑞) calculated from a simulation of water
which used the BK3 parameters92.
3.5 Partial Static Structure Factor and Radial Distribution Calculation
Using a common denominator for all partial 𝑆(𝑞) calculations allows calculation of partial
𝑆(𝑞) which can be directly added to reproduce total 𝑆(𝑞). The 𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 chosen by the user is an
important consideration, as it will affect many aspects of the output and visualization. An 𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥
chosen to be too small will not likely capture 𝑆(𝑞) features which are present in experimental
results. As 𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 is increased, the calculation time, memory usage, and disk usage all increase.
General advice is to select an 𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 which results in 𝑆(𝑞) plots which show expected features, and
yet does not cause the computer to exceed ram capacity, as the calculation will be much slower
should the computer use hard drive swap space. Additionally 𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 should never exceed half the
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length of the simulation box. Partial 𝑆(𝑞) for water were calculated using viewSq for oxygenoxygen (Figure 3.4), hydrogen-oxygen (Figure 3.5), and hydrogen-hydrogen (Figure 3.6).

Figure 3.4 Oxygen-oxygen partial static structure factor of water, accounting for atomic form
factors. Because the radial distribution function (𝑔(𝑟)) used to calculate 𝑆(𝑞) is finite, the features
at the lowest 𝑞 values are not necessarily accurate, as the wavelengths of the associated cardinal
sine functions are long compared with the cutoff used for 𝑔(𝑟).

Figure 3.5 Hydrogen-oxygen partial static structure factor of water, accounting for atomic form
factors. Because the radial distribution function (𝑔(𝑟)) used to calculate 𝑆(𝑞) is finite, the features
at the lowest 𝑞 values are not necessarily accurate, as the wavelengths of the associated cardinal
sine functions are long compared with the cutoff used for 𝑔(𝑟).
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Figure 3.6 Hydrogen-hydrogen partial static structure factor 𝑆(𝑞) of water, accounting for atomic
form factors. Because the radial distribution function (𝑔(𝑟)) used to calculate 𝑆(𝑞) is finite, the
features at the lowest 𝑞 values are not necessarily accurate, as the wavelengths of the associated
cardinal sine functions are long compared with the cutoff used for 𝑔(𝑟).
One way to test convergence with respect to 𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 is to calculate an all-all Fourier transform
summand contribution plot and verify that the intensities at large 𝑟 are relatively small compared
with intensities at lower 𝑟. If this is the case it indicates that the contributions to total 𝑆(𝑞) are
relatively converged with respect to increasing 𝑟. For all-all Fourier transform contribution plots
the intensities will generally become smaller at large 𝑟. The opposite appears to be true for partial
𝑆(𝑞), especially when the particle density is low (not shown), so this is not a good convergence
test for partial S(q).

3.6 Fourier Transform Summands

Fourier transform summand plots show each 𝑔(𝑟) bin’s contribution to 𝑆(𝑞) at a single 𝑞,
or set of consecutive values of 𝑞. Therefore the x-axis is identical to that of 𝑔(𝑟). When the plot
intensity is positive, the contribution to 𝑞 from 𝑟 is positive, and when the plot intensity is negative,
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the contribution to 𝑞 from 𝑟 is negative. The sum of all intensities for a given plot yield the 𝑆(𝑞)
at a particular 𝑞, or the sum of 𝑆(𝑞) for a set of consecutive 𝑞 values. The Fourier transform
summands (e.g., Figures 3.8 and 3.9) indicate the amount of correlation between (𝑔(𝑟) - 1) and
cardinal sin function associated with a given 𝑞 (Figure 3.7). The covalent bond contributions near
1 Å to 𝑆(𝑞) at 𝑞 = 1.9 Å-1 (Figure 3.8) are substantially positive, while contributions near 1 Å to
𝑆(𝑞) at 𝑞 = 4.3 Å-1 (Figure 3.9) are substantially negative. The cause of this can be seen in Figure
3.7, as the cardinal sine function associated with 𝑞 = 1.9 Å-1 is is positive near 1 Å, and the cardinal
sine function associated with 𝑞 = 4.3 Å-1 is negative. Whether the covalent bond contributions are
negative or positive is determined by whether the cardinal sine functions are positively or
negatively correlated with the 𝑔(𝑟) near 1 Å.

Figure 3.7 The radial distribution function (𝑔(𝑟)) minus one for water (black) shown with
cardinal sine functions for 𝑞 = 0.4 (orange), 1.9 (green), 4.3 (yellow), and 8.0 Å-1 (blue). The 𝑞
values were chosen because they show local maxima in the non-form factor weighted 𝑆(𝑞). The
cardinal sine functions represent the dampened periodicities which are used to measure the
intensity of 𝑆(𝑞) at each given 𝑞 value.
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Figure 3.8 Fourier transform summands for water, without form factor weighs, 𝑞 = 1.9 Å-1. This
𝑞 was selected because it represents a local maximum in the non-form factor weighted 𝑆(𝑞) for
water.

Figure 3.9 Fourier transform summands for water, without form factor weighs, 𝑞 = 4.3 Å-1. This
𝑞 was selected because it represents a local maximum in the non-form factor weighted 𝑆(𝑞) for
water.
Non-form factor weighted summands are not sensitive to 𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 , and therefore using larger
𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 simply extends the range of calculated summands. In other words if a non-form factor
weighted summand plot is produced for 𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 15, and a second one is produced using 𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 18,
the calculated summands will be identical out to 𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 15. This is not the case for form factor
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weighted summands. Because 𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 is used to calculate distance counts across all 𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 , the form
factor weighted summands are somewhat sensitive to the choice of 𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 . viewSq’s selection
commands allow any partial 𝑔(𝑟) and 𝑆(𝑞) pair, with and without form factor weights, to be used
for Fourier transform summand plots.

3.7 Components Plots

𝑆(𝑞) and partial 𝑆(𝑞) can be decomposed into positive and negative components, each
indicating periodic atomic ordering, by separately summing positive and negative Fourier
transform summands (Figure 3.10). The positive and negative components each represent periodic
atomic ordering of the same frequency but offset by a phase shift with respect to the atomic
positions used as the origins for 𝑔(𝑟). Therefore, the positive component represents periodic
atomic ordering which is positively correlated with the cardinal sine function, while the negative
component represents periodic atomic ordering which is negatively correlated with the same
cardinal sine function. The sum of the two components (e.g., Figure 3.11) at a given 𝑞 represents
the magnitude of periodic structural ordering measured by the sinc functions, whether the period
shift is present or not. viewSq calculates positive and negative components for 𝑆(𝑞) and partial
𝑆(𝑞), both with and without form factors (Figures 3.12 and 3.13). When form factors are not
incorporated, the partial 𝑆(𝑞) are not made additive and the negative component tends to be
extremely large in magnitude at low 𝑞 (Figure 3.12). The form factor weighted partial 𝑆(𝑞)
components tend to be more similar in magnitude to the form factor weighted 𝑆(𝑞) components
(Figure 3.13).
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Figure 3.10 Positive and negative components of 𝑆(𝑞) for water shown with and without form
factors. 𝑆(𝑞) with and without form factors also shown for comparison. The positive and negative
components are larger in magnitude than 𝑆(𝑞), particularly at low 𝑞.

Figure 3.11 Sum of the positive and magnitude of negative components of form factor weighted
𝑆(𝑞) of water for using all atoms (gray). The form factor weighted 𝑆(𝑞) is shown for comparison
(orange). The intensities of the sum at each 𝑞 indicate the total amount of periodic atomic ordering
at each 𝑞.
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Figure 3.12 Hydrogen-Hydrogen partial 𝑆(𝑞) without form factor weights for SPC/E water,
shown with the positive and negative partial 𝑆(𝑞) components. When partial 𝑆(𝑞) are calculated
without form factors, and without using the denominator for the all atom 𝑆(𝑞), the partial 𝑆(𝑞)
tends to become very negative at low 𝑞. The negative component of the partial 𝑆(𝑞) also becomes
very negative at low 𝑞. Plots such as this argue for using a non-form factor weighted partial 𝑆(𝑞)
definition which uses an all atom denominator, so the low 𝑞 partial 𝑆(𝑞) will not be extremely
negative.

Figure 3.13 Hydrogen-Hydrogen partial 𝑆(𝑞) with form factor weights for SPC/E water, shown
with the positive and negative partial 𝑆(𝑞) components. Unlike the non-form factor weighted
partial 𝑆(𝑞) (Figure 3.12), the form factor weighted partial 𝑆(𝑞) uses the all atom denominator,
and therefore the low 𝑞 partial 𝑆(𝑞), and associated negative component of partial 𝑆(𝑞), are not
extremely negative.
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3.8 Component Selections
viewSq provides a table which displays for a user-selected 𝑞 range the selection’s sum of
𝑆(𝑞), sum of positive components, sum of negative negative components, and sum of positive with
the magnitude of negative components (Figure 3.14). When the 𝑞 range is set to a single 𝑞 the
same is shown but only for the single 𝑞. The table is compatible with 𝑆(𝑞) or partial 𝑆(𝑞) for any
user-defined atomic sets.

Figure 3.14 A table which viewSq displays with information regarding a user-defined 𝑞 selection.
The column heading named “Form Factor Weighted S(q)- Full denominator” simply refers to form
factor weighted 𝑆(𝑞), and will be changed to such in future versions of viewSq.
3.9 Atom Ranking
Overall Without Form Factors
viewSq ranks atoms by their contributions to non-form factor weighted 𝑆(𝑞) and partial
𝑆(𝑞) (Figure 3.15). This is the first implementation of its kind, and there are likely ways to improve
the methodology, and extend it to form factor weighted 𝑆(𝑞) and partial 𝑆(𝑞). The method will be
described in terms of 𝑔(𝑟) and 𝑆(𝑞), though it similarly applies to 𝑔𝑖𝑗 (𝑟) and partial 𝑆(𝑞).
Consider 𝑔(𝑟) to be composed of a series of separate 𝑔(𝑟), where each has histogram counts in
only one bin (all other bins are set to zero counts). Non-form factor weighted 𝑆(𝑞) are then
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calculated for each such 𝑔(𝑟). The intensity of each resulting 𝑆(𝑞) is then divided by the total
number of histogram counts in the 𝑔(𝑟) used to define it. In this manner, the effect of adding a
single histogram count to each 𝑔(𝑟) bin is defined in terms of contributions to the intensity of
every 𝑆(𝑞) bin. So, adding a single histogram count to any individual 𝑔(𝑟) bin has a known effect
on each 𝑆(𝑞) bin intensity.

Figure 3.15 Atoms ranked according to their contribution to 𝑆(𝑞) without form factors at 𝑞 = 2.3
Å-1 for the protein complex Barnase-Barstar in SPC/E water. The numbers on the y-axis are only
meaningful relative to each other, and not in an absolute sense.
The above information is utilized by considering each atom’s total counts in each 𝑔(𝑟) bin.
The kth atom’s contribution to 𝑆(𝑞) at a particular 𝑞 (𝐶𝑘 (𝑞)) is defined as:

𝐶𝑘 (𝑞) = ∑

𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑟=0

𝑛𝑘 (𝑟)𝑈𝑞 (𝑟),

(3.6)

where 𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 is the maximum distance used to calculate 𝑔(𝑟), 𝑛𝑘 (𝑟) is the number of counts the kth
atom contributed to 𝑔(𝑟) in bin 𝑟, and 𝑈𝑞 (𝑟) is the contribution to 𝑆(𝑞) at bin 𝑞 for adding a single
count to 𝑔(𝑟) in bin 𝑟. viewSq allows Equation 3.6 to be applied for single 𝑞 bins, or across ranges
of 𝑞 bins.
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It should be noted that the sum of all atoms’ 𝐶𝑘 (𝑞) at a given 𝑞 does not reproduce 𝑆(𝑞),
as partial 𝑆(𝑞) (as currently implemented in viewSq) are not directly additive for non-form factor
weighted 𝑆(𝑞). It is left to future work to define non-form factor contributions in a manner which
is additive, perhaps by normalizing by the total 𝑔(𝑟) density and the appropriate fraction of
distance pairs associated with each partial 𝑆(𝑞).
A related finding that supports the current implementation involves calculating a non-form
factor weighted 𝑆(𝑞) using a “one count” 𝑔(𝑟) which has a single count in every bin which had
any counts in 𝑔(𝑟), and zero in every other bin. An 𝑆(𝑞) is then calculated for this “one count”
𝑔(𝑟). Next, a single additional count is added to the first 𝑔(𝑟) bin which had a count, and a new
𝑆(𝑞) is calculated. The changes in each 𝑆(𝑞) intensity versus the “one count” 𝑆(𝑞) is measured.
The effect on each 𝑆(𝑞) bin from adding a second vs first, and third vs second, count, etc. is
constant, so by adding a second count it’s possible to know the effect of adding N additional counts
to the first bin which had a count. Then the first bin’s count is reset to one count, and the second
bin which had a count is increased to two. Then a new 𝑆(𝑞) is calculated, the effect on each 𝑆(𝑞)
intensity versus “one count” 𝑆(𝑞) determined, etc. All bins which have counts are treated in this
manner. The effect of correcting “one count” 𝑆(𝑞) by adding all counts for all distances in all 𝑔(𝑟)
bins exactly reproduces the total non-form factor weighted 𝑆(𝑞). Therefore total 𝑆(𝑞) was
reproduced using a similar method, and the method currently implemented in viewSq only differs
by also adding to each atom’s contribution the effects of the first bin count, which is usually much
larger than effects of subsequent counts.
When exporting atom rankings in viewSq some atomic properties are also exported.
Currently exported is atom rank, atom score, and VMD’s quantities type, name, residue, resname,
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resid, and chain. Exporting this data allows for making tables such as Table 3.1, which shows the
composition of the top atomic contributors to 𝑆(𝑞) for 𝑞 = 2.3 Å-1 for barnase-barstar in SPC/E
water. The selected 𝑞 corresponds to a peak in non-form factor weighted 𝑆(𝑞) which is present for
all-all, and absent for protein-all, indicating that the peak is significantly due to water. The table
confirms this by showing that the top contributors are biased toward water atoms.
Table 3.1 Bulk and Top Atomic Contributors for Barnase-Barstar at 𝒒 = 2.3 Å-1

Table 3.1. Footnote: Bulk counts represent the total counts of each atom type (water or protein)
in the entire simulation box. The bulk percents represent the same information in percent form.
The top 10 and 50 percent contributor counts percents report the number of each atom type (water
or protein) found by ranking all atoms by their contributions to 𝑆(𝑞) at 𝑞 = 2.3 Å-1. Water atoms
are overrepresened in the top 10 and 50 percent of contributing atoms when compared with the
bulk percent of water atoms within the entire simulation box.

Neighbors Without Form Factors

Each atom’s contribution to 𝑆(𝑞) is equal to the sum of all the contributions to 𝑆(𝑞) it
makes with atoms within 𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 of it. This property is used to extend the above ranking methodology
in a manner which ranks all atoms within 𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 of one central atom by their contributions to 𝑆(𝑞)
with that central atom. When calculating this, each atom’s contribution to 𝑆(𝑞) is referred to as its
score, and the score exactly matches the sum of the other atoms’ contributions to it. It is therefore
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possible to rank all atoms within 𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 of any central atom, by their contributions to 𝑆(𝑞) or partial
𝑆(𝑞).

3.10 Atom Visualization

Once atoms are ranked according to their overall contribution to non-form factor weighted
𝑆(𝑞) for a given 𝑞 range, or to their contribution to 𝑆(𝑞) as a neighbor to a selected central atom,
the ranking can be used to visualize the top contributors (Figure 3.16).
viewSq’s visualization features are interactive, so that the user can change the selected 𝑞
range on-the-fly, choose to use a central neighbor (and which atom that central atom is), choose to
view top contributing molecules/residues instead of individual atoms, and choose how to color and
represent atoms or molecules. The user can also color atoms by either rank (descending list of
integers from top contributor to bottom contributor) or score (the actual contribution an atom or
molecule makes in comparison with other atoms or molecules). The user is provided with five
VMD style selecting input fields in order to define up to five selections, and each selection can be
colored and drawn using most of the standard VMD visualization options. A slider is used to
change how many top contributing atoms or molecules to visualize, and another slider allows the
user to select whether and which central atom to use for ranking visualization.
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Figure 3.16 Top 2307 (top 10 percent) of atoms most contributing to 𝑆(𝑞) without form factors
at 𝑞 = 2.3 Å-1 for the protein complex Barnase-Barstar. Atoms are displayed using the van der
Waals surface representation, with water atoms colored blue and protein atoms colored red. The
𝑆(𝑞) peak associated with 𝑞 = 2.3 Å-1 is a signature of water-water distances, and the figure is
consistent with this: a greater number of water atoms are found in the top 10 percent of atomic
contributors than would be expected by random chance, based upon the percent of water atoms in
the entire simulation box.
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3.11 Distance Count Output
viewSq allows users to define subselections, whose distances are counted during a
“selections” calculation. The user defines subselections 1 and 2 and optionally limits the distance
histogram bins (r-bins) to a subset of the default “all” bins. Selections can be in the standard VMD
format, or the alternative selection style provided by viewSq. The output, printed to the VMD
terminal, is a count of the number of distances of type subselection located in any of the selected
𝑟-bins. Percentage of those distances with respect to all distances in “selections” and “all-all”
distances within 𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 are also reported. This feature allows for analysis of Fourier transform
summands, which are reported for “all-all” or “selections” (with an x-axis which matches 𝑔(𝑟)).
The user selects 𝑟-bins by entering comma separated 𝑟 values or comma separated ranges
of 𝑟. Below are a few examples for giving 𝑟-bin range (assuming 𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 of 8.0 Å and ∆𝑟 of 0.1 Å):
•

A list of specific 𝑟-bins: 0.5,0.6,0.9,1.2,1.9

•

A list of specific 𝑟-bin ranges: 0.5-0.9,1.5-2.8,4.5-7

•

A combination of the above: 0.5,0.7,1-1.7,2.5,3-5.5

3.12 Computational Complexity

Disk Usage

Output from the Python script goes as O(n2), where n is the number of atoms. The output
contains a histogram distance counts table, followed by lines containing the distance counts for
each atom pair. The size of the table is O(nm), where m is the number of 𝑔(𝑟) bins. The lines
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following the table equals the number of atom pairs whose distance was ever less than 𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 . At
worst this goes as n2.
Details for ranking neighboring atoms are also stored, and the disk usage goes as O(kn2), where
k is the number of 𝑞 bins used for the 𝑆(𝑞) range. The file must remain on disk while viewSq is
being used, and is deleted upon exiting viewSq.

Time Complexity

The initial calculations involving all atoms is at worst O(n2). This process is repeated twice
(once with and once without form factors). The second calculation phase involves the atoms in the
two user-defined selections. This phase goes as O(pq), were p is the number of atoms in selection
one, and 𝑞 is the number of atoms in selection two. There is an additional overhead of writing pq
partial 𝑆(𝑞) to an intermediate file. The third calculation phase involves atom and atom neighbor
ranking. Atom ranking takes O(p + q). Neighbor ranking requires the partial 𝑆(𝑞) intermediate file
to be read, and takes O(n) time to search through the atoms and then O(n) again to compute atom
neighbor ranking.

Space Complexity

Reading the output of the Python script is the main step which affects memory. The entire
file contents is required to be in memory for various viewSq calculations. The memory grows
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continuously while reading the file and becomes constant once that step is complete. The space
complexity is of the order of O(kn2), where k is the number of 𝑔(𝑟) bins used.

Table 3.2 Timings, Memory Usage, and Disk Usage

SPC/E
water
BarnaseBarstar

Number
of
Atoms

𝒓𝒎𝒂𝒙
(Å)

Number
of 𝒒 bins

3,000

15

100

23,073

15

50

initial
calculation
time (hours)

memory
usage
(GB)

Disk usage
(GB)

2

3

9

16

17

37

Table 3.2. Footnote: All calculations were performed on a single core of an Intel Core i76700HQ processor operating at 3.5 GHz with 64 GB of random-access memory and a solid-state
hard drive. All values are rounded to the nearest integer.

3.13 Water’s Covalent and Hydrogen Bond Contributions to S(q)

The contributions to 𝑆(𝑞) from the covalent and hydrogen bond peaks in the hydrogenoxygen partial radial distribution function for water (simulated using SPC/E parameters) is
examined. The hydrogen-oxygen partial 𝑔(𝑟) allows a single partial 𝑔(𝑟) peak to be associated
with hydrogen bonds, as the full 𝑔(𝑟) also has significant hydrogen-hydrogen distances (both
intermolecular and intramolecular) for similar distances. The distance range of 1.5-2.1 Å was
selected to represent hydrogen bonds in the partial 𝑔(𝑟), and the associated 𝑔(𝑟) peak is centered
near 1.7 Å (Figure 3.17). This is not to say that every such distance is formally a hydrogen bond,
but that hydrogen bonds are well-represented by that region. The same partial 𝑔(𝑟) unambiguously
shows the covalent bond peak in the two 𝑟 bins surrounding 1.0 Å (Figure 3.17). Figure 3.17 uses
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orange to color the covent bond partial 𝑔(𝑟) peak, while green is used to color the hydrogen bond
peak.
Four 𝑞 (0.4, 1.9, 4.3, and 8.0 Å-1) were selected for examination of contributions from
covalent and hydrogen bonds because they correspond to local maxima in the non-form factor
𝑆(𝑞) for water (gray data in Figure 3.3). Figures 3.18-3.21 show that there are non-trivial
contributions to many 𝑆(𝑞) intensities, across a wide range of 𝑞, from both the covalent and
hydrogen bonds. The covalent bonds are particularly significant contributors for all four 𝑞 values,
which is due to the associated 𝑔(𝑟) bins having the largest intensities (Figure 3.17) and the four
cardinal sine functions generally having larger amplitues at shorter distances (Figure 3.7). This is
an important finding in that it reinforces a central finding of this work that many 𝑔(𝑟) bins make
non-trivial contributions at a variety of 𝑞. It is therefore not a given, at least for liquids, that high
or low 𝑞 𝑆(𝑞) intensities can, without carefully examining Fourier transform summands, be
assigned as being solely intramolecular or intermolecular in nature.
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Figure 3.17 Hydrogen-oxygen partial radial distribution function of water, weighted by the
fraction of distance pairs of type hydrogen-oxygen and divided by all distance pairs for the total
𝑔(𝑟). The weight factor causes the partial radial distribution function to converge to the weighting
factor, rather than one.
Table 3.3 Comparison of Percents of Distance Types Found in Water Radial Distribution
Function Bins
hydrogen-hydrogen
hydrogen-oxygen
oxygen-oxygen

All bins
44.42
44.48
11.11

Bins 0.9-1.0
0.00
100.00
0.00

Bins 1.5-2.1
53.57
46.43
0.00

Table 3.3. Footnote: Bin ranges selected to correspond with distances at which Fourier transform
summands show distinct features for 𝑞 = 2.0 and/or 5.0 Å-1. Bins have widths of 0.1 Å, with the
left side of the bin being the value indicated (e.g., bin 2.1 includes all distances from 2.1 Å < 2.2
Å). The 𝑞 values were chosen because they show local maxima in 𝑆(𝑞). Numbers are rounded to
two decimal places. Data tables such as these can be readily filled in using viewSq.
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Figure 3.18 Fourier transform summands used for the transformation of the water hydrogenoxygen partial radial distribution function to the hydrogen-oxygen partial static structure factor
(𝑆(𝑞)) at 𝑞 = 0.4 Å-1. The value of 𝑞 was chosen because it corresponds to a local maximum in the
non-form factor weighted total 𝑆(𝑞). Summands show where in real space around atomic centers
that the contributions to the partial 𝑆(𝑞) occur. The contributions from the covalent bond are
colored in orange, and the contributions from the hydrogen bond region are colored in green. Note
that positive and negative Fourier transform summands in the hydrogen bond region (green) show
substantial cancellation.

Figure 3.19 Fourier transform summands used for the transformation of the water hydrogenoxygen partial radial distribution function to the hydrogen-oxygen partial static structure factor
(𝑆(𝑞)) at 𝑞 = 1.9 Å-1. The value of 𝑞 was chosen because it corresponds to a local maximum in the
non-form factor weighted total 𝑆(𝑞). Summands show where in real space around atomic centers
that the contributions to the partial 𝑆(𝑞) occur. The contributions from the covalent bond are
colored in orange, and the contributions from the hydrogen bond region are colored in green.
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Figure 3.20 Fourier transform summands used for the transformation of the water hydrogenoxygen partial radial distribution function to the hydrogen-oxygen partial static structure factor
(𝑆(𝑞)) at 𝑞 = 4.3 Å-1. The value of 𝑞 was chosen because it corresponds to a local maximum in the
non-form factor weighted total 𝑆(𝑞). Summands show where in real space around atomic centers
that the contributions to the partial 𝑆(𝑞) occur. The contributions from the covalent bond are
colored in orange, and the contributions from the hydrogen bond region are colored in green. The
covalent bond contributions are negative, because the sinc function associated with 𝑞 = 4.3 Å-1 is
negative near 1.0 Å (cf. Figure 3.7).

Figure 3.21 Fourier transform summands used for the transformation of the water hydrogenoxygen partial radial distribution function to the hydrogen-oxygen partial static structure factor
(𝑆(𝑞)) at 𝑞 = 8.0 Å-1. The value of 𝑞 was chosen because it corresponds to a local maximum in the
non-form factor weighted total 𝑆(𝑞). Summands show where in real space around atomic centers
that the contributions to the partial 𝑆(𝑞) occur. The contributions from the covalent bond are
colored in orange, and the contributions from the hydrogen bond region are colored in green. The
covalent bond contributions are once again positive, because the sinc function associated with 𝑞 =
8.0 Å-1 is positive near 1.0 Å (cf. Figure 3.7).
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3.14 Conclusions

viewSq is a VMD module which facilitates calculation, quantitation, and visualization of
𝑆(𝑞) and partial 𝑆(𝑞). By ranking atoms according to their contributions to 𝑆(𝑞), viewSq allows
the top atomic contributors to be reported as percents by type (e.g., element type, ion type, residue
type, polarity, etc.) to be compared with bulk percents of the same in the entire simulation box.
This allows users to determine which types of atoms are making the most significant contributions
to 𝑆(𝑞) and partial 𝑆(𝑞).
One important finding is that all 𝑔(𝑟) bins make contributions to all 𝑆(𝑞) bins and short
distances from atomic centers (e.g., covalent bond distances, intramolecular non-bonded distances,
and hydrogen bonds in water) make non-trivial contributions to 𝑆(𝑞) across a wide range of 𝑞.
This is significant in that it cannot be taken as a given, at least for liquids, that high or low 𝑞 𝑆(𝑞)
intensities are intramolecular or intermolecular in nature, without examining Fourier transform
summands.

Future Work

Future work on viewSq development could take several routes. Many of the time
consuming calculations could be parallelized, either on cpus or graphical processor units. 𝑔(𝑟)
calculations and atom ranking are two areas where large gains could be realized by parallelization.
Another important area for development is implementation of atom ranking and visualization for
form factor weighted 𝑆(𝑞) and partial 𝑆(𝑞). Such development would allow for visualization of
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low-q first sharp diffraction peaks (FSDPs) observed for ionic liquids74,93. For study of proteins it
would be useful for 𝑆(𝑞) to be converted to I(q), the quantity in 𝑞 wich is traditionally used to
study protein diffraction. Such a conversion should be straightforward to implement, as viewSq’s
features would be compatible with I(q), as I(q) and 𝑆(𝑞) share the same x-axis. In principle, twodimensional Fourier transforms involving both time and space simultaneously can be
implemented. This will allow analysis of, for example, quasi-elastic neutron scattering data94.
Many of viewSq’s features can be modified by ranking atoms according to their contributions in
time, adding information to the spatial rankings done here. Tangentially related to this would be
to calculate the current atom rankings across many frames of a trajectory, thereby allowing
visualization of top contributing atoms to be viewed as a trajectory movie. This would require
storing atom ranking calculations for every frame, rather than averaged across frames. Finally,
there is likely a means of ranking atoms according to their contributions to the positive and
negative components of 𝑆(𝑞) and partial 𝑆(𝑞). Doing so would allow quantitation and
visualization of the atoms most contributing to the two phases, which could be particularly useful
for visualization of neighboring atoms participating in the two phases around species such as
solvated ions.
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3.15 Computational Methods

SPC/E Water

Simulation boxes of 1,000 water molecules were used for all reported analyses. LAMMPS7
and the SPC/E water parameters91 were used for the simulations. Coulombic and van der Waals
cutoffs were 15 Å and 14 Å, respectively, and long-range electrostatics was treated using a particleparticle particle-mesh solver78 with a 10-7 desired relative error in forces. Temperature (300 K) and
pressure (1 atm) were controlled using a Nosé-Hoover thermostat (Tdamp = 100) and barostat (Pdamp
= 500)79,80. The initial configuration was generated using Packmol81. The simulation box
underwent 30 ns of equilibration, followed by 20 ns of production simulation (storage of trajectory
used for analysis). A 2 fs timestep was used, and atomic positions were stored during production
at 100 fs intervals. Periodic boundary conditions were implemented, as well as SHAKE82 to
constrain hydrogen-oxygen bond lengths with an accuracy tolerance of 10-4. For all analyses only
the final production frame was used. Partial radial distribution functions (𝑔𝑖𝑗 (𝑟)) used for 𝑆(𝑞)
calculations were calculated using a 0.1 Å bin width and a cutoff (𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 ) of 15 Å, which equates to
nearly half the simulation box length (about 31 Å in each dimension for the final frame).

Barnase-Barstar

The initial conformation of barnase-barstar was taken from the RCSB protein databank
(PDBID: 1BRS)88. The complex was then placed in a water box with 18484 water molecules and
3 sodium ions with Visual Molecular Dynamics84 (VMD) and minimized for 500 steps with
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NAMD16. The system was then equilibrated for 10 ns, followed by a production simulation of 50
ns. The simulations used SHAKE, a 2 fs timestep, particle mesh Ewald electrostatics with a grid
spacing of 1.0 Å with switching distance of 10 Å and a cutoff of 12 Å, a constant temperature of
300 K maintained with a Langevin thermostat95, and a constant pressure of 1 atm maintained with
a Langevin piston barostat79,80. The protein and water were modeled with the CHARMM36
forcefield96 and TIP3P97, respectively.

CHAPTER 4
QUANTITATION AND VISUALIZATION OF STATIC STRUCTURE FACTOR PEAKS
FOR A PHOSPHONIUM-BASED IONIC LIQUID

4.1 Abstract

Periodic atomic ordering which manifests as static structure factor (𝑆(𝑞)) peaks of the room
temperature ionic liquid (RTIL) tetradecyltrihexylphosphonium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide
(P14,666TFSI) is quantified from molecular dynamics (MD) simulations by examining Fourier
transform summands. As others have found, the first sharp diffraction peak (FSDP) in 𝑆(𝑞)
increases in height with increasing temperature, and the partial 𝑆(𝑞) associated with polar-polar
components in the 𝑞 (wavenumber) range of the FSDP also increases with increasing temperature.
We differ from others’ conclusions about the meaning of the increasing peak height in the polarpolar partial 𝑆(𝑞), in that we find that its increase is not due to an increase in polar-polar ordering
with increasing temperature, but instead is associated with a decrease in such ordering. This was
determined, for the first time, by decomposing the polar-polar partial 𝑆(𝑞) into positive and
negative components (each indicating periodic atomic ordering) by separately summing the
Fourier transform summands used to calculate it. The positive and negative polar-polar partial
𝑆(𝑞) components both decrease in magnitude with increasing temperature, indicating decreased
polar-polar ordering, though the partial 𝑆(𝑞) increases overall with increasing temperature due to
the positive component decreasing in magnitude less than the negative component. We also use
Fourier transform summands to quantify and visualize the atoms which most contribute to the 𝑆(𝑞)
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peak near 𝑞 = 0.45 Å-1 and the shoulder near 0.75 Å-1. This work highlights the utility of
decomposing calculated 𝑆(𝑞) and partial 𝑆(𝑞) into positive and negative components, and how
doing so provides information which complements what can be learned by solely examining 𝑆(𝑞)
and partial 𝑆(𝑞).

4.2 Introduction

Room temperature ionic liquids (RTILs) are molten salts with low melting points (e.g.,
below 373 K) compared with alkali halides and have potential applications in separations, for the
removal of metals from water98, as lubricants, battery or fuel cell electrolytes, and heat transfer
fluids. Often referred to as “designer solvents”, there is interest in chemically tailoring RTILs in
order to achieve desirable properties. Examples of this include atomic substitutions to the often
bulky organic cations, modifications to cation alkyl chain lengths, swapping of ion partners, and
creation of RTIL mixtures. Often characterized by low volatility and low flammability, high
thermal stability, and desirable electrochemical windows, there are likely potential RTILs which
could suit a great variety of scientific and industrial needs.
The

RTIL

tetradecyltrihexylphosphonium

bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide

(P14,666TFSI) has been the focus of research in part due to its relatively low viscosity compared
with other RTIL cations, the interactions of its four alkyl chains with each other and with other
RTIL components, and the peculiar increase in it’s static structure factor’s (𝑆(𝑞)) low wavenumber
(𝑞) first sharp diffraction peak (FSDP) with increasing temperature. This increase in FSDP height
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with increasing temperature is not common amongst studied RTILs, and it was previously shown
to occur when the P14,666 cation was paired with a series of other anions99
Previous P14,666TFSI studies revealed 𝑆(𝑞) peaks near 0.45, 1.4, 3.0 and 5.5 Å-1, as well
as a shoulder near 0.75 Å-1. The 𝑆(𝑞) peaks near 0.45 and 1.4 Å-1 and the shoulder near 0.75 Å-1
were previously attributed to mostly intermolecular ordering, while the peaks at higher 𝑞 were
attributed to intramolecular ordering100,101. This work analyzes only the FSDP and its temperature
dependence, as well as the shoulder near q = 0.75 Å-1.
The peak near 0.45 Å-1 is often referred to as a prepeak or FSDP, has been attributed mainly
to long-range anion-anion correlations, and is said to be an indicator of asymmetrical
ordering100,101. The P14,666TFSI FSDP was specifically attributed to the second anion-anion layer,
and polar-apolar alternation, with its location in 𝑞 being attributed to cation asymmetry and
hydrophobic packing. The Margulis group reported that the increase in FSDP height with
increasing temperature was due to a decrease in the apolar-polar partial 𝑆(𝑞), coupled with an
increase in the polar-polar partial 𝑆(𝑞). Specifically they proposed that as temperature increases
the alkyl chains disorder while polar ordering increases. Further, they noted that due to the
generally greater form factor weights of anions, the increases in polar ordering cause the FSDP
height to increase more than the decrease in polar ordering causes FSDP height to decrease100,102.
The shoulder near 0.75 Å-1 is located where the so-called “charge alternation” peak resides
for other RTILs, meaning it is a signature of cation-cation and anion-anion distances. For
P14,666TFSI the shoulder becomes less apparent with increasing temperature100. Margulis showed
three associated partial 𝑆(𝑞) at that 𝑞 location: positive cation-cation partial 𝑆(𝑞), positive anionanion partial 𝑆(𝑞), and a negative cation-anion partial 𝑆(𝑞). Here we show these partial 𝑆(𝑞) along
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with the positive and negative components which form them. Margulis also reported that the
shoulder near 0.75 Å-1 corresponds to a real space length of about 8.5 Å (presumably assuming a
distance equals 2π/𝑞 relationship). Here we examine the Fourier transform summands which
compose 𝑆(𝑞), and examine the lengths in 𝑔(𝑟) which make significant contributions to 𝑆(𝑞) near
0.75 Å-1. In previous chapters we demonstrated that contributions to 𝑆(𝑞) come from a range of
distances (i.e. 𝑔(𝑟) bins), and here we will examine whether that finding extends to P14,666TFSI.
The peak near 1.4 Å-1 is said to be associated with close contact ion neighbors, often with
opposite net charges, but also tail-tail distances. The peaks near 3.0 and 5.5 Å-1 are usually simply
referred to as being mostly intramolecular in nature100,101.

Static Structure Factor

Non-form factor weighted 𝑆(𝑞) were calculated using:

𝑆(𝑞) = ∑

𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑟=0

4𝜋𝜌0 𝑟 2 (𝑔𝑖𝑗 (𝑟) − 1)

sin(𝑞𝑟)
∆𝑟,
𝑞𝑟

(4.1)

while form factor weighted 𝑆(𝑞) were calculated using an equation derived from the formalism
proposed by Faber and Ziman18:
𝑛

𝑛

𝑆(𝑞) = ∑ ∑ ∑
𝑖

𝑗

𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 4𝜋𝜌0 𝜒𝑖𝑗 𝑓𝑖 (𝑞)𝑓𝑗 (𝑞)𝑟
𝑟=0

2

(𝑔𝑖𝑗 (𝑟) − 1)

2
[∑𝑛𝑖 √𝜒𝑖𝑖 𝑓𝑖 (𝑞)]

sin(𝑞𝑟)
𝑞𝑟 ∆𝑟

,

(4.2)

where 𝑖 and 𝑗 are atom types, 𝑛 is the number of atom types, 𝑔𝑖𝑗 (𝑟) is a partial radial distribution
function, 𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 is the maximum distance used to calculate 𝑔𝑖𝑗 (𝑟), 𝜒𝑖𝑗 is the fraction of distance
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pairs of 𝑖 with 𝑗 within the cutoff 𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 , 𝑓𝑖 (𝑞) is the atomic form factor of 𝑖 (approximated using a
sum of Gaussians), and 𝜌0 is the average number density of the system. Partial 𝑆(𝑞) are calculated
by summing over a restricted range of atom types i and j in Equation 4.2, selected for their chemical
significance (e.g. polar-apolar). The sum from zero to 𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 represents a discrete Fourier transform,
and the summands will be referred to as Fourier transform summands, or simply summands.

4.3 Computational Methods

Simulation boxes of 200 ion pairs were used for all reported analyses. This corresponded
to 23,200 total atoms (101 in each cation and 15 in each anion). LAMMPS7 and the CL&P force
field14,15 were used for all simulations. Coulombic and van der Waals cutoffs were 15 Å, and longrange electrostatics was treated using a particle-particle particle-mesh solver78 with a 10-5 desired
relative error in forces. Changing Coulombic and van der Waals cutoffs to 12 Å did not
significantly affect results (not shown). Temperature and pressure (1 atm) were controlled using
a Nosé-Hoover thermostat79,80 (Tdamp = 100) and barostat (Pdamp = 500). A thermalization scheme
was employed in order to move molecules away from the initial configuration, which was
generated using Packmol81. The thermalization scheme was 1 ns, with the temperature evenly
ramped from 400 K to 600 K, then 10 ns at 600 K, then 1 ns with the temperature evenly ramped
from 600 K to 800 K, then 5 ns at 700 K, followed by a forking of the trajectory using 3 ns with
the temperature evenly ramped from 700 K to the final temperatures (300 K and 400 K). The two
trajectories were then each simulated for 20 ns to equilibrate at the final temperature, followed by
1 ns of production simulation (storage of trajectory used for analysis). A 2 fs timestep was used,
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and atomic positions were stored during production at 10 ps intervals. Periodic boundary
conditions were implemented, as well as SHAKE82 with an accuracy tolerance of 10-4 to constrain
hydrogen-carbon bond lengths. For all analyses the final frame of the 1 ns production simulations
were used, in part to ensure that atom rankings applied to the frame being visualized (atoms can
only be viewed using one frame at a time, and therefore the atom ranking was performed for the
single frame being visualized). 𝒈𝒊𝒋 (𝒓) used for 𝑺(𝒒) calculations were calculated using a 0.1 Å
bin width and a cutoff (𝒓max) of 15 Å. Separately (not shown), a high temperature-low pressure as
well as high temperature-high pressure annealing schemes were used in order to facilitate
equilibration, and the schemes were not found to affect equilibration time significantly compared
to the high temperature scheme at 1 atm, described above.

4.4 Results and Discussion

All peaks and shoulders near 𝑞 = 0.45, 0.75, 1.4, and 3.0 Å-1 are present in the form factor
weighted total 𝑆(𝑞) (Figure 4.1), while the FSDP is absent in the non-form factor weighted total
𝑆(𝑞) (Figure 4.2). All partial 𝑆(𝑞) were calculated using Equation 4.2 with the summations limited
to the atoms in two given sub-selections. This means any partial 𝑆(𝑞) was a subset of the
summations of Equation 4.2, and therefore have the same denominator as any other partial 𝑆(𝑞).
Therefore the partial 𝑆(𝑞) are directly additive. A set of partial 𝑆(𝑞) which exactly span all atomic
distances (e.g., cation-cation, anion-anion, cation-anion) sum exactly to the full 𝑆(𝑞) in Equation
4.2.
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Figure 4.1 Total 𝑆(𝑞) for tetradecyltrihexylphosphonium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide
(P14,666TFSI) without form factors for 300 and 400 K. The first sharp diffraction peak (FSDP) is
not readily apparent without incorporating form factor weights.

Figure 4.2 Total 𝑆(𝑞) for tetradecyltrihexylphosphonium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide
(P14,666TFSI) with form factors for 300 and 400 K. The first sharp diffraction peak (FSDP)
becomes apparent when incorporating form factor weights, and increases in magnitude with
increasing temperature.
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Figure 4.3 The radial distribution function (𝑔(𝑟)) minus one (black) shown with the cardinal sine
functions for 𝑞 = 0.4 (orange), 0.8 (blue), 1.4 (yellow), and 2.9 Å-1 (green). The 𝑞 values were
chosen because they are located near peaks or shoulders in the form factor weighted static structure
factor (𝑆(𝑞)). The cardinal sine functions represent the dampened periodicities which are used to
measure the intensity of 𝑆(𝑞) at each given 𝑞 value.
The summands from Equation 4.2 are Fourier transform summands, as the 𝑔𝑖𝑗 (𝑟) signal is
being projected onto periodic cardinal sine functions (Figure 4.3), sinc(𝑞𝑟) = sin(𝑞𝑟) /(𝑞𝑟). As
𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 is increased (within the meaningful limit of half the length of the simulation box) the inner
summation in Equation 4.2 increases in number of terms, and 𝑆(𝑞) continues to adjust as additional
positive and negative summands are added. Because the positive and negative terms cancel in
Equation 4.2, the total 𝑆(𝑞) and partial 𝑆(𝑞) being calculated lose information carried by the
positive or negative summands. The positive summands indicate positive correlation between
atomic ordering in 𝑔𝑖𝑗 (𝑟) and the cardinal sine function associated with a given 𝑞, whereas the
negative summands indicate negative correlation between the same. Therefore positive and
negative summands each represent periodic atomic ordering at a given 𝑞, where the negative terms
are phase shifted in real space from the positive terms, but both have the same frequency of
periodic atomic order. Separately summing the positive and negative summands at a given 𝑞 yields
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the total non-phase shifted and phase shifted order, respectively. Therefore there is a positive
component to 𝑆(𝑞) at a given 𝑞, as well as a negative component (Figure 4.4). The sum of the
positive component with the magnitude of the negative component measures the total periodic
atomic ordering of the frequency associated with each 𝑞. 𝑆(𝑞) is calculated as the same sum, with
the negative sign of the negative component left in place (i.e., no magnitude taken for the negative
component). The positive and negative components in Figure 4.4 are larger in magnitude than total
S(q) (as has to be the case, as total S(q) is the sum of the positive and negative components), and
their magnitudes generally increase at lower q.

Figure 4.4 At 𝑞 = 0.4 Å-1 The negative component (yellow and green) decreases in magnitude
with increasing temperature more than the positive component (gray and blue) does, indicating
that the total static structure factor (𝑆(𝑞)) increases with increasing temperature, even as overall
atomic ordering with periodicity corresponding to 𝑞 = 0.4 Å-1 decreases. The positive and negative
components are large in magnitude relative to their sum (i.e., large relative to total 𝑆(𝑞)).

As others have found74,101–102, we find that the FSDP increases in magnitude with increase
temperature (Figure 4.2), and that the polar-polar partial 𝑆(𝑞) increase in magnitude with
increasing temperature at 𝑞 = 0.4 Å-1 (Figure 4.5), which is within the 𝑞 range associated with the
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FSDP. For the first time for P14,666TFSI, the positive and negative components of the polar-polar
partial 𝑆(𝑞) at 300 K and 400 K are also known. The negative component of the polar-polar partial
𝑆(𝑞) decreases in magnitude (by about 10%) with increasing temperature (indicating a decrease
in polar-polar ordering) while the positive component stays roughly constant (it increases by less
than 1%). Therefore the polar-polar atomic ordering decreases overall at 𝑞 = 0.4 Å-1 with increasing
temperature, despite the polar-polar partial 𝑆(𝑞) increasing in height with increasing temperature.
This interpretation highlights the value of calculating the positive and negative components of
𝑆(𝑞) and partial 𝑆(𝑞) when interpreting changes with temperature.

Figure 4.5 (A) Partial 𝑆(𝑞) with form factors for polar-polar at 300 and 400 K. At 𝑞 = 0.4 Å-1 the
partial 𝑆(𝑞) increases with increasing temperature (from 300 K to 400 K).
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Figure 4.6 (A) Polar-polar partial 𝑆(𝑞) with form factors at 300 and 400 K, shown with their
positive and negative components. The increase with increasing temperature (from 300 K to 400
K) in partial 𝑆(𝑞) at 𝑞 = 0.4 Å-1 is caused by the negative components decreasing in magnitude
with increasing temperature, indicating a decrease in periodic atomic ordering associated with 𝑞 =
0.4 Å-1. The positive components at 𝑞 = 0.4 Å-1 stayed approximately the same magnitude in
magnitude (it increased in magnitude by less than one half of one percent with increasing
temperature).
The reason for positive components not changing as much in magnitude as negative
components might be due to intramolecular bonds. The phase shift in 𝑔(𝑟) with respect to atomic
centers in is not present in the positive components, and therefore correlations with cardinal sine
functions at lower r, where the cardinal sine functions are generally largest in magnitude, will
perhaps generally be greater for the positive components. The lower 𝑟 distances will include many
bonds which may not vary as greatly as intermolecular distances with increasing temperature, and
the non-phase shifted positive component is a better indicator of lengths associated with bonds
during the transform from 𝑔(𝑟) to 𝑆(𝑞). By comparison, the negative components will likely be
biased toward non-bonded intramolecular atomic distances, as well as intermolecular distances.
Alternatively, the positive components not changing as much in magnitude as negative
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components might be due to charge adjacency being largely preserved with respect to increasing
temperature, coupled with the shortest charge adjacency distances being larger contributors to the
positive components than the negative coponents.

Choice of rmax

To determine whether or not results are converged with respect to rmax, two tests were
performed: (I) Fourier transform summands were compared to the total 𝑆(𝑞) near rmax and (II)
the percent of each distance pair near rmax was compared with their bulk percentages. Table 4.1
shows the second point applied to polar-polar distances for two temperatures. The absolute
difference between measured and bulk percents are within several tenths of one percent.
Table 4.1 Comparison of Bulk and Measured Atomic Distances Using rmax = 15 Å

polarpolar

bulk percent
atomic
distances

measured percent
atomic distances
300 K

measured percent
atomic distances
400 K

11.89

11.73

11.67

Table 4.1. Footnote: Bulk percent (i.e., percent in simulation box) of each distance pair is exactly
known and, as rmax is increased to its maximum (half the simulation box length), the measured
percent atomic distances should generally approach the bulk percents. The table indicates the bulk
percent of atomic distances which are polar-polar, and the percent of distances which are measured
to be polar-polar using an rmax of 15 Å for two temperatures. The absolute difference between
measured and bulk percents are within several tenths of one percent.
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4.5 Conclusions

Consistent with the findings of others, the P14,666TFSI FSDP was found to increase in
height with increasing temperature. The cause of that increase is attributed to an increase in the
polar-polar partial 𝑆(𝑞) with increasing temperature. Interpreting that alone has led to the
conclusion that polar-polar atomic ordering in the 𝑞 region associated with the FSDP increases
with increasing temperature74,102. The opposite is in fact true. The polar-polar partial 𝑆(𝑞) is
composed of positive and negative components, which each indicate periodic polar-polar atomic
ordering. The negative component decreases in magnitude with increasing temperature, while the
positive component stays nearly constant. The decrease in magnitude of the negative component,
which indicates a decrease in periodic polar-polar ordering, therefore drives the increasing
intensity of the polar-polar partial 𝑆(𝑞) with increasing temperature. The negative polar-polar
component is also a significant factor in the increase in total 𝑆(𝑞) FSDP height with increasing
temperature. For total 𝑆(𝑞) the total positive and total negative components which form it each
decrease in magnitude with increasing temperature, indicating that the overall periodic atomic
ordering associated with the FSDP decreases with increasing temperature.

CHAPTER 5
SUMMARY AND PROSPECTIVE RESEARCH

Battery technology has struggled to keep pace with the ever increasing energy appetite of
mobile electronic devices, and one hope is that RTILs will eventually be effective battery
electrolytes. Promising aspects of many RTILs are their often high Li solvation and thermal
stability, coupled with low flammability and volatility. A better understanding of RTIL atomic
ordering will ideally yield RTILs which couple those advantages with higher ionic conductivity,
thereby making much safer and ideally equally effective alternatives to current options.
Quantifying atomic ordering in room temperature ionic liquids (RTILs) is an important pursuit,
due to the connections between structure and dynamics, and due to the chemical tunability of
RTILs. Computer simulations are uniquely capable of providing insight into the experimentally
accessible static structure factor (𝑆(𝑞)) in that 𝑆(𝑞) can be decomposed into partial 𝑆(𝑞), revealing
the composition of 𝑆(𝑞) peaks. This work extended those decompositions by showing that 𝑆(𝑞)
and partial 𝑆(𝑞) are each composed of positive and negative components, each indicating
structural ordering. Fourier transforms used to convert the radial distribution function to 𝑆(𝑞) sum
both positive and negative summands for each wavenumber (q), which are individually
meaningful. Additionally, examining the Fourier transform summands themselves offers insight
into where in real space, with respect to atomic centers, the contributions to the positive and
negative components occur.
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One goal in developing viewSq was to provide a tool to make studying 𝑆(𝑞) from computer
simulations more routine (by making the module open source), and additionally to provide a toolkit
for exploring Fourier transform summands and the positive and negative components of 𝑆(𝑞) and
partial 𝑆(𝑞). The ranking and visualization of atoms by their contributions to 𝑆(𝑞) for specific 𝑞
are perhaps still crude, though the first methods of their kind in specifically connecting individual
atoms in simulations to 𝑆(𝑞). There are certainly other means of interpreting and visualizing
structure in simulations which is decoupled from 𝑆(𝑞), and experiment in general, though some
of the methods here might be useful for such pursuits.
Examining

the

two

low-q

peaks

of

1-butyl-1-methyl-pyrrolidinium

bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide (C4C1pyrrTFSI) revealed an interpretation of their increased
intensities with increased temperature which corresponds to lower periodic ordering for those
peaks, not increased ordering, as had been previously inferred. The key to resolving that issue was
to decompose the two peaks into partial 𝑆(𝑞), as had previously been done, and then to further
decompose the partial 𝑆(𝑞) into positive and negative components. The positive and negative
components, which each indicate structural ordering of the type associated with each partial 𝑆(𝑞),
all decreased in magnitude at a representative 𝑞 for each peak. Further insight into the temperature
evolution of the peaks was gained by studying the difference with increasing temperature of
Fourier transform summands for each peak’s 𝑞. This shows were in real space, with respect to
atomic centers, the contributions to the periodic ordering of a given 𝑞 occur, and also where the
changes occur with changing temperature. Ideally this knowledge will lead to further
investigations which reveal the exact nature of those changes. viewSq offers a starting point for
this type of investigation by allowing users to extract the distance types associated with any single
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𝑔(𝑟) bin, or range of bins. The matter can ultimately be further understood once the Fourier
transform contributions are studied in a manner which removes the ambiguity of averaging over
all directions which occurs when calculating 𝑔(𝑟). Perhaps 𝑆(𝑞) could be decomposed into Fourier
transform contributions associated with many distance specific 𝑔(𝑟) type functions, or perhaps the
contributions to 𝑆(𝑞) from every single distance pair within a simulation box, each with their own
Fourier transform summands, could be calculated.
Future work could take several directions. Simulations of electrodes with ionic liquids
could be studied using viewSq. This would allow investigation of structural ordering of ionic
liquids around the electrodes, and could lead to predictions of ionic liquids which might be suitable
battery electrolytes. The methods presented for ranking and visualizing atoms most contributing
to 𝑆(𝑞) could be developed to quantify and visualize time-dependent quantities, such as transport
properties. The general goal of ranking and visualizing atoms by their contributions to properties
is not required to be related to a Fourier transform, and in some cases may be much simpler. Ionic
current and viscosity are likely candidates for properties which wouldn’t require Fourier
transforms for atom ranking. Other properties such as frequency dependent ionic conductivity do
require Fourier transforms in their calculations, and atom ranking methods might be implemented
for them. Atom rankings can also likely be performed using the so-called direct 𝑆(𝑞) method,
which has some advantages, for example not requiring N2 atomic pair distance counting (and
disadvantages, such as requiring more frame sampling and relatively poor low wavenumber
statistics). One significant advantage, should it work, is that atomic contributions would be directly
(unambiguously) mapped to each wavenumber. Additionally, atom ranking and visualization for
form factor weighted 𝑆(𝑞) can likely be implemented.
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In regards to viewSq, the atomic distances contributing to each 𝑞 could be classified by
percent intermolecular and intramolecular, and perhaps the Fourier transform summands used as
a means of weighting the inter/intra-molecular percents in each bin in order to determine a
measurement of how inter/intra-molecular each 𝑆(𝑞) intensity is at each 𝑞. Also, many of viewSq’s
calculations (e.g,, radial distribution function calculations, atom ranking, etc.) are readily
parallelizable. Parallelization could be implemented using mpi, openmp, OpenCL, or CUDA. It is
worth noting that there is likely no reason to replace the Fourier transform with fast Fourier
transforms, as the currently implemented Fourier transforms do not take much wall clock time,
and there are known issues with fast Fourier transforms failing to produce 𝑆(𝑞).
It is possible to study the effects of alkyl chain length on Fourier transform summands.
Analogs of plots such as those presented in Chapter II Figure 2.2B can be made in order to
understand better where in 𝑟 the different contributions to 𝑆(𝑞) occur for two different alkyl chain
lengths. It is also possible to make plots similar to the same figure, except showing the "inverse"
information. If one has a discrete 𝑆(𝑞), either calculated from a computer simulation or discretized
from an experiment, then for a single 𝑔(𝑟) bin (analogous to how Chapter II Figure 2.2 is for a
single 𝑆(𝑞) bin), inverse Fourier transform summand contributions of 𝑆(𝑞) to 𝑔(𝑟) would be the
y-axis and 𝑞 would be the x-axis. So if a particular 𝑔(𝑟) bin is of interest, the plots would show at
which wavenumbers the discretized 𝑆(𝑞) data made the contributions to that 𝑔(𝑟) bin. The sum
of all the contributions would give 𝑔(𝑟) at that 𝑟. Perhaps the positive and negative contributions
could be separated and interpreted into useful information.
Finally, Fourier transforms have widespread uses in fields as diverse as electrical
engineering, communications, cryptography, meteorology, financial analysis, and psychology.
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Perhaps some of the ideas presented here could be applied in fields beyond the scope of 𝑆(𝑞)
calculations.
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APPENDIX A
LAMMPS TUTORIAL FOR SIMULATING 1-PROPYL-1-METHYLPYRROLIDINIUM
BIS(TRIFLUOROMETHYLSULFONYL)IMIDE WITH LITHIUM
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# written by Travis Mackoy, tmackoy@niu.edu
#
# c3c1pyrrTFSI_Li tutorial version 1.0
#
# This tutorial provides instructions and input files for generating a simulation box of a liquid,
and performing a LAMMPS molecular dynamics simulation.
# The simulation box will contain 495 1-propyl-1-methylpyrrolidinium (c3c1pyrr) cations, 5 Li+
cations, and 500 bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide (TFSI) anions.
# The tutorial files can be adapted for other systems.
# The folder 'tutorial_complete_with_output' contains all input and output files for the
completed tutorial.
# The simulation box will be generated in the default tutorial directoy.
# Some notes for adapting this tutorial in order to generate other systems:
# If il.ff does not contain the desired parameters, the user can add the new parameters to il.ff,
using unique names (text strings) for each parameter, and create
# corresponding *.zmat files. Instructions for adding parameters to il.ff can be found on the
fftool website below -- in short, add the
# appropriate entries to il.ff under: ATOMS, BONDS, ANGLES, DIHEDRALS and
IMPROPER
#
# The simulation proceeds as follows -- minimization for 1,000 steps (1_min_1), thermalization
at 200 K for 100 ps (2_therm_1), thermalization at 400 K for 100 ps (2_therm_2),
# thermalization at 650 K for 100 ps (2_therm_3), thermalization ramping from 650 K to 300 K
for 100 ps (2_therm_4), equilibration at 300 K for 100 ps (3_equil_1), and
# production run at 300 K for 100 ps (4_prod_1)
#
# The user should plot all thermodynamic properties from the log.lammps files for all segments
of the simulation, and consider whether each segment was sufficiently long
#
# The user should begin by reading the following website: https://github.com/agiliopadua/fftool
#
# Tutorial assumes that LAMMPS and packmol are installed:
#
# http://lammps.sandia.gov/download.html
#
# http://m3g.iqm.unicamp.br/packmol/download.shtml
#
#
1. Open a terminal in the default tutorial directory: tutorial_c3c1pyrrTFSI_Li
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2. In the terminal, run the following command: ./fftool
The following output should print to the terminal:
usage: fftool [-h] [-b BOX] [-r RHO] [-c] [-t TOL] [-x MIX] [-l] [-a]
[-u UNITS] [-p PBC] [-d] [--cos4] [-f]
infiles [infiles ...]
fftool: error: too few arguments
3. In the terminal, run the following command: ./fftool 495 c3c1pyrr.zmat 500 tfsi.zmat 5
lithium.zmat -b 66.5
The following output should print to the terminal:
density 5.647 mol/L volume 294079.6 A^3
molecule descriptions
c3c1pyrr.zmat
tfsi.zmat
lithium.zmat
species
nmol bonds charge
c3c1pyrr+
495 none +1.0000
tf2N500 none -1.0000
Li+
5 none +1.0000
packmol file
pack.inp
# The above command should create new files in the default tutorial directory: pack.inp,
c3c1pyrr_pack.xyz, tfsi_pack.xyz, lithium_pack.xyz
4. In the terminal, run the following command: packmol < pack.inp
# the above command should create new files in the tutorial directory: simbox.xyz
5. In the terminal, run the following command: ./fftool 495 c3c1pyrr.zmat 500 tfsi.zmat 5
lithium.zmat -b 66.5 -l
# the above command should create new files in the tutorial directory: data.lmp, in.lmp
6. In the terminal, run the following command: cd 1_min
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7. In the terminal, run the following command: lammps_mpi -in min.in
# substitute the string "lammps_mpi" for the appropriately named installation of LAMMPS
# while the minimization is running, LAMMPS should print information to the screen, including
thermodynamics output every 10 minimization steps
# the minimization will likely take 15-30 minutes to complete, and must be performed using one
thread/core (no cpu or gpu parallelization)
# the above command should create new files in 1_min: log.lammps, restart_min.data
8. In the terminal, run the following command: cd ../2_therm_1
9. In the terminal, run the following command: mpirun -np 6 lammps_mpi -in therm.in
# substitute the string "lammps_mpi" for the appropriately named installation of LAMMPS
# substitute "-np 6" with the maximum number of threads/cores your machine can dedicate to
the simulation
# while the simulation is running, LAMMPS should print information to the screen, including
thermodynamics output every 500 simulation steps
# the simulation will likely take 1+ hours to complete
# the above command should create new files in 2_therm_1: log.lammps, log.cite,
restart_therm.data
10. Repeat steps 8 and 9 for the following: 2_therm_2, 2_therm_3, 2_therm_4
11. In the terminal, run the following command: cd ../3_equil_1
12. In the terminal, run the following command: mpirun -np 6 lammps_mpi -in equil.in
# substitute the string "lammps_mpi" for the appropriately named installation of LAMMPS
# substitute "-np 6" with the maximum number of threads/cores your machine can dedicate to
the simulation
# while the simulation is running, LAMMPS should print information to the screen, including
thermodynamics output every 500 simulation steps
# the simulation will likely take 1+ hours to complete
# the above command should create new files in 2_therm_1: log.lammps, log.cite,
restart_equil.data
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13. cd ../4_prod_1
14. In the terminal, run the following command: mpirun -np 6 lammps_mpi -in prod.in
# substitute the string "lammps_mpi" for the appropriately named installation of LAMMPS
# substitute "-np 6" with the maximum number of threads/cores your machine can dedicate to
the simulation
# while the simulation is running, LAMMPS should print information to the screen, including
thermodynamics output every 500 simulation steps
# the simulation will likely take 1+ hours to complete
# the above command should create new files in 2_therm_1: log.lammps, log.cite,
restart_prod.data, all_id_type_mol_x_y_z_300K_100ps_eq_100ps_prod.dump
15. The trajectory 'all_id_type_mol_x_y_z_300K_100ps_eq_100ps_prod.dump' can be opened
and visualized using a program such as VMD, and is readable with a text editor such as
vi/sublime/gedit
16. The user should plot thermodynamic properties from the log files for all segments of the
simulation, and consider whether each stage was sufficiently long
17. Equilibration, for example, can be extended by creating a new folder named '3_equil_2',
copying equil.in from 3_equil_1 into 3_equil_2, and modifying equil.in to read restart data from
3_equil_1 and perhaps changing (likely increasing) the number of simulation steps
18. Step #17 can be repeated for 3_equil_* until the user is satisfied that the system is
equilibrated. The prod.in file in 4_prod_1 can be modified (or copied to a new folder '4_prod_2',
and then modfied) to read restart data from the final 3_equil_* folder

APPENDIX B
VIEWSQ TUTORIAL
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This tutorial introduces a beta version of viewSq, a module for VMD which provides a suite of
tools for calculating, quantifying, and visualizing static structure factors calculated from
molecular dynamics trajectories.

The labels on plots and button names may be different in the current version of viewSq.

########## TUTORIAL ##########

1. Place the files spce_10_frames.pdb and elements.ndx into the same folder.
spce_10_frames.pdb contains atomic positions for ten simulation frames for a box of 1,000
SPC/E water molecules, which corresponds to 3,000 water atoms. elements.ndx is a Gromacs
style .ndx file which assigns each atom to an element type. In this case there are two element
types (hydrogen and oxygen).

2. In the VMD Main window, select File, New Molecule…, which will open the Molecule File
Browser. From the new window click Browse…, and select spce_10_frames.pdb. VMD should
automatically determine the file type to be PDB, however if it does not, select PDB from the
drop down menu. Make sure Frames: are set to First 0, Last -1, and Stride 1. Select the “Load all
at once” radio button, and then press “Load”. The VMD Display window should show the water
box. Close Molecule File Browser window.

3. Select Extensions, Analysis, viewSq. This opens the viewSq GUI.

4. In the viewSq GUI select “(none)” next to “Molecule:” and choose “0 spce_10_frames.pdb”.
If the number zero does not precede the file name, then VMD must be closed and tutorial must
be restarted from Step #2.

5. For “g(r) settings:” set “Frames:” as “First: 9”, “Last: -1”, and “Step: 1”.
For “Histogram Parameters:” set “Delta r [Å]: 0.1” and “Max r [Å]: 10.0”.
For “S(q) settings:” set “Min q [Å-1]: 0.1”, “Max q [Å-1]: 10.0”, and “Delta q [Å-1]: 0.1”.
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Figure B1. viewSq window highlighting region of GUI associated with step #5.

(Increasing max 𝑟 increases the ram usage and adds some time to the calculation, increasing max
𝑞 adds a small amount of extra ram usage but a lot of extra calculation time and disk space
usage.)

6. Press “Compute S(q)” a single time.
The calculation might take excess of 40 minutes.
viewSq will print a progress note in the VMD terminal every time 1,000 atoms has been
processed.

7. When the calculation from Step #6 completes, six new windows containing plots will appear.
Each new and subsequent windows containing plots will have the selection used to calculate
them printed at the end of the plot title. The "Selections" portion of the GUI also becomes
accessible.
Let’s save the data from the 𝑆(𝑞) plot. Select the plot, press File, Export to ASCII MATRIX (a
text file, readable in any text editor), then use a file name which tells what the calculation is.
Using "p" instead of decimal points, a file name could be:
multiplot_sq_spce_10_frames_maxr10_deltar0p1_minq0p1_maxq10_deltaq0p1.dat
The output file contains three columns: 𝑞, 𝑆(𝑞), and form factor weighted 𝑆(𝑞) -- you can verify
which is which by comparing with the plot window.
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Figure B2. viewSq Multiplot window showing 𝑆(𝑞) and form factor weighted 𝑆(𝑞) from step
#7.

8. For “Selections:” set “Selection 1: all”, “Selection 2: all”, “Sub Selection 1: all”, “Sub
Selection 2: all”, and “R-bin(s): all”.

Figure B3. viewSq window highlighting region of GUI (Selections) associated with step #8.

9. Press “Compute Selections” a single time.
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When Selections 1 and 2 are set to “all”, viewSq is able to reuse the initial calculation in a way
which should allow the calculation to finish more quickly than when using other selections. This
benefit remains true even if this all-all selections calculation is performed after other selections.
The benefit does not occur if any selection, sub-selection, or rbin selection is set to anything
other than “all”.
After the initial calculation (from Step #6) the user may enter as many selection pairs as desired,
pressing "Compute Selections" once for each new selection pair.
*****
Alt selection method, which bypasses VMD -- for N number of entries: A,B,C:A,B,C:A,B,C -where A is first index, B is number till next index, and C is total number of indices -- so for a 30
atom molecule of which there are 250 and atom 4 is the interesting one -- 4,30,250
********
10. When the calculation from Step #9 completes, six new windows containing graphs will
appear (all six are partial 𝑔(𝑟) / 𝑆(𝑞) analogs of those described in Step #7. If the two selections
used in Step #8 don’t contain any overlapping element types, then a form factor weighted 𝑆(𝑞)
will not be plotted, as the denominator is undefined).

11. For “q range of Interest:” set the left slider named “Left q bin:” to 1.7 and the right slider
named “Right q bin:” to 2.3. This will allow examination of the peak associated with that 𝑞
range.

Figure B4. viewSq window highlighting region of GUI (q range of interest) associated with step
#11.

12. Press “Compute Rankings” a single time.
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13. When the calculation from Step #12 completes, three windows containing two graphs and
one table will appear.
Plot 1 – (exact final plot title) – (plot description)
Plot 2 –
Table 1 – (exact final table title) – (table description)
Note: Exporting atom ranking data will also export information regarding each ranked atom
(type, name, residue, resname, resid, and chain – these can be useful for statistical analysis and
plotting ranks/scores by properties)
14. The “Visualization Settings:” menu allows the user to enter up to five VMD style
visualization commands. These rows reproduce many of the visualization settings offered by
VMD in the VMD Main windows’s Graphics, “Representations…” menu.
For “Visualization Settings:” set the following: “Selection1: all”, “Coloring Method: Beta”,
“Color ID: 0”, “Material: Transparent”, “Drawing Method: VDW”.
Set the “Visualization option:” radio button to “Top N atoms”.
Set the “Beta option:” radio button to “Rank”.

Figure B5. viewSq window highlighting region of GUI (Visualization Settings) associated with
step #14.

15. The bottom left slider named “Top N atomic contributors” can now be moved to update
VMD’s visualization window.
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Moving the slider to the far left visualizes the top contributing atom corresponding to the
previous settings (“Selection 1: all”, “Selection 2: all”, “Left q bin: 1.7”, and “Right q bin:
2.3”). Moving the slider to the right visualizes additional atoms, in order of their contribution.
Moving the slider to the far right visualizes all 3,000 atoms.
Changing the “Beta option:” radio button to “Rank” colors the atoms by rank rather than score.

Note: The top ranked atom will be shown in blue, whereas the highest score atom will be shown
in red. The rankings/scores are set to a red-white-blue color scale, and therefore rank of 1 is the
lowest value, whereas highest score is the highest value.

Figure B6. VMD’s display window during step #15.

16. For “Selections:” set “Selection 1: type 2”, “Selection 2: type 2”, “Sub Selection 1: all”,
“Sub Selection 2: all”, and “R-bin(s): all”.
Type 2 refers to oxygen atoms, and this calculation will produce plots related to the oxygenoxygen partial 𝑆(𝑞).

17. Press “Compute Selections” a single time.
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18. When the calculation from Step #17 completes, six new windows containing graphs will
appear (all six graphs are partial 𝑔(𝑟) / 𝑆(𝑞) analogs of those described in Step #7).

19. For “q range of Interest:” set the left slider named “Left q bin:” to “1.2” and the right slider
named “Right q bin:” to “1.2”.

20. Press “Compute Rankings” a single time.

21. For “Visualization Settings:” set the following: “Selection1: all”, “Coloring Method:
ColorID”, “Color ID: 0”, “Material: Opaque”, “Drawing Method: CPK”.
Set the “Visualization option:” radio button to “Top N atoms”.

22. The bottom left slider named “Top N atomic contributors” can now be moved to update
VMD’s visualization window.

23. Set the bottom left slider named “Top N atomic contributors” to “40”.
Then set the bottom right slider named “Atoms in selection” to “7”. (The easiest way to do so is
probably to tap the bar to the right of the slider until the slider move to “7”).
Two windows will appear.
VMD’s visualization window will now display (in a white VDW representation) the 7th greatest
contributing atom for the oxygen-oxygen partial 𝑆(𝑞) for 𝑞 = 1.2 surrounded by the top 40
neighboring atoms which most caused the white VDW atom to be the 7th greatest contributor.
Changing the bottom left slider will refresh the plot windows and display a different number of
contributing neighbors.
Changing the bottom right slider will refresh the plot windows and change the white VDW atom
to become the Nth greatest contributor for the oxygen-oxygen partial 𝑆(𝑞) for 𝑞 = 1.2.
Changing the bottom right slider to “0” will default back to visualizing the top N contributing
atoms to the oxygen-oxygen partial 𝑆(𝑞) for 𝑞 = 1.2, and therefore there will be no white VDW
atom displayed.
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import math
import sys
import os
from collections import defaultdict
import datetime as dt
print("Start:",dt.datetime.now())
output_file = 'GofRValues.txt'
elements_file = 'elements.ndx'
if len(sys.argv) > 1:
inp_file = sys.argv[1]
deltaR = float(sys.argv[2])
maxR = float(sys.argv[3])
if sys.argv[4] == '0':
is_first_frame = False
else:
is_first_frame = True
if sys.argv[5] == '0':
is_last_frame = False
else:
is_last_frame = True
else:
print("ERROR: Invalid commandline arguments")
exit()
elements_dict = {}
elements_sub_groups_dict = {}
atoms = []
bins_count = int(maxR / deltaR)
histogram = []
rdf = []
atom_paticipation_in_bins = {}
atom_participation_in_groups = defaultdict(lambda: defaultdict(int))
prev_gofr_values = []
prev_bins_counts = {}
prev_group_pairs_bins = defaultdict(lambda: defaultdict(int))
running_bbox_lengths = []
elements_list = []
elements_sub_groups_list = []
sub_groups_dict = defaultdict(str)
inp_file_dir = os.path.dirname(inp_file)
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output_file = inp_file_dir + '//' + output_file
elements_file = inp_file_dir + '//' + elements_file
if os.path.isfile(elements_file):
with open(elements_file, mode='r') as inp_eles:
key = ''
values = []
for line in inp_eles.readlines():
line=line.rstrip()
if line[0] == '[':
key = line
else:
values = line.split(' ')
elements_dict[key] = set()
if len(values) > 0:
for val in values:
elements_dict[key].add(int(val))
subgroup_key = key[:-1] + ":" + str(val) + key[-1]
elements_sub_groups_dict[subgroup_key] = int(val)
elements_sub_groups_list.append(subgroup_key)
sub_groups_dict[int(val)] = subgroup_key
elif len(line) > 0:
elements_dict[key].add(int(line))
subgroup_key = key[:-1] + ":" + line + key[-1]
elements_sub_groups_dict[subgroup_key] = int(line)
elements_sub_groups_list.append(subgroup_key)
sub_groups_dict[int(line)] = subgroup_key
elements_list.append(key)
else:
print("No elements file!")
for i in range(0, bins_count):
histogram.append(0)
rdf.append(0)
if not is_first_frame:
gofr_values_read = False
start_groupPairs = False
start_moleculeCounts = False
with open(output_file, mode='r') as prev_frame_file:
cur_group_pair = ''
for line in prev_frame_file:
if line == '':
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pass
if "*****" in line:
gofr_values_read = True
elif "[" in line:
start_groupPairs = True
cur_group_pair = line[:-1]
elif "BOX" in line:
lengths = line[:-1].split(':')[1]
running_bbox_lengths = lengths.split(',')
elif not gofr_values_read:
prev_gofr_values.append(line[:-1])
elif gofr_values_read and not start_groupPairs :
cur_bins = line[:-1].split(',')
prev_bins_counts[int(cur_bins[0])] = cur_bins[1:len(cur_bins)]
elif start_groupPairs:
pairs=line[:-1].split(',')
if(len(pairs)>0):
for pair in pairs:
bin_val=pair.split(":")
prev_group_pairs_bins[cur_group_pair][bin_val[0]]=bin_val[1]
else:
bin_val = line[:-1].split(":")
prev_group_pairs_bins[cur_group_pair][bin_val[0]]=bin_val[1]
with open(inp_file, mode='r') as in_file_data:
atom_data_line = in_file_data.readline()[:-1]
while atom_data_line and atom_data_line != '*****':
cols = atom_data_line.split(',')
atoms.append(
[int(cols[0].strip()), cols[1].strip(), cols[2].strip(), float(cols[3].strip()),
float(cols[4].strip()),
float(cols[5].strip())])
atom_data_line = in_file_data.readline()[:-1]
for atom in atoms:
key = atom[0]
atom_paticipation_in_bins[key] = []
for j in range(0, bins_count):
atom_paticipation_in_bins[key].append(0)
# calculate minx, maxx, miny, maxy...
box_lenx = max(x[3] for x in atoms) - min(x[3] for x in atoms)
box_leny = max(y[4] for y in atoms) - min(y[4] for y in atoms)
box_lenz = max(z[5] for z in atoms) - min(z[5] for z in atoms)
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total_pairs = 0
for i in range(0, len(atoms)):
for j in range(i+1, len(atoms)):
dr_x = atoms[i][3] - atoms[j][3]
dr_y = atoms[i][4] - atoms[j][4]
dr_z = atoms[i][5] - atoms[j][5]
distance_ij = math.sqrt(dr_x * dr_x + dr_y * dr_y + dr_z * dr_z)
if dr_x > (box_lenx / 2):
dr_x -= box_lenx
if dr_x < (-box_lenx / 2):
dr_x += box_lenx
if dr_y > (box_leny / 2):
dr_y -= box_leny
if dr_y < (-box_leny / 2):
dr_y += box_leny
if dr_z > (box_lenz / 2):
dr_z -= box_lenz
if dr_z < (-box_lenz / 2):
dr_z += box_lenz
distance_ij = math.sqrt(dr_x * dr_x + dr_y * dr_y + dr_z * dr_z)
total_pairs += 1
if distance_ij <= maxR:
cur_bin = int(distance_ij / deltaR)
if cur_bin < bins_count:
histogram[cur_bin] += 2
atom_paticipation_in_bins[atoms[i][0]][cur_bin] += 2
atom_i = int(atoms[i][0])
atom_j = int(atoms[j][0])
# if atom_i not in sub_groups_dict:
# print("i:",atom_i)
# if atom_j not in sub_groups_dict:
# print("j:",atom_j)
atom_i_subgroup = sub_groups_dict[atom_i]
atom_j_subgroup = sub_groups_dict[atom_j]
sub_group_pair_key = atom_i_subgroup + ' ' + atom_j_subgroup
sub_group_pair_key_reverse = atom_j_subgroup + ' ' + atom_i_subgroup
if sub_group_pair_key_reverse not in atom_participation_in_groups.keys():
atom_participation_in_groups[sub_group_pair_key][cur_bin] += 2
else:
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atom_participation_in_groups[sub_group_pair_key_reverse][cur_bin] += 2
with open(output_file, mode='w') as out_file:
total_count = []
for i in range(0, bins_count):
if is_first_frame:
out_file.write(str(histogram[i]) + '\n')
else:
out_file.write(str(histogram[i] + int(prev_gofr_values[i])) + '\n')
total_count.append(0)
if is_first_frame:
out_file.write("BOX:" + str(box_lenx) + "," + str(box_leny) + ',' + str(box_lenz) +
'\n*****\n')
else:
out_file.write("BOX:" + str(box_lenx + float(running_bbox_lengths[0])) + "," + str(
box_leny + float(running_bbox_lengths[1])) + ',' + str(
box_lenz + float(running_bbox_lengths[2])) + '\n*****\n')
for atom, bins in atom_paticipation_in_bins.items():
atomcnt = 0
i=0
out_line = str(atom) + ','
for bin1 in bins:
bin_val_from_prev_frame = 0
if not is_first_frame:
bin_val_from_prev_frame = int(prev_bins_counts[atom][i])
atomcnt += int(bin1)
out_line += str(bin1 + bin_val_from_prev_frame) + ","
total_count[i] += int(bin1) + bin_val_from_prev_frame
i += 1
out_file.write(out_line[:-1] + '\n')
out_line = ""
for i in range(0, len(total_count)):
out_line += str(total_count[i]) + ','
total_count[i] = 0
if is_last_frame:
out_file.write("TOTALS\n" + out_line[:-1] + "\n*****\n")
else:
out_file.write("*****\n")
for grp_pair, atombins in atom_participation_in_groups.items():
out_file.write(grp_pair + "\n")
i=0
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out_line = ''
merged_bins = atombins
if not is_first_frame:
for bin, value in prev_group_pairs_bins[grp_pair].items():
merged_bins[int(bin)] += int(value)
for bin, value in merged_bins.items():
out_line += str(str(bin) + ":" + str(value)) + ","
out_file.write(out_line[:-1] + "\n")
print("End:",dt.datetime.now())
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########################################################################
#
# $Id: sqgui.tcl,v 1.0
#
# create package and namespace and default all namespace global variables.
namespace eval ::SQGUI:: {
namespace export sqgui
variable w;
variable version

# handle to the base widget.
"1.0";
# plugin version

variable vmd_Path "";
# VMD environment path
variable mol_file
"-1"; # file descriptor of the molecule file to be used
variable input_file_path ""; # absolute path of the input molecule file
variable molid
variable moltxt

"-1";
"";

# molid of the molecule to grab
# title the molecule to grab

variable selection1 "all"; # selection string for first selection
variable selection2 "all"; # selection string for second selection
variable subselection1 "all"; # sub selection1 for statistics
variable subselection2 "all"; # sub selection2 for statistics
variable rbinRange "all";
# R bins range for statistics
variable delta
"0.1";
# delta for histogram
variable rmax
"10.0";
# max r in histogram
variable num_atoms
0;
# total number of atoms
variable n_frames
0;
# total number of frames used
variable first
variable last
variable step

"0";
"-1";
"1";

# first frame
# last frame
# frame step delta

variable useXRay "1";
file for FF calculations
variable min_q
variable max_q
variable delta_q

# Controls whether to use x-ray constants or neutron constants

"0.5"; # min q value for partial s(q)s
"2";
# max q value for partial s(q)s
"0.1"; # q step delta

variable density
0.0; # total density
variable density_normalized 0.0;# Normalized total density
variable all_distances_count 0; #Sum of distance counts across all element pairs
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variable total_distances_count 0;#Sum of distance counts across all element pairs in selections
variable leftBin
"";
# bin represent left of peak of interest
variable rightBin
"";
# bin represent right of peak of interest
variable topN
"";
# Top N contributors of interest
variable atomsAll
"";
# All atoms in selection
variable displayAtoms "1";
# 1: display atoms, 0: display molecles
variable addBeta
"1";
# 1: add betas by rank 0: add betas by contribution score
variable ffWeightedContribution "0"; # 1: checked- use form factor weighted contributions
for ranking, 0: unchecked
variable cannotplot "0";
# is multiplot available?
variable enableStatistics 0; # control varibale to decide whether the computer rankings
button and corresponding controls should be enabled
variable enableSelections 0; # control varibale to decide whether the controls related to
selections should be enabled
variable enableRankings 0; # control varibale to decide whether the rankings are calculated
to enable visualization controls
variable SQ_plot
"";
variable x_SQ
"";
variable y_SQ
"";

# Handler for S(Q) plot window
# S(q) plot X values
# S(q) plot Y values

variable display_FormFactorWeighted_Results 1; # variable to turn off displaying formfactor
weighted results if no hoogenous element tyoes exist in the selections.
variable vis_selection1 "";
# Selection 1 for visualization
variable selection1_colorId 0;
# colorID for selection 1
variable selection1_color_method ""; # Coloring Method for selection 1
variable selection1_material "";
# Material for selection 1
variable selection1_draw_method ""; # Drawing Method for selection 1
variable vis_selection2 "";
# Selection 2 for visualization
variable selection2_colorId 0;
# colorID for selection 2
variable selection2_color_method ""; # Coloring Method for selection 2
variable selection2_material "";
# Material for selection 2
variable selection2_draw_method ""; # Drawing Method for selection 2
variable vis_selection3 "";
# Selection 3 for visualization
variable selection3_colorId 0;
# colorID for selection 3
variable selection3_color_method ""; # Coloring Method for selection 3
variable selection3_material "";
# Material for selection 3
variable selection3_draw_method ""; # Drawing Method for selection 3
variable vis_selection4 "";
# Selection 4 for visualization
variable selection4_colorId 0;
# colorID for selection 4
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variable selection4_color_method ""; # Coloring Method for selection 4
variable selection4_material "";
# Material for selection 4
variable selection4_draw_method ""; # Drawing Method for selection 4
variable vis_selection5 "";
# Selection 5 for visualization
variable selection5_colorId 0;
# colorID for selection 5
variable selection5_color_method ""; # Coloring Method for selection 5
variable selection5_material "";
# Material for selection 5
variable selection5_draw_method ""; # Drawing Method for selection 5
variable atom_beta_by_Score {};
# betas for atoms defined by score
variable atom_beta_by_Rank_Sorted {}; # betas for atoms defined by rank
variable atom_beta_by_Score_Sorted {}; # betas for atoms defined by score
variable molecule_beta_by_Rank {}; # betas for molecules defined by rank
variable molecule_beta_by_Score {}; # betas for molecules defined by score
variable atom_props "";
variable auto_call
1;
not
variable rank_plot "";

# Controls if the all pairs selection is specifically made by user or
# Plot handle for ranking atoms/neighbors

set atoms_groupNames [dict create];
# stores atoms number as key and element
type are value in dictionary
set groups_atomNos [dict create];
# stores element type as key and atoms
number are value in dictionary
set group_formfactors [dict create];
# stores the formfactors of all the element
types
set groupPair_formfactors [dict create];
# stores the formfactors of all the possible
element group pairs
set subGroupPair_counts [dict create];
# stores the counts of all the subgroup
pairs
set allPairsAggregated_counts [dict create];
# stores the aggregated counts of all the
group pairs
set allPairsAggregated_weights [dict create];
# stores the aggregated weights of all
the group pairs
set group_pair_s_q [dict create];
# stores the partial S(q)s of all group pairs
set ff_weighted_group_pair_s_q [dict create];
# stores the formfactor weighted partial
S(q)s of all group pairs
set ff_weighted_group_pair_s_q_full_denom [dict create]; # stores the formfactor weighted
partial S(q)s of all group pairs
set rbin_contributions_for_total_S_q {};
# stores r bin contributions for total S(q)
at each q for selections
set rbin_contributions_for_ff_weighted_S_q {};
# stores r bin contributions for form
factored weighted S(q) at each q for selections
set rbin_contributions_for_ff_weighted_S_q_full_denom {}; # stores r bin contributions for
form factored weighted S(q) with full denominator at each q for selections
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set total_S_q_pos_contributions [dict create];
# stores +ve contributions of r bins at
each q for total s(q)
set total_S_q_neg_contributions [dict create];
# stores -ve contributions of r bins at
each q for total s(q)
set selection_S_q_pos_contributions [dict create];
# stores +ve contributions of r bins at
each q for s(q) for selections
set selection_S_q_neg_contributions [dict create];
# stores -ve contributions of r bins at
each q for s(q) for selections
set selection_weighted_S_q_pos_contributions [dict create]; # stores +ve contributions of r
bins at each q for form factor weighted s(q) for selections
set selection_weighted_S_q_neg_contributions [dict create]; # stores -ve contributions of r
bins at each q for form factor weighted s(q) for selections
set selection_weighted_S_q_pos_contributions_full_denom [dict create]; # stores +ve
contributions of r bins at each q for form factor weighted s(q) (full denominator) for selections
set selection_weighted_S_q_neg_contributions_full_denom [dict create]; # stores -ve
contributions of r bins at each q for form factor weighted s(q) (full denominator) for selections
set selection_atoms_counts [dict create];
# Stores counts for each atom in the
selection
set all_atoms_counts [dict create];
# Stores counts for each atom in the input
file
set possible_sq_contributions {};
# Stores the S(q) values and positive and
negative contributions to s(q) at each q for a count 1 at all possible bins.
set possible_sq_contribution_differences {};
# Stores the difference in S(q)values
and positive and negative contributions to s(q) at each q for a difference of 1 in count at all
possible bins.
set all_atom_contributions [dict create];
# Stores for all atoms, each atom and its
contribution to S(q), positive and negative components of S(q)
set selection_atom_contributions [dict create];
# Stores for all atoms in the selection,
each atom and its contribution to S(q), positive and negative components of S(q)
set all_same_elements_weights {};
set all_same_group_pair_formfactors {};
pairs

# store weights of all homogenous element pairs
# store form factors of all homogenous element

set selection_groups_weights_all_denominator [dict create]; # store weights of all element
pairs with denominator as all-all distance counts
set bin_totals {}
set bin_matrix {}
set atom_numbers {}
set topN_Sorted {}
set group_totals [dict create]
set group_matrices [dict create]
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set group_bulk_stats [dict create]
set group_pair_num_atoms [dict create]
set same_molecule_counts {}
set different_molecule_counts {}
variable pi "3.1415926535897931";
}
package provide sqgui $SQGUI::version
#################
proc ::SQGUI::ladd {l} {::tcl::mathop::+ {*}$l}
proc ::SQGUI::UpdateRenderer {val} {
global topN_Sorted
global rank_plot
global selection_atom_contributions
global atoms_groupNames
global group_formfactors
variable w
variable molid
variable displayAtoms
variable addBeta
variable input_file_path
variable min_q
variable max_q
variable delta_q
variable leftBin
variable rightBin
variable vis_selection1
variable selection1_colorId
variable selection1_color_method
variable selection1_material
variable selection1_draw_method
variable vis_selection2
variable selection2_colorId
variable selection2_color_method
variable selection2_material
variable selection2_draw_method
variable vis_selection3
variable selection3_colorId
variable selection3_color_method
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variable selection3_material
variable selection3_draw_method
variable vis_selection4
variable selection4_colorId
variable selection4_color_method
variable selection4_material
variable selection4_draw_method
variable vis_selection5
variable selection5_colorId
variable selection5_color_method
variable selection5_material
variable selection5_draw_method
variable atom_beta_by_Rank_Sorted
variable atom_beta_by_Score_Sorted
variable atom_beta_by_Score
variable molecule_beta_by_Rank
variable molecule_beta_by_Score
set selected_atoms "serial"
set selected_atom [$w.in2.topNframe.bt get]
set selected_topnN [$w.in2.topNframe.at get]
set molecule_beta_by_Rank {}
set molecule_beta_by_Score {}
set molecule_beta_by_Rank_Sorted {}
set molecule_beta_by_Score_Sorted {}
set neighbor_beta_by_Score {}
set neighbor_beta_by_Rank {}
set x_bins {}
set y_bins {}
display update off
color scale method BWR
display update on
for {set i 0} {$i < 7} {incr i} {
mol delrep 0 top
}
if {$selected_atom == 0} {
set sorted_atoms "serial "
foreach {pair} $topN_Sorted {
append sorted_atoms "[lindex $pair 0] "
}
foreach {pair} [lrange $topN_Sorted 0 [expr $selected_topnN -1]] {
set selected_atoms [concat $selected_atoms " " [lindex $pair 0]]
}
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if {$displayAtoms} then {
set sel1Str $selected_atoms
set sel2Str $selected_atoms
set sel3Str $selected_atoms
set sel4Str $selected_atoms
set sel5Str $selected_atoms
} else {
set sel1Str "same resid as ( $selected_atoms )"
set sel2Str "same resid as ( $selected_atoms )"
set sel3Str "same resid as ( $selected_atoms )"
set sel4Str "same resid as ( $selected_atoms )"
set sel5Str "same resid as ( $selected_atoms )"
}
} else {
set neighbour_contributions_file $input_file_path
append neighbour_contributions_file "neighbour_contributions_sq.dat"
set tstfile [open $neighbour_contributions_file r]
set topN_list {}
set required_atoms [dict keys $selection_atom_contributions]
# puts "required: $required_atoms"
while { [gets $tstfile line] >= 0 } {
set startIdx 0
set curIdx [string first "\{" $line $startIdx]
if {$curIdx > 0} {
set atom_key [string trim [string range $line 0 [expr $curIdx-1]] "\{\} " ]
if {$atom_key == $selected_atom} {
incr readLinesCnt
set neighbour_total_contribution {}
set startIdx [expr $curIdx +1]
set curIdx [string first "\{" $line $startIdx ]
while {$curIdx > 0} {
set neighbour_key [string trim [string range $line $startIdx [expr $curIdx-1]] "\{\}
"]
set curEndIdx [string first "\}" $line [expr $curIdx+1] ]
if {[lsearch -exact $required_atoms $neighbour_key] >= 0} {
# puts "neighbour: $neighbour_key"
set startIdx [expr $curIdx +1]
set neighbour_Sq [split [string trim [string range $line $startIdx [expr
$curEndIdx-1]] "\{\} " ] " "]
set s_q_for_selection 0
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set q_idx 0
for {set cur_q $min_q} {$cur_q <= $rightBin} {set cur_q [expr {$cur_q +
$delta_q}]} {
if {$cur_q >= $leftBin} {
set s_q_for_selection [expr $s_q_for_selection + [lindex $neighbour_Sq
$q_idx]]
}
incr q_idx
}
set key_group [dict get $atoms_groupNames $neighbour_key]
set key_ff [dict get $group_formfactors $key_group]
lappend topN_list [list $neighbour_key $s_q_for_selection $key_group]
}
set startIdx [expr $curEndIdx + 1]
set curIdx [string first "\{" $line $startIdx]
}
# puts "neighbor atoms: $topN_list"
break
}
}
}
close $tstfile
set topN_Neighbours_Sorted [lsort -real -index 1 -decreasing $topN_list]
set cntr 0
set sorted_atoms "serial "
set atom_properties {}
foreach {pair} $topN_Neighbours_Sorted {
incr cntr
lappend x_bins $cntr
lappend y_bins [lindex $pair 1]
append sorted_atoms "[lindex $pair 0] "
lappend neighbor_beta_by_Rank [list [lindex $pair 0] $cntr]
lappend neighbor_beta_by_Score [list [lindex $pair 0] [lindex $pair 1]]
set tmpsel [atomselect $molid "serial [lindex $pair 0]"]
set cur_atom_props "[lindex $pair 2],"
append cur_atom_props [join [$tmpsel get {type name residue resname resid chain}] ","]
set cur_atom_props [join $cur_atom_props ","]
lappend atom_properties "$cur_atom_props"
}
set neighbor_beta_by_Rank [lsort -real -index 0 $neighbor_beta_by_Rank]
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set neighbor_beta_by_Score [lsort -real -index 0 $neighbor_beta_by_Score]
set neighbor_beta_by_Rank_Sorted {}
set neighbor_beta_by_Score_Sorted {}
for {set i_beta 0} {$i_beta < [llength $neighbor_beta_by_Rank]} {incr i_beta} {
lappend neighbor_beta_by_Rank_Sorted [lindex [lindex $neighbor_beta_by_Rank
$i_beta] 1]
lappend neighbor_beta_by_Score_Sorted [lindex [lindex $neighbor_beta_by_Score
$i_beta] 1]
}
if {[catch {$rank_plot quit} ]} then {}
set rank_plot [multiplot -x $x_bins -y $y_bins -title "Top Neighbors" -lines -linewidth 2 marker point -plot ]
$rank_plot add $x_bins $atom_properties
foreach {pair} [lrange $topN_Neighbours_Sorted 0 [expr $selected_topnN -1]] {
set selected_atoms [concat $selected_atoms " " [lindex $pair 0]]
}
if {$displayAtoms} then {
set sel1Str $selected_atoms
set sel2Str $selected_atoms
set sel3Str $selected_atoms
set sel4Str $selected_atoms
set sel5Str $selected_atoms
} else {
set sel1Str "same resid as ( $selected_atoms )"
set sel2Str "same resid as ( $selected_atoms )"
set sel3Str "same resid as ( $selected_atoms )"
set sel4Str "same resid as ( $selected_atoms )"
set sel5Str "same resid as ( $selected_atoms )"
}
}
if {$displayAtoms} {
set sel_all [atomselect $molid $sorted_atoms ]
if {$addBeta} {
#atoms by rank
$sel_all set beta 0
if {$selected_atom == 0} {
$sel_all set beta $atom_beta_by_Rank_Sorted
} else {
$sel_all set beta $neighbor_beta_by_Rank_Sorted
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}
} else {
#atoms by score
$sel_all set beta 0
if {$selected_atom == 0} {
$sel_all set beta $atom_beta_by_Score_Sorted
} else {
$sel_all set beta $neighbor_beta_by_Score_Sorted
}
}
} else {
set all_atoms_test [atomselect $molid "all"]
$all_atoms_test set beta 0
set all_molecules [$all_atoms_test get {serial resid}]
set sel_atoms [atomselect $molid $selected_atoms ]
set selected_molecules [ $sel_atoms get {serial resid}]
set molecules_count [dict create]
set molecules_score [dict create]
if {$addBeta} {
#molecules by rank
foreach var $selected_molecules {
if {[dict exists $molecules_count [lindex $var 1]]} then {
dict set molecules_count [lindex $var 1] [expr [dict get $molecules_count [lindex
$var 1]] + 1]
} else {
dict set molecules_count [lindex $var 1] 1
}
}
foreach var $all_molecules {
if {[dict exists $molecules_count [lindex $var 1]]} then {
lappend molecule_beta_by_Rank [dict get $molecules_count [lindex $var 1]]
} else {
lappend molecule_beta_by_Rank 0
}
}
$all_atoms_test set beta $molecule_beta_by_Rank
} else {
#molecules by score
set idx 0
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foreach var $selected_molecules {
set tmp_score 0
if {$selected_atom == 0} {
set tmp_score [lindex $atom_beta_by_Score_Sorted [lindex $var 0]]
} else {
set tmp_score [lindex $y_bins $idx]
}
if {[dict exists $molecules_score $var]} then {
dict set molecules_score [lindex $var 1] [expr [dict get $molecules_score [lindex
$var 1]] + $tmp_score]
} else {
dict set molecules_score [lindex $var 1] $tmp_score
}
incr idx
}
foreach var $all_molecules {
if {[dict exists $molecules_score [lindex $var 1]]} then {
lappend molecule_beta_by_Score [dict get $molecules_score [lindex $var 1]]
} else {
lappend molecule_beta_by_Score 0
}
}
puts "rank - $molecule_beta_by_Score"
$all_atoms_test set beta $molecule_beta_by_Score
}
}
if {$vis_selection1 != ""} {
append sel1Str " and $vis_selection1"
# puts "sel1Str: $sel1Str"
# puts "Color Method: $selection1_color_method"
# puts "ID: $selection1_colorId"
# puts "material: $selection1_material"
# puts "Draw Method: $selection1_draw_method"
set sel1 [atomselect $molid $sel1Str ]
mol selection "[$sel1 text]"
if {$selection1_color_method=="ColorID"} then {
mol color ColorID $selection1_colorId
} else {
mol color $selection1_color_method
}
mol material $selection1_material
mol representation $selection1_draw_method
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mol addrep top
}
if {$vis_selection2 != ""} {
append sel2Str " and $vis_selection2"
set sel2 [atomselect $molid $sel2Str ]
mol selection "[$sel2 text]"
if {$selection2_color_method=="ColorID"} then {
mol color ColorID $selection2_colorId
} else {
mol color $selection2_color_method
}
mol material $selection2_material
mol representation $selection2_draw_method
mol addrep top
}
if {$vis_selection3 != ""} {
append sel3Str " and $vis_selection3"
set sel3 [atomselect $molid $sel3Str ]
mol selection "[$sel3 text]"
if {$selection3_color_method=="ColorID"} then {
mol color ColorID $selection3_colorId
} else {
mol color $selection3_color_method
}
mol material $selection3_material
mol representation $selection3_draw_method
mol addrep top
}
if {$vis_selection4 != ""} {
append sel4Str " and $vis_selection4"
set sel4 [atomselect $molid $sel4Str ]
mol selection "[$sel4 text]"
if {$selection4_color_method=="ColorID"} then {
mol color ColorID $selection4_colorId
} else {
mol color $selection4_color_method
}
mol material $selection4_material
mol representation $selection4_draw_method
mol addrep top
}
if {$vis_selection5 != ""} {
append sel1Str " and $vis_selection5"
set sel5 [atomselect $molid $sel1Str ]
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mol selection "[$sel5 text]"
if {$selection5_color_method=="ColorID"} then {
mol color ColorID $selection5_colorId
} else {
mol color $selection5_color_method
}
mol material $selection5_material
mol representation $selection5_draw_method
mol addrep top
}
if {$selected_atom != 0} {
set chosenAtom "serial $selected_atom"
set atom_sel [atomselect $molid $chosenAtom]
mol selection "[$atom_sel text]"
mol color ColorID 8
mol representation VDW
mol addrep top
}
}
proc ::SQGUI::get_g_r {temp_y} {
variable delta
variable rmax
variable density_normalized
variable num_atoms
variable n_frames
set numbins [expr $rmax / $delta]
for {set q 0} {$q < $numbins} {incr q} {
set cur_Y [lindex $temp_y $q]
set lower_r [expr $q * $delta]
set upper_r [expr $lower_r + $delta]
set ideal_n [expr $density_normalized * [expr [expr $upper_r * $upper_r * $upper_r] [expr $lower_r * $lower_r * $lower_r]]]
set temp_gofr [expr double($cur_Y) / $num_atoms / $n_frames / $ideal_n]
lappend y_gofr $temp_gofr
lappend x_gofr $lower_r
}
return [list $x_gofr $y_gofr]
}
proc ::SQGUI::get_partial_g_r {bin_val_pairs pair_weight} {
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variable delta
variable rmax
variable density_normalized
variable num_atoms
variable n_frames
set partial_density [expr $density_normalized * $pair_weight]
set numbins [expr $rmax / $delta]
for {set q 0} {$q < $numbins} {incr q} {
set cur_Y 0
set lower_r [expr $q * $delta]
if {$partial_density>0} then {
if {[dict exists $bin_val_pairs $q]} then {
set cur_Y [dict get $bin_val_pairs $q]
} else {
set cur_Y 0
}
set upper_r [expr $lower_r + $delta]
set ideal_n [expr $partial_density * [expr [expr $upper_r * $upper_r * $upper_r] - [expr
$lower_r * $lower_r * $lower_r]]]
set temp_gofr [expr double($cur_Y) / $num_atoms / $n_frames / $ideal_n]
lappend y_gofr $temp_gofr
} else {
lappend y_gofr 0
}
lappend x_gofr $lower_r
}
return [list $x_gofr $y_gofr]
}
proc ::SQGUI::get_s_q {y_gofr contributions_file_path} {
global total_S_q_pos_contributions
global total_S_q_neg_contributions
set tcl_precision 12
variable delta
variable rmax
variable pi
variable min_q
variable max_q
variable delta_q
variable density
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set numbins [expr $rmax / $delta]
set maxIdx 0
set got_Error 0
set fp {}
set pos_neg_lines {}
set total_S_q_pos_contributions [dict create]
set total_S_q_neg_contributions [dict create]
set adjusted_max_q [expr $max_q + [expr $delta_q / 100]]
### add code write the rbin_contributions values to a file (for each q add all
rbin_contributions)
if {[string length $contributions_file_path]} {
if {[catch {open $contributions_file_path a} fp]} then {
set got_Error 1
tk_dialog .errmsg {viewSq Error} "There was an error opening the file
'$contributions_file_path'. Cannot write r contributions to file anymore." error 0 Dismiss
}
}
for {set cur_q $min_q} {$cur_q <= $max_q} {set cur_q [expr {$cur_q + $delta_q}]} {
set maxIdx $cur_q
set varx $cur_q
set vary 0.0
set rbin_contributions {}
set pos_contribution 0
set neg_contribution 0
for {set r 0} {$r < $numbins} {incr r} {
set glist_item [lindex $y_gofr $r]
set sin_expr [expr $varx * $r * $delta]
set sin_val [expr sin($sin_expr) ]
set temp_expr [expr $glist_item - 1.0 ]
set temp_vary1 [expr $r * $delta * $temp_expr]
set test_temp [expr $sin_val / $varx]
set temp_vary2 [expr $temp_vary1 * $test_temp]
set temp_vary2 [expr $temp_vary2 * 4 * $pi * $density * $delta]
set vary [expr $vary + $temp_vary2]
lappend rbin_contributions $temp_vary2
if {$temp_vary2>=0} {
set pos_contribution [expr $pos_contribution + $temp_vary2]
} else {
set neg_contribution [expr $neg_contribution + $temp_vary2]
}
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}
dict append total_S_q_pos_contributions $varx $pos_contribution
dict append total_S_q_neg_contributions $varx $neg_contribution
if {$got_Error==0} {
set out_line $varx
append out_line ","
append out_line [join $rbin_contributions ","]
append out_line ","
append out_line $vary
puts $fp $out_line
set temp_line ""
append temp_line $varx
append temp_line ","
append temp_line $pos_contribution
append temp_line ","
append temp_line $neg_contribution
lappend pos_neg_lines $temp_line
}
lappend sqx $varx
lappend sqy $vary
}
if {$got_Error==0} {
puts $fp "*****"
foreach {line} $pos_neg_lines {
puts $fp $line
}
close $fp
}
return [list $sqx $sqy $maxIdx]
}
proc ::SQGUI::convertListToDict {valuesList} {
variable delta
variable rmax
set pairsDict [dict create]
set numbins [expr $rmax / $delta]
for {set r 0} {$r < $numbins} {incr r} {
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if {[lindex $valuesList $r] >0} {
dict append pairsDict $r [lindex $valuesList $r]
}
}
return $pairsDict
}
proc ::SQGUI::get_partial_s_q {y_gofr contributions_file_path element_pair pair_weight} {
global selection_S_q_pos_contributions
global selection_S_q_neg_contributions
set tcl_precision 12
variable delta
variable rmax
variable pi
variable min_q
variable max_q
variable delta_q
variable density
set numbins [expr $rmax / $delta]
set maxIdx 0
set got_Error 0
set fp {}
set pos_neg_lines {}
set rbin_contributions_to_S_q {}
set adjusted_max_q [expr $max_q + [expr $delta_q / 100]]
# [dict create]
### add code write the rbin_contributions values to a file (for each ele-pair, for each q add all
rbin_contributions)
if {[string length $contributions_file_path]} {
if {[catch {open $contributions_file_path a} fp]} then {
set got_Error 1
tk_dialog .errmsg {viewSq Error} "There was an error opening the file
'$contributions_file_path'. Cannot write r contributions to file anymore." error 0 Dismiss
} else {
set pline $element_pair
append plie ","
append pline $pair_weight
puts $fp $pline
}
}
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for {set cur_q $min_q} {$cur_q <= $max_q} {set cur_q [expr {$cur_q + $delta_q}]} {
set maxIdx $cur_q
set varx $cur_q
set vary 0.0
set rbin_contributions {}
set pos_contribution 0
set neg_contribution 0
set rbin_contributions_for_q {}
for {set r 0} {$r < $numbins} {incr r} {
set glist_item [lindex $y_gofr $r]
set sin_expr [expr $varx * $r * $delta]
set sin_val [expr sin($sin_expr) ]
set temp_expr [expr $glist_item - 1.0 ]
set temp_vary1 [expr $r * $delta * $temp_expr]
set test_temp [expr $sin_val / $varx]
set temp_vary2 [expr $temp_vary1 * $test_temp]
set temp_vary2 [expr $temp_vary2 * 4 * $pi * $density * $delta]
set temp_vary2 [expr $temp_vary2 * $pair_weight]
set vary [expr $vary + $temp_vary2]
lappend rbin_contributions $temp_vary2
if {$temp_vary2>=0} {
set pos_contribution [expr $pos_contribution + $temp_vary2]
} else {
set neg_contribution [expr $neg_contribution + $temp_vary2]
}
}
if {[dict exists $selection_S_q_pos_contributions $varx]==1} then {
dict set selection_S_q_pos_contributions $varx [expr $pos_contribution + [dict get
$selection_S_q_pos_contributions $varx]]
} else {
dict append selection_S_q_pos_contributions $varx $pos_contribution
}
if {[dict exists $selection_S_q_neg_contributions $varx]==1} then {
dict set selection_S_q_neg_contributions $varx [expr $neg_contribution + [dict get
$selection_S_q_neg_contributions $varx]]
} else {
dict append selection_S_q_neg_contributions $varx $neg_contribution
}
lappend rbin_contributions_to_S_q $rbin_contributions
if {$got_Error==0} {
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set out_line $varx
append out_line ","
append out_line [join $rbin_contributions ","]
append out_line ","
append out_line $vary
puts $fp $out_line
set temp_line ""
append temp_line $varx
append temp_line ","
append temp_line $pos_contribution
append temp_line ","
append temp_line $neg_contribution
lappend pos_neg_lines $temp_line
}
lappend sqx $varx
lappend sqy $vary
}
if {$got_Error==0} {
puts $fp "*****"
foreach {line} $pos_neg_lines {
puts $fp $line
}
puts $fp "*****"
close $fp
}
return [list $sqx $sqy $rbin_contributions_to_S_q]
}
proc ::SQGUI::get_partial_s_q_with_contributions {y_gofr pair_weight} {
set s_q_pos_contributions {}
set s_q_neg_contributions {}
variable delta
variable rmax
variable pi
variable min_q
variable max_q
variable delta_q
variable density
set numbins [expr $rmax / $delta]
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set adjusted_max_q [expr $max_q + [expr $delta_q / 100]]
for {set cur_q $min_q} {$cur_q <= $max_q} {set cur_q [expr {$cur_q + $delta_q}]} {
set varx $cur_q
set vary 0.0
set rbin_contributions {}
set pos_contribution 0
set neg_contribution 0
for {set r 0} {$r < $numbins} {incr r} {
set glist_item [lindex $y_gofr $r]
set sin_expr [expr $varx * $r * $delta]
set sin_val [expr sin($sin_expr) ]
set temp_expr [expr $glist_item - 1.0 ]
set temp_vary1 [expr $r * $delta * $temp_expr]
set test_temp [expr $sin_val / $varx]
set temp_vary2 [expr $temp_vary1 * $test_temp]
set temp_vary2 [expr $temp_vary2 * 4 * $pi * $density * $delta]
set temp_vary2 [expr $temp_vary2 * $pair_weight]
set vary [expr $vary + $temp_vary2]
lappend rbin_contributions $temp_vary2
if {$temp_vary2>=0} {
set pos_contribution [expr $pos_contribution + $temp_vary2]
} else {
set neg_contribution [expr $neg_contribution + $temp_vary2]
}
}
lappend s_q_pos_contributions $pos_contribution
lappend s_q_neg_contributions $neg_contribution
lappend sqy $vary
}
return [list $sqy $s_q_pos_contributions $s_q_neg_contributions]
}
proc ::SQGUI::get_formfactor_weighted_partial_s_q {y_gofr weight pair_formfactor_list
same_pair_weights same_pair_formfactors contributions_file_path element_pair is_full_denom}
{
global selection_weighted_S_q_pos_contributions
global selection_weighted_S_q_neg_contributions
global selection_weighted_S_q_pos_contributions_full_denom
global selection_weighted_S_q_neg_contributions_full_denom
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set tcl_precision 12
variable delta
variable rmax
variable pi
variable min_q
variable max_q
variable delta_q
variable density
variable display_FormFactorWeighted_Results
set numbins [expr $rmax / $delta]
set maxIdx 0
set got_Error 0
set fp {}
set pos_neg_lines {}
set i_idx 0
set rbin_contributions_to_ff_S_q {}
set adjusted_max_q [expr $max_q + [expr $delta_q / 100]]
#[dict create]
### add code write the rbin_contributions values to a file (for each ele-pair, for each q add all
rbin_contributions)
if {[string length $contributions_file_path]} {
if {[catch {open $contributions_file_path a} fp]} then {
set got_Error 1
tk_dialog .errmsg {viewSq Error} "There was an error opening the file
'$contributions_file_path'. Cannot write r contributions to file anymore." error 0 Dismiss
} else {
puts $fp $element_pair
}
} else {
set got_Error 1
}
for {set cur_q $min_q} {$cur_q <= $max_q} {set cur_q [expr {$cur_q + $delta_q}]} {
set maxIdx $cur_q
set varx $cur_q
set vary 0.0
set rbin_contributions {}
set pos_contribution 0
set neg_contribution 0
set formfactor [lindex $pair_formfactor_list $i_idx]
set denominator_at_q 0
for {set k 0} {$k < [llength $same_pair_weights]} {incr k} {
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set pair_weight [lindex $same_pair_weights $k]
set pair_formfactor [lindex $same_pair_formfactors $k]
set element_weight [expr { sqrt($pair_weight) }]
set pair_formfactor_at_q [lindex $pair_formfactor $i_idx]
set element_formfactor_at_q [expr { sqrt($pair_formfactor_at_q) }]
set denominator_at_q [expr $denominator_at_q + [expr $element_weight *
$element_formfactor_at_q]]
}
if {$denominator_at_q == 0} then {
set display_FormFactorWeighted_Results 0
return
}
set denominator_at_q [expr $denominator_at_q * $denominator_at_q]
for {set r 0} {$r < $numbins} {incr r} {
set glist_item [lindex $y_gofr $r]
set sin_expr [expr $varx * $r * $delta]
set sin_val [expr sin($sin_expr) ]
set temp_expr [expr $glist_item - 1.0 ]
set temp_vary1 [expr $r * $delta * $temp_expr]
set test_temp [expr $sin_val / $varx]
set temp_vary2 [expr $temp_vary1 * $test_temp]
set temp_vary2 [expr $temp_vary2 * 4 * $pi * $density * $delta]
set temp_vary2 [expr $temp_vary2 * $weight]
set temp_vary2 [expr $temp_vary2 * $formfactor]
set temp_vary2 [expr $temp_vary2 / $denominator_at_q]
set vary [expr $vary + $temp_vary2]
lappend rbin_contributions $temp_vary2
if {$temp_vary2>=0} {
set pos_contribution [expr $pos_contribution + $temp_vary2]
} else {
set neg_contribution [expr $neg_contribution + $temp_vary2]
}
}
if {$is_full_denom} then {
if {[dict exists $selection_weighted_S_q_pos_contributions_full_denom $varx]==1} then
{
dict set selection_weighted_S_q_pos_contributions_full_denom $varx [expr
$pos_contribution + [dict get $selection_weighted_S_q_pos_contributions_full_denom $varx]]
} else {
dict append selection_weighted_S_q_pos_contributions_full_denom $varx
$pos_contribution
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}
if {[dict exists $selection_weighted_S_q_neg_contributions_full_denom $varx]==1} then
{
dict set selection_weighted_S_q_neg_contributions_full_denom $varx [expr
$neg_contribution + [dict get $selection_weighted_S_q_neg_contributions_full_denom $varx]]
} else {
dict append selection_weighted_S_q_neg_contributions_full_denom $varx
$neg_contribution
}
} else {
if {[dict exists $selection_weighted_S_q_pos_contributions $varx]==1} then {
dict set selection_weighted_S_q_pos_contributions $varx [expr $pos_contribution +
[dict get $selection_weighted_S_q_pos_contributions $varx]]
} else {
dict append selection_weighted_S_q_pos_contributions $varx $pos_contribution
}
if {[dict exists $selection_weighted_S_q_neg_contributions $varx]==1} then {
dict set selection_weighted_S_q_neg_contributions $varx [expr $neg_contribution +
[dict get $selection_weighted_S_q_neg_contributions $varx]]
} else {
dict append selection_weighted_S_q_neg_contributions $varx $neg_contribution
}
}
lappend rbin_contributions_to_ff_S_q $rbin_contributions
if {$got_Error==0} {
set out_line $varx
append out_line ","
append out_line [join $rbin_contributions ","]
append out_line ","
append out_line $vary
puts $fp $out_line
set temp_line ""
append temp_line $varx
append temp_line ","
append temp_line $pos_contribution
append temp_line ","
append temp_line $neg_contribution
append temp_line ","
append temp_line $vary
lappend pos_neg_lines $temp_line
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}
lappend sqx $varx
lappend sqy $vary
incr i_idx
}
if {$got_Error==0} {
puts $fp "*****"
foreach {line} $pos_neg_lines {
puts $fp $line
}
close $fp
}
return [list $sqx $sqy $rbin_contributions_to_ff_S_q]
}
proc ::SQGUI::runSofQ {} {
global bin_totals
global bin_matrix
global atom_numbers
global subGroupPair_counts
global total_S_q_pos_contributions
global total_S_q_neg_contributions
global allPairsAggregated_counts
global allPairsAggregated_weights
global all_same_elements_weights
global all_same_group_pair_formfactors
global group_totals
global group_matrices
global group_bulk_stats
global group_pair_num_atoms
variable pi
variable enableSelections
variable w
variable molid
variable selection1
variable selection2
variable delta
variable rmax
variable first
variable last
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variable step
variable min_q
variable max_q
variable delta_q
variable cannotplot
variable SQ_plot
variable x_SQ
variable y_SQ
variable input_file_path
variable vmd_Path
variable num_atoms
variable n_frames
variable density
variable density_normalized
variable total_distances_count
variable all_distances_count
variable auto_call
set vmd_Path $::env(VMDDIR)
set errmsg {}
set cannotplot [catch {package require multiplot 1.1}]
set tcl_precision 12
set sel {}
if {[catch {atomselect $molid "all"} sel]} then {
tk_dialog .errmsg {viewSq Error} "There was an error creating the selection: all" error 0
Dismiss
return
}
if {$last==-1} then {
set last [molinfo $molid get numframes]
}
puts "Calculating total g(r)..."
set test_infile [molinfo 0 get filename]
set last_delim [string last "/" $test_infile ]
set first_delim [string first "/" $test_infile ]
set folder_path [string range $test_infile $first_delim $last_delim]
set input_file_path $folder_path
append folder_path "Selected_Frames_Coordinates.dat"
set is_first_frame 1
set is_last_frame 0
for {set frm $first} {$frm <= $last} {incr frm $step} {
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if {$frm == $last || [expr $frm + $step]>$last} {
set is_last_frame 1
}
set outfile $folder_path
set fp {}
if {[string length $outfile]} {
if {[catch {open $outfile w} fp]} then {
tk_dialog .errmsg {viewSq Error} "There was an error opening the output file
'$outfile':\n\n$fp" error 0 Dismiss
} else {
set newsel [atomselect $molid "all" frame $frm]
set num_atoms_sel_1 [$newsel num]
set num_atoms_sel_2 $num_atoms_sel_1
set sel_result_coords_x [$newsel get x]
set sel_result_coords_y [$newsel get y]
set sel_result_coords_z [$newsel get z]
set sel_result_atom_numbers [$newsel get serial]
set sel_result_residue_id [$newsel get resid]
set sel_result_type [$newsel get type]
for {set idx 0} {$idx < $num_atoms_sel_1} {incr idx} {
set coords_x [lindex $sel_result_coords_x $idx]
set coords_y [lindex $sel_result_coords_y $idx]
set coords_z [lindex $sel_result_coords_z $idx]
set cur_id [lindex $sel_result_atom_numbers $idx]
set cur_type [lindex $sel_result_residue_id $idx]
set cur_resid [lindex $sel_result_type $idx]
puts $fp "$cur_id, $cur_type, $cur_resid, $coords_x, $coords_y, $coords_z"
}
close $fp
set ::SQGUI::pybin [::ExecTool::find -interactive -description "Python executable"
python]
set scriptpath $vmd_Path
append scriptpath "/scripts/python/Calculate_rdf_stats_py.py"
set ::SQGUI::testscript $scriptpath
#Comment the below line to not call python script and re-use the existing output from
the python.
set status [exec $::SQGUI::pybin $::SQGUI::testscript $folder_path $delta $rmax
$is_first_frame $is_last_frame]
set is_first_frame 0
incr n_frames
}
puts "Frame $frm Done!"
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}
}
set filename $input_file_path
append filename "GofRValues.txt"
set f [open $filename r]
set data [split [read $f] "\n"]
close $f
set numbins [expr $rmax / $delta]
foreach {line} $data {
set firstWord [string range $line 0 2]
if {$firstWord=="BOX"} {
set line_split [split $line ":"]
set length_vals [lindex $line_split 1]
set running_box_lengths [split $length_vals ","]
break
}
lappend y_gofr_temp $line
}
set all_distances_count [ladd $y_gofr_temp]
set total_distances_count $all_distances_count
set num_atoms $num_atoms_sel_1
set density [expr $num_atoms_sel_2 / [expr [expr [lindex $running_box_lengths 0] /
$n_frames] * [expr [lindex $running_box_lengths 1] / $n_frames] * [expr [lindex
$running_box_lengths 2] / $n_frames]]]
set density_normalized [expr [expr 4 * $pi * $density] / 3]
set gofr_result [get_g_r $y_gofr_temp]
set x_gofr [lindex $gofr_result 0]
set y_gofr [lindex $gofr_result 1]
if {$cannotplot} then {
tk_dialog .errmsg {viewSq Error} "Multiplot is not available." error 0 Dismiss
} else {
set gofr_plot [multiplot -x $x_gofr -y $y_gofr -title "g(r) plot (Total Distances:
$total_distances_count, all-all)" -lines -linewidth 2 -marker point -plot ]
}
set total_S_q_contributions_file $input_file_path
append total_S_q_contributions_file "r_contributions_total_sq.dat"
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file delete $total_S_q_contributions_file
set qmax [expr 1.0 / $delta]
set dq [expr $qmax / $numbins]
puts "Calculating total S(q)..."
set sofq_result [get_s_q $y_gofr $total_S_q_contributions_file]
set sqx [lindex $sofq_result 0]
set sqy [lindex $sofq_result 1]
set maxIdx [lindex $sofq_result 2]
if {$cannotplot} then {
tk_dialog .errmsg {viewSq Error} "Multiplot is not available." error 0 Dismiss
} else {
set tmp 4
#-vline {$tmp -width 2 -fill blue}
set SQ_plot [multiplot -x $sqx -y $sqy -title "S(q) plot (all-all)" -lines -linewidth 2 -marker
point -legend "S(q)" -plot ]
set total_S_q_pos_contributions_y [dict values $total_S_q_pos_contributions]
set total_S_q_neg_contributions_y [dict values $total_S_q_neg_contributions]
set SQ_plot_pos_neg_contributions [multiplot -x $sqx -y $total_S_q_pos_contributions_y title "Positive and negative contributions for total S(q) plot (all-all)" \
-lines -linewidth 2 -marker point -linecolor green -fillcolor black legend "Positive Contribution"]
$SQ_plot_pos_neg_contributions add $sqx $total_S_q_neg_contributions_y -lines linewidth 2 -marker point -linecolor red -fillcolor black -legend "Negative Contribution" -plot
set S_q_pos_abs_neg_contributions $total_S_q_pos_contributions_y
set k_idx 0
foreach neg_value $total_S_q_neg_contributions_y {
lset S_q_pos_abs_neg_contributions $k_idx [expr abs($neg_value) + [lindex
$S_q_pos_abs_neg_contributions $k_idx] ]
incr k_idx
}
set SQ_plot_pos_abs_neg_contributions [multiplot -x $sqx -y
$S_q_pos_abs_neg_contributions -title "Sum of positive and magnitude of negative
contributions for total S(q) plot (all-all)" -lines -linewidth 2 -marker point -plot ]
}
$w.foot configure -state disabled
set readStatus [readElementsFile]
if {$readStatus!=0} then {
return
}
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set x_SQ $sqx
set y_SQ $sqy
set startNewRead 0
set startedReadingGroups 0
set readTotals 0
set numbins [expr $rmax / $delta]
set separator ","
set cnt 0
set cur_groupPair ""
set rows {}
set total_bins_done 0
set total_bins_started 0
foreach {line} $data {
if {$line == ""} {
continue
}
set firstChar [string range $line 0 0]
if {$startedReadingGroups == 1} then {
### Read the current line,
### if it starts with '[' read the line as group pair's key
### if not, read the line as group pair's (bin:value) pairs and process them.
if {$firstChar == "\["} then {
set cur_groupPair $line
} else {
# Split the line by comma to get pairs of the form (bin_num, bin_value)
set cur_group_counts [dict create]
set bins_values [split $line $separator]
if {[llength $bins_values] > 0} then {
foreach {bin_val} $bins_values {
set bin_val_pair [split $bin_val ":"]
dict append cur_group_counts [lindex $bin_val_pair 0] [lindex $bin_val_pair 1]
}
} else {
set bin_val_pair [split $line ":"]
dict append cur_group_counts [lindex $bin_val_pair 0] [lindex $bin_val_pair 1]
}
dict append subGroupPair_counts $cur_groupPair $cur_group_counts
}
} elseif {$line == "*****" && $total_bins_started==0} then {
### First time the delimeter '*****' occurs. It means next few lines are atom bin counts .
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set total_bins_started 1
continue
} elseif {$line == "*****" && $total_bins_started==1} then {
### Second time the delimeter '*****' occurs. It means atom bin counts are done and next
few lines are group pairs.
set $total_bins_done 1
set total_bins_started 0
set startedReadingGroups 1
} elseif {$firstChar == "T"} then {
### Read the current line as Totals, which means, all the lines read into collection "rows" so
far are bin counts for each atom.
set readTotals 1
set bin_matrix $rows
set rows {}
} elseif {$readTotals == 1} then {
### Read 1 line that has column totals for the first matrix - bin counts measured with out
using group pairs.
set bin_totals [split $line $separator]
set readTotals 0
} elseif {$total_bins_started==1} then {
### Read the first matrix - bin counts measured with out using group pairs.
set cur_binlist [split $line $separator]
lappend atom_numbers [lindex $cur_binlist 0]
lappend rows [lrange $cur_binlist 1 end]
}
}
set total_distances_count [ladd $bin_totals]
puts "Calculating total form factor weighted S(q)..."
computeAllPossiblePartials
ProcessAllsubGroupPairs
set auto_call 0
computePartialsForSelections $allPairsAggregated_counts $allPairsAggregated_weights
$all_same_elements_weights $all_same_group_pair_formfactors 1 1
puts "Completed!"
set enableSelections 1
EnDisable
$w.foot configure -state disabled
}
proc ::SQGUI::ProcessAllsubGroupPairs {} {
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global bin_totals
global subGroupPair_counts
global allPairsAggregated_counts
global allPairsAggregated_weights
global all_same_elements_weights
global all_same_group_pair_formfactors
global groupPair_formfactors
global all_atoms_counts
global possible_sq_contributions
global all_atom_contributions
global possible_sq_contribution_differences
set allPairsAggregated_counts [dict create]
set allPairsAggregated_weights [dict create]
set all_same_elements_weights {}
set all_same_group_pair_formfactors {}
set all_atoms_counts [dict create]
set all_atom_contributions [dict create]
set unit_sofqs [dict create]
set write_to_file 0
set fp {}
variable total_distances_count
variable auto_call
variable input_file_path
set neighbour_contributions_file $input_file_path
set write_to_file 0
append neighbour_contributions_file "neighbour_contributions_sq.dat"
if {[catch {open $neighbour_contributions_file w} fp]} then {
set got_Error 1
tk_dialog .errmsg {viewSq Error} "There was an error opening the file
'$neighbour_contributions_file'" error 0 Dismiss
} else {
set write_to_file 1
}
for {set bin_i 0} {$bin_i < [llength $bin_totals]} {incr bin_i} {
set cur_bin_counts_dict [dict create]
set cur_grp_pair_counts_dict {}
set pair_weight [expr double([lindex $bin_totals $bin_i]) / $total_distances_count]
# Compute g(r) for current bin with count across all pairs
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dict append cur_bin_counts_dict $bin_i [lindex $bin_totals $bin_i]
set partial_gofr_result [get_partial_g_r $cur_bin_counts_dict $pair_weight]
set y_partial_gofr [lindex $partial_gofr_result 1]
# Compute s(q) using above g(r)
set partial_sofq_result [get_partial_s_q_with_contributions $y_partial_gofr $pair_weight]
set y_partial_sofq [lindex $partial_sofq_result 0]
set s_q_pos_contributions [lindex $partial_sofq_result 1]
set s_q_neg_contributions [lindex $partial_sofq_result 2]
# Get the magnitude of S(q) at each q and divide it by total count to get S(q) per unit
if {[lindex $bin_totals $bin_i]>0} then {
set sofq_per_unit {}
foreach sofq $y_partial_sofq {
####### abs($sofq)
lappend sofq_per_unit [expr $sofq / [lindex $bin_totals $bin_i]]
}
dict append unit_sofqs $bin_i $sofq_per_unit
}
}
foreach subgrp_pair [dict keys $subGroupPair_counts] {
set subGroups [split $subgrp_pair " "]
set subGroup1_parts [split [lindex $subGroups 0] ":"]
set subGroup2_parts [split [lindex $subGroups 1] ":"]
set group1_name ""
set group2_name ""
set atom_i ""
set atom_j ""
if {[llength $subGroup1_parts]==2} then {
set group1_name "[lindex $subGroup1_parts 0]\]"
set atom_i [lindex $subGroup1_parts 1]
} else {
set group1_name "[lindex $subGroup1_parts 0]:[lindex $subGroup1_parts 1]\]"
set atom_i [lindex $subGroup1_parts [expr [llength $subGroup1_parts]-1]]
}
if {[llength $subGroup2_parts]==2} then {
set group2_name "[lindex $subGroup2_parts 0]\]"
set atom_j [lindex $subGroup2_parts 1]
} else {
set group2_name "[lindex $subGroup2_parts 0]:[lindex $subGroup2_parts 1]\]"
set atom_j [lindex $subGroup2_parts [expr [llength $subGroup2_parts]-1]]
}
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set atom_i [string range $atom_i 0 end-1]
set atom_j [string range $atom_j 0 end-1]
set grp_pair "$group1_name $group2_name"
set grp_pair_reverse "$group2_name $group1_name"
set counts [dict get $subGroupPair_counts $subgrp_pair]
if { [dict exists $allPairsAggregated_counts $grp_pair] ==1 } then {
dict lappend allPairsAggregated_counts $grp_pair $counts
} elseif { [dict exists $allPairsAggregated_counts $grp_pair_reverse] ==1 } then {
dict lappend allPairsAggregated_counts $grp_pair_reverse $counts
} else {
dict lappend allPairsAggregated_counts $grp_pair $counts
}
dict lappend all_atoms_counts $atom_i [list $atom_j $counts]
dict lappend all_atoms_counts $atom_j [list $atom_i $counts]
}
set cur_atom_count_1 [dict create]
# set total_counts [dict create]
set atoms_count [llength [dict keys $all_atoms_counts]]
set counter 1
foreach atom [dict keys $all_atoms_counts] {
set cur_atom_counts_list [dict get $all_atoms_counts $atom]
set cur_atom_counts_dict [dict create]
# Aggregate the counts in each atom by bin numbers
foreach item $cur_atom_counts_list {
set paired_with_atom [lindex $item 0]
set bin_counts [lindex $item 1]
foreach key [dict keys $bin_counts] {
set paired_with_atom_dict [dict create]
if {[dict exists $cur_atom_counts_dict $key]} then {
set paired_with_atom_dict [dict get $cur_atom_counts_dict $key]
if {[dict exists $paired_with_atom_dict $paired_with_atom]} then {
dict set paired_with_atom_dict $paired_with_atom [expr [dict get
$paired_with_atom_dict $paired_with_atom] + [expr [dict get $bin_counts $key] / 2]]
} else {
dict append paired_with_atom_dict $paired_with_atom [expr [dict get
$bin_counts $key] / 2]
}
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} else {
dict append paired_with_atom_dict $paired_with_atom [expr [dict get $bin_counts
$key] /2 ]
}
dict set cur_atom_counts_dict $key $paired_with_atom_dict
dict set cur_atom_count_1 $key 1
# if {[dict exists $total_counts $key]} then {
# dict set total_counts $key [expr [dict get $total_counts $key] + [expr [dict get
$bin_counts $key] / 2]]
# } else {
# dict set total_counts $key [expr [dict get $bin_counts $key] /2]
#}
}
}
dict set all_atoms_counts $atom 0
set sqy {}
set sqy_pos {}
set sqy_neg {}
set cur_atom_neighbours_contributions [dict create]
# set cur_atom_contribution {}
foreach bin_i [dict keys $cur_atom_counts_dict] {
set cur_bin_neighbour_counts [dict get $cur_atom_counts_dict $bin_i]
# set bin_total_for_atom [ladd [dict values $cur_bin_neighbour_counts]]
set contribution_for_cur_bin [lindex [lindex $possible_sq_contribution_differences
$bin_i] 0]
foreach neighbour [dict keys $cur_bin_neighbour_counts] {
set neighbour_contribution_for_cur_bin {}
foreach cur_unit_sofq $contribution_for_cur_bin {
lappend neighbour_contribution_for_cur_bin [expr [dict get
$cur_bin_neighbour_counts $neighbour] * $cur_unit_sofq]
}
if {[dict exists $cur_atom_neighbours_contributions $neighbour]} then {
set neighbour_existing_contribution [dict get $cur_atom_neighbours_contributions
$neighbour]
for {set q 0} {$q < [llength $neighbour_existing_contribution]} {incr q} {
lset neighbour_existing_contribution $q [expr [lindex
$neighbour_existing_contribution $q] + [lindex $neighbour_contribution_for_cur_bin $q]]
}
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dict set cur_atom_neighbours_contributions $neighbour
$neighbour_existing_contribution
} else {
dict set cur_atom_neighbours_contributions $neighbour
$neighbour_contribution_for_cur_bin
}
}
# if {[llength $cur_atom_contribution]>0} then {
# set ix 0
# foreach var $contribution_for_cur_bin {
#
lset cur_atom_contribution $ix [expr [expr $var * $bin_total_for_atom] + [lindex
$cur_atom_contribution $ix]]
#
incr ix
# }
# } else {
# foreach var $contribution_for_cur_bin {
#
lappend cur_atom_contribution [expr $var * $bin_total_for_atom]
# }
#}
}
if {$write_to_file == 1} then {
# puts "writing to file..."
set atom_contribution {}
set out_line $atom
append out_line " {"
foreach neighbour [dict keys $cur_atom_neighbours_contributions] {
set new_sofq [dict get $cur_atom_neighbours_contributions $neighbour]
if {[llength $atom_contribution]==0} then {
set atom_contribution $new_sofq
} else {
for {set q 0} {$q < [llength $atom_contribution]} {incr q} {
lset atom_contribution $q [expr [lindex $atom_contribution $q] + [lindex
$new_sofq $q]]
}
}
append out_line $neighbour
append out_line " {"
append out_line [join $new_sofq " "]
append out_line "} "
}
append out_line "}"
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puts $fp $out_line
}
dict set all_atom_contributions $atom [list $atom_contribution {} {}]
if {[expr $counter%1000]==0} {
puts "$counter out of $atoms_count atoms processed."
}
incr counter
# puts "Calculated: $atom_contribution"
# puts "Expected: $cur_atom_contribution"
# break
}
set all_atoms_counts [dict create]
if {$write_to_file == 1} then {
close $fp
}
#
#
#
#

set partial_gofr_result [get_partial_g_r $cur_atom_count_1 1]
set y_partial_gofr [lindex $partial_gofr_result 1]
set partial_sofq_result [get_partial_s_q_with_contributions $y_partial_gofr 1]
set y_partial_sofq [lindex $partial_sofq_result 0]

#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

for {set i 0} {$i < [llength $y_partial_sofq]} {incr i} {
set curVal [lindex $y_partial_sofq $i]
foreach item [dict keys $total_counts] {
set cur_count [dict get $total_counts $item]
if {$cur_count>0} {
incr cur_count -1
}
set cur_contribution [lindex [lindex $possible_sq_contribution_differences $item] 0]
set curVal [expr $curVal + [expr [lindex $cur_contribution $i] * $cur_count]]
}

#
#

}

lappend sqy $curVal
# set sqx {}
# set y 0.5
# foreach val $sqy {
# lappend sqx $y
# set y [expr $y + 0.1]
#}
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# set tstplt [multiplot -x $sqx -y $sqy -title "Test FULL S(q)" -lines -linewidth 5 -linecolor
yellow -marker point -legend "Old Method" -plot]
#
#
#
#

set possible_sq_contribution_differences_new [dict create]
foreach key [dict keys $cur_atom_count_1] {
set cur_bin_count_2 $cur_atom_count_1
dict set cur_bin_count_2 $key 2

#
#
#
#

set new_gofr_result [get_partial_g_r $cur_bin_count_2 1]
set y_new_gofr [lindex $new_gofr_result 1]
set new_sofq_result [get_partial_s_q_with_contributions $y_new_gofr 1]
set y_new_sofq [lindex $new_sofq_result 0]

#
#
#
#

set newDiff {}
for {set l 0} {$l < [llength $y_new_sofq]} {incr l} {
lappend newDiff [expr [lindex $y_new_sofq $l] - [lindex $y_partial_sofq $l]]
}

#
#

dict set possible_sq_contribution_differences_new $key $newDiff
}

#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

set sqy_new $y_partial_sofq
foreach item [dict keys $total_counts] {
set cur_count [dict get $total_counts $item]
if {$cur_count>0} {
incr cur_count -1
}
set cur_contribution [dict get $possible_sq_contribution_differences_new $item]
# puts "$item: $cur_contribution"
set correctedVal {}
for {set i 0} {$i < [llength $cur_contribution]} {incr i} {
lappend correctedVal [expr [lindex $cur_contribution $i] * $cur_count]
}
# puts "$item : $cur_count : $correctedVal"
if {[llength $sqy_new]>0} then {
for {set i 0} {$i < [llength $sqy_new]} {incr i} {
lset sqy_new $i [expr [lindex $sqy_new $i] + [lindex $correctedVal $i]]
}
} else {
set sqy_new $correctedVal
}
# puts "$sqy_new"

#

}
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# $tstplt add $sqx $sqy_new -lines -linewidth 2 -marker point -linecolor red -legend "New
Method" -plot
foreach grp_pair [dict keys $allPairsAggregated_counts] {
set cur_grp_pair_counts_list [dict get $allPairsAggregated_counts $grp_pair]
set cur_grp_pair_counts_dict [dict create]
# Aggregate the counts in each group by bin numbers
foreach item $cur_grp_pair_counts_list {
foreach key [dict keys $item] {
if {[dict exists $cur_grp_pair_counts_dict $key]} then {
dict set cur_grp_pair_counts_dict $key [expr [dict get $cur_grp_pair_counts_dict
$key] + [expr [dict get $item $key] ]]
} else {
dict set cur_grp_pair_counts_dict $key [expr [dict get $item $key] ]
}
}
}
dict set allPairsAggregated_counts $grp_pair $cur_grp_pair_counts_dict
# calculate the sum of counts in each element group pair
set cur_grp_pair_counts_sum 0
foreach grp_bin [dict keys $cur_grp_pair_counts_dict] {
set cur_grp_pair_counts_sum [expr $cur_grp_pair_counts_sum + [dict get
$cur_grp_pair_counts_dict $grp_bin]]
}
# Get the weight of the current element group pair
set pair_weight [expr double($cur_grp_pair_counts_sum) / $total_distances_count]
dict set allPairsAggregated_weights $grp_pair $pair_weight
set grps [split $grp_pair " "]
if {[lindex $grps 0]==[lindex $grps 1]} {
lappend all_same_elements_weights $pair_weight
set cur_pair_formfactor [dict get $groupPair_formfactors $grp_pair]
set cur_pair_formfactor_list [split [lindex $cur_pair_formfactor 0] " "]
lappend all_same_group_pair_formfactors $cur_pair_formfactor_list
}
}
set auto_call 0
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}
proc ::SQGUI::readElementsFile {} {
global atoms_groupNames
global groups_atomNos
global group_formfactors
global groupPair_formfactors
variable vmd_Path
variable input_file_path
variable min_q
variable max_q
variable delta_q
variable pi
variable useXRay
set fp {}
# 1. Reading atomic form factors file
set formfactorsfilepath $vmd_Path
if {$useXRay==1} then {
append formfactorsfilepath "/plugins/noarch/tcl/viewsq1.0/form_factors_xray.csv"
} else {
append formfactorsfilepath "/plugins/noarch/tcl/viewsq1.0/form_factors_neutron.csv"
}
set form_factor_constants [dict create]
if {[catch {open $formfactorsfilepath r} fp]} then {
tk_dialog .errmsg {viewSq Error} "There was an error opening the file
'$formfactorsfilepath':\n\n$fp" error 0 Dismiss
} else {
set lines [split [read $fp] "\n"]
close $fp
set line_count [expr [llength $lines] - 1]
set header [lindex $lines 0]
set header_split [split $header ","]
for {set idx 1} {$idx < $line_count} {incr idx} {
set factors {}
set cur_line [lindex $lines $idx]
set line_split [split $cur_line ","]
for {set j_idx 1} {$j_idx < [llength $line_split]} {incr j_idx} {
if {[lindex $line_split $j_idx] != ""} {
lappend factors [lindex $line_split $j_idx]
}
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}
set element [lindex $line_split 0]
append dict_key "\[" $element "\]"
if {[llength $factors]>0} {
dict lappend form_factor_constants $dict_key $factors
}
set dict_key ""
}
}
# 2. Reading elements.ndx file and calculating Gaussian sums for each element for each q in
the specified q range
set elements_file_path $input_file_path
append elements_file_path "elements.ndx"
if {[catch {open $elements_file_path r} fp]} then {
tk_dialog .errmsg {viewSq Error} "There was an error opening the file
'$elements_file_path':\n\n$fp" error 0 Dismiss
} else {
set lines [split [read $fp] "\n"]
close $fp
set line_count [expr [llength $lines]]
set cur_group ""
for {set idx 0} {$idx < $line_count} {incr idx} {
set cur_line [lindex $lines $idx]
set cur_line_length [string length $cur_line]
if {$cur_line_length > 0} then {
# if current line starts with "[" read the line as element name
# else read the line split it by " " to get the list of atoms of previously read element
type.
if {[string range $cur_line 0 0] == "\["} then {
set cur_group $cur_line
} elseif {[string range $cur_line 0 0] != "\["} then {
# It is possible to to have duplicate elements. search for delimeter ":" to see if the
current element is a duplicate of some other element
set valid_grp $cur_group
set cur_group_split [split $cur_group ":"]
set cur_group_split_len [llength $cur_group_split]
if {$cur_group_split_len > 1} then {
set valid_grp [lindex $cur_group_split 0]
append valid_grp "\]"
}
set cur_group_atoms [split $cur_line " "]
dict lappend groups_atomNos $cur_group $cur_group_atoms
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foreach atomNo $cur_group_atoms {
dict append atoms_groupNames $atomNo $cur_group
# puts "*$atomNo* *$cur_group*"
}
# if using x-ray file, fetch the constants of the correpsonding element and calculate
atomic form factor
if {$useXRay==1} then {
set constants [split [lindex [dict get $form_factor_constants $valid_grp] 0] " "]
set formfactor {}
for {set cur_q $min_q} {$cur_q <= $max_q} {set cur_q [expr {$cur_q +
$delta_q}]} {
set const_term [expr 4 * $pi]
set temp_q [expr $cur_q / $const_term]
set temp_q [expr pow($temp_q, 2)]
set temp [lindex $constants 0]
set temp [lindex $constants 1]
# Calculate a1*e(-b1*square(q/4pi))
set b_term [expr [lindex $constants 1] * $temp_q]
set exp_b_term [expr exp([expr -$b_term])]
set f_q [expr [lindex $constants 0] * $exp_b_term]
# Calculate a2*e(-b2*square(q/4pi)) and add the result to previous result
set b_term [expr [lindex $constants 3] * $temp_q]
set exp_b_term [expr exp([expr -$b_term])]
set f_q [expr $f_q + [expr [lindex $constants 2] * $exp_b_term]]
# Calculate a3*e(-b3*square(q/4pi)) and add the result to previous result
set b_term [expr [lindex $constants 5] * $temp_q]
set exp_b_term [expr exp([expr -$b_term])]
set f_q [expr $f_q + [expr [lindex $constants 4] * $exp_b_term]]
# Calculate a4*e(-b4*square(q/4pi)) and add the result to previous result
set b_term [expr [lindex $constants 7] * $temp_q]
set exp_b_term [expr exp([expr -$b_term])]
set f_q [expr $f_q + [expr [lindex $constants 6] * $exp_b_term]]
# Finally add c to the previous result
set f_q [expr $f_q + [lindex $constants 8]]
lappend formfactor $f_q
}
} else {
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# if using neutron file, fetch the constant of the correpsonding element and use it
as atomic form factor
if {$valid_grp in [dict keys $form_factor_constants]} then {
set f_q [dict get $form_factor_constants $valid_grp]
} else {
tk_dialog .errmsg {viewSq Error} "There is an element type defined in
'$elements_file_path' without a valid formfactor constant in $formfactorsfilepath" error 0
Dismiss
return -1
}
set formfactor {}
for {set cur_q $min_q} {$cur_q <= $max_q} {set cur_q [expr {$cur_q +
$delta_q}]} {
lappend formfactor $f_q
}
}
dict lappend group_formfactors $cur_group $formfactor
}
}
}
# 3. Create a list of all possible element pairs
set elements [dict keys $group_formfactors]
set ele_pairs {}
for {set i_idx 0} {$i_idx < [llength $elements]} {incr i_idx} {
append pair [lindex $elements $i_idx] " " [lindex $elements $i_idx]
lappend ele_pairs $pair
for {set j_idx [expr $i_idx + 1]} {$j_idx < [llength $elements]} {incr j_idx} {
append crosspair [lindex $elements $i_idx] " " [lindex $elements $j_idx]
lappend ele_pairs $crosspair
set crosspair ""
}
set pair ""
}
# 4. Calculating form factors for all the possible element pairs for each q in the specified
range
foreach {ele_pair} $ele_pairs {
set eles_in_pair [split $ele_pair " "]
set ele_pair_reverse "[lindex $eles_in_pair 1] [lindex $eles_in_pair 0]"
set ele1_formfactors [split [lindex [dict get $group_formfactors [lindex $eles_in_pair 0]]
0] " "]
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set ele2_formfactors [split [lindex [dict get $group_formfactors [lindex $eles_in_pair 1]]
0] " "]
set pair_formfactor {}
for {set idx 0} {$idx < [llength $ele1_formfactors]} {incr idx} {
lappend pair_formfactor [expr [lindex $ele1_formfactors $idx] * [lindex
$ele2_formfactors $idx]]
}
dict lappend groupPair_formfactors $ele_pair $pair_formfactor
dict lappend groupPair_formfactors $ele_pair_reverse $pair_formfactor
}
}
return 0
}
proc ::SQGUI::printatomCounts {atoms_sel1 atoms_sel2 atoms_subSel1 atoms_subSel2} {
puts "Number of atoms in selection1: $atoms_sel1 Number of atoms in selection2:
$atoms_sel2"
puts "Number of atoms in subselection1: $atoms_subSel1 Number of atoms in subselection2:
$atoms_subSel2"
}
proc ::SQGUI::printdistanceCounts {selectionDistances subSelectionDistances
all_distances_count} {
set subSelectionPercent_Total [expr {double(round(10000 * [expr
double($subSelectionDistances) / $all_distances_count]))/100}]
set subSelectionPercent_Selection [expr {double(round(10000 * [expr
double($subSelectionDistances) / $selectionDistances]))/100}]
puts "Distances in subselection: $subSelectionDistances Distances in selection:
$selectionDistances Total Distances in bins: $all_distances_count"
puts "Percent subselection of Selection: $subSelectionPercent_Selection Percent subselection
of Total Distances in bins: $subSelectionPercent_Total"
}
proc ::SQGUI::computeSelections {} {
global bin_totals
global atoms_groupNames
global groups_atomNos
global subGroupPair_counts
global groupPair_formfactors
global allPairsAggregated_counts
global allPairsAggregated_weights
global all_same_elements_weights
global all_same_group_pair_formfactors
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global all_atoms_counts
global selection_atoms_counts
global selection_atom_contributions
global all_atom_contributions
global possible_sq_contribution_differences
global selection_groups_weights_all_denominator
variable w
variable min_q
variable max_q
variable delta
variable delta_q
variable num_atoms
variable auto_call
variable molid
variable selection1
variable selection2
variable subselection1
variable subselection2
variable rbinRange
variable total_distances_count
variable all_distances_count
variable input_file_path
variable enableStatistics
variable enableRankings
variable display_FormFactorWeighted_Results
set atoms_sel1 0
set atoms_sel2 0
set atoms_subSel1 0
set atoms_subSel2 0
set selection_groups_counts [dict create]
set selection_atoms_counts [dict create]
set selection_groups_weights [dict create]
set selection_groups_same_elements_weights {}
set same_group_pair_formfactors {}
set selection_atom_contributions [dict create];
set display_FormFactorWeighted_Results 1
set selection_groups_weights_all_denominator [dict create]
set auto_call 1
set pair_weight 1
set num_atoms_in_selection 0
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set subSelectionPercent_Total 0
set subSelectionDistances 0
set selectionDistances 0
set subSelectionPercent_Selection 0
set total_distances_count 0
puts "\nCalculating patials for selections..."
if {$selection1=="all" && $selection2=="all"} then {
set total_distances_count $all_distances_count
set selectionDistances $total_distances_count
if {$subselection1 =="all" && $subselection2=="all" && $rbinRange=="all"} then {
set subSelectionDistances $total_distances_count
set atoms_sel1 $num_atoms
set atoms_sel2 $num_atoms
set atoms_subSel1 $num_atoms
set atoms_subSel2 $num_atoms
} else {
set selection_done 0
# Check if the selection string contains the delimeters ':' or ','.
# If yes, parse the string and create selection.
# Else, Use the VMD's selection.
set customSelections [split $subselection1 ":"]
set selStr "serial "
foreach c_sel $customSelections {
set components [split $c_sel ","]
if {[llength $components]<3} then {
if {[catch {atomselect $molid "$subselection1"} subSel1]} then {
tk_dialog .errmsg {viewSq Error} "There was an error creating the
selections:\n$subselection1" error 0 Dismiss
return
}
set selection_done 1
break
} else {
set sel_idx 0
for {set sel_start [lindex $components 0]} {$sel_idx < [lindex $components 2]}
{incr sel_start [lindex $components 1]} {
append selStr "$sel_start "
incr sel_idx
}
}
}
if {$selection_done==0} {
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if {[catch {atomselect $molid "$selStr"} subSel1]} then {
tk_dialog .errmsg {viewSq Error} "There was an error creating the
selections:\n$subselection1" error 0 Dismiss
return
}
}
set selection_done 0
set customSelections [split $subselection2 ":"]
set selStr "serial "
foreach c_sel $customSelections {
set components [split $c_sel ","]
if {[llength $components]<3} then {
if {[catch {atomselect $molid "$subselection2"} subSel2]} then {
tk_dialog .errmsg {viewSq Error} "There was an error creating the
selections:\n$subselection2" error 0 Dismiss
return
}
set selection_done 1
break
} else {
set sel_idx 0
for {set sel_start [lindex $components 0]} {$sel_idx < [lindex $components 2]}
{incr sel_start [lindex $components 1]} {
append selStr "$sel_start "
incr sel_idx
}
}
}
if {$selection_done==0} {
if {[catch {atomselect $molid "$selStr"} subSel2]} then {
tk_dialog .errmsg {viewSq Error} "There was an error creating the
selections:\n$subselection2" error 0 Dismiss
return
}
}
if {[catch {atomselect $molid "$selection1"} sel1] \
|| [catch {atomselect $molid "$selection2"} sel2] } then {
tk_dialog .errmsg {viewSq Error} "There was an error creating the
selections:\n$selection1\n$selection2" error 0 Dismiss
return
}
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set atom_numbers_sel1 [$sel1 get serial]
set atom_numbers_sel2 [$sel2 get serial]
set atom_numbers_subSel1 [$subSel1 get serial]
set atom_numbers_subSel2 [$subSel2 get serial]
set counts_yes 0
set counts_no 0
foreach atom_k $atom_numbers_sel1 {
if {(([lsearch -exact $atom_numbers_subSel1 $atom_k] >= 0 )&&([lsearch -exact
$atom_numbers_subSel2 $atom_k] >= 0 ))} {
incr atoms_subSel1
}
}
foreach atom_k $atom_numbers_sel2 {
if {(([lsearch -exact $atom_numbers_subSel1 $atom_k] >= 0 )&&([lsearch -exact
$atom_numbers_subSel2 $atom_k] >= 0 ))} {
incr atoms_subSel2
}
}
foreach atom_i $atom_numbers_sel1 {
set atom_i_grp [dict get $atoms_groupNames $atom_i]
set atom_i_grp [string range $atom_i_grp 1 [expr [string length $atom_i_grp] -2]]
foreach atom_j $atom_numbers_sel2 {
if {$atom_i != $atom_j } {
set inSubSelection 0
set atom_j_grp [dict get $atoms_groupNames $atom_j]
set atom_j_grp [string range $atom_j_grp 1 [expr [string length $atom_j_grp] -2]]
set subgrp_pair "\[${atom_i_grp}:${atom_i}\] \[${atom_j_grp}:${atom_j}\]"
set subgrp_pair_reverse "\[${atom_j_grp}:${atom_j}\]
\[${atom_i_grp}:${atom_i}\]"
set grp_pair "\[${atom_i_grp}\] \[${atom_j_grp}\]"
set grp_pair_reverse "\[${atom_j_grp}\] \[${atom_i_grp}\]"
if {(([lsearch -exact $atom_numbers_subSel1 $atom_i] >= 0 )&&([lsearch -exact
$atom_numbers_subSel2 $atom_j] >= 0 )) ||
(([lsearch -exact $atom_numbers_subSel2 $atom_i] >= 0 )&&([lsearch -exact
$atom_numbers_subSel1 $atom_j] >= 0 ))} {
set inSubSelection 1
}
set counts [dict create]
set hasCounts 0
if { [dict exists $subGroupPair_counts $subgrp_pair] ==1 } then {
set counts [dict get $subGroupPair_counts $subgrp_pair]
set hasCounts 1
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} elseif { [dict exists $subGroupPair_counts $subgrp_pair_reverse] ==1 } then {
set counts [dict get $subGroupPair_counts $subgrp_pair_reverse]
set hasCounts 1
}
if {$hasCounts ==1} then {
if { [dict exists $selection_groups_counts $grp_pair] ==1 } then {
dict lappend selection_groups_counts $grp_pair $counts
} elseif { [dict exists $selection_groups_counts $grp_pair_reverse] ==1 } then
{
dict lappend selection_groups_counts $grp_pair_reverse $counts
} else {
dict lappend selection_groups_counts $grp_pair $counts
}
if { $inSubSelection } then {
if {$rbinRange=="all"} then {
if {$subselection1!=$subselection2} {
set subSelectionDistances [expr $subSelectionDistances + [ladd [dict
values $counts]]]
} else {
set subSelectionDistances [expr $subSelectionDistances + [expr [ladd
[dict values $counts]]/2]]
}
} else {
set binsOfInterest {}
set binRanges [split $rbinRange ","]
foreach binRange $binRanges {
set binIndices [split $binRange "-"]
if {[llength $binIndices]>1} then {
set minSelectedR [expr int([expr [lindex $binIndices 0] / $delta])]
set maxSelectedR [expr int([expr [lindex $binIndices 1] / $delta])]
for {set b $minSelectedR} {$b <= $maxSelectedR} {incr b} {
# puts "$b"
lappend binsOfInterest $b
}
} else {
lappend binsOfInterest [expr int([expr $binIndices / $delta])]
}
}
foreach bin_key [dict keys $counts] {
if {[lsearch -exact $binsOfInterest $bin_key] >= 0} {
if {$subselection1!=$subselection2} {
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set subSelectionDistances [expr $subSelectionDistances + [dict
values $counts]]
} else {
set subSelectionDistances [expr $subSelectionDistances + [expr
[dict get $counts $bin_key]/2]]
}
}
}
}
}
}
}
}
}
}
set atoms_sel1 $num_atoms
set atoms_sel2 $num_atoms
set selection_atom_contributions $all_atom_contributions
set num_atoms_in_selection $num_atoms
set selection_groups_weights_all_denominator $allPairsAggregated_weights
printatomCounts $atoms_sel1 $atoms_sel2 $atoms_subSel1 $atoms_subSel2
printdistanceCounts $selectionDistances $subSelectionDistances $all_distances_count
computePartialsForSelections $allPairsAggregated_counts $allPairsAggregated_weights
$all_same_elements_weights $all_same_group_pair_formfactors 1 0
puts "Completed!\n"
} else {
set selection_done 0
# Check if the selection string contains the delimeters ':' or ','.
# If yes, parse the string and create selection.
# Else, Use the VMD's selection.
set customSelections [split $selection1 ":"]
set selStr "serial "
foreach c_sel $customSelections {
set components [split $c_sel ","]
if {[llength $components]<3} then {
if {[catch {atomselect $molid "$selection1"} sel1]} then {
tk_dialog .errmsg {viewSq Error} "There was an error creating the
selections:\n$selection1" error 0 Dismiss
return
}
set selection_done 1
break
} else {
set sel_idx 0
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for {set sel_start [lindex $components 0]} {$sel_idx < [lindex $components 2]} {incr
sel_start [lindex $components 1]} {
append selStr "$sel_start "
incr sel_idx
}
}
}
if {$selection_done==0} {
if {[catch {atomselect $molid "$selStr"} sel1]} then {
tk_dialog .errmsg {viewSq Error} "There was an error creating the
selections:\n$selection1" error 0 Dismiss
return
}
}
set selection_done 0
set customSelections [split $selection2 ":"]
set selStr "serial "
foreach c_sel $customSelections {
set components [split $c_sel ","]
if {[llength $components]<3} then {
if {[catch {atomselect $molid "$selection2"} sel2]} then {
tk_dialog .errmsg {viewSq Error} "There was an error creating the
selections:\n$selection2" error 0 Dismiss
return
}
set selection_done 1
break
} else {
set sel_idx 0
for {set sel_start [lindex $components 0]} {$sel_idx < [lindex $components 2]} {incr
sel_start [lindex $components 1]} {
append selStr "$sel_start "
incr sel_idx
}
}
}
if {$selection_done==0} {
if {[catch {atomselect $molid "$selStr"} sel2]} then {
tk_dialog .errmsg {viewSq Error} "There was an error creating the
selections:\n$selection2" error 0 Dismiss
return
}
}
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set selection_done 0
set customSelections [split $subselection1 ":"]
set selStr "serial "
foreach c_sel $customSelections {
set components [split $c_sel ","]
if {[llength $components]<3} then {
if {[catch {atomselect $molid "$subselection1"} subSel1]} then {
tk_dialog .errmsg {viewSq Error} "There was an error creating the
selections:\n$subselection1" error 0 Dismiss
return
}
set selection_done 1
break
} else {
set sel_idx 0
for {set sel_start [lindex $components 0]} {$sel_idx < [lindex $components 2]} {incr
sel_start [lindex $components 1]} {
append selStr "$sel_start "
incr sel_idx
}
}
}
if {$selection_done==0} {
if {[catch {atomselect $molid "$selStr"} subSel1 ]} then {
tk_dialog .errmsg {viewSq Error} "There was an error creating the
selections:\n$subselection1" error 0 Dismiss
return
}
}
set selection_done 0
set customSelections [split $subselection2 ":"]
set selStr "serial "
foreach c_sel $customSelections {
set components [split $c_sel ","]
if {[llength $components]<3} then {
if {[catch {atomselect $molid "$subselection2"} subSel2]} then {
tk_dialog .errmsg {viewSq Error} "There was an error creating the
selections:\n$subselection2" error 0 Dismiss
return
}
set selection_done 1
break
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} else {
set sel_idx 0
for {set sel_start [lindex $components 0]} {$sel_idx < [lindex $components 2]} {incr
sel_start [lindex $components 1]} {
append selStr "$sel_start "
incr sel_idx
}
}
}
if {$selection_done==0} {
if {[catch {atomselect $molid "$selStr"} subSel2 ]} then {
tk_dialog .errmsg {viewSq Error} "There was an error creating the
selections:\n$subselection2" error 0 Dismiss
return
}
}
set atom_numbers_sel1 [$sel1 get serial]
set atom_numbers_sel2 [$sel2 get serial]
set atom_numbers_subSel1 [$subSel1 get serial]
set atom_numbers_subSel2 [$subSel2 get serial]
set counts_yes 0
set counts_no 0
set atoms_sel1 [llength $atom_numbers_sel1]
set atoms_sel2 [llength $atom_numbers_sel2]
foreach atom_k $atom_numbers_subSel1 {
if {([lsearch -exact $atom_numbers_sel1 $atom_k] >= 0)} {
incr atoms_subSel1
}
}
foreach atom_k $atom_numbers_subSel2 {
if {([lsearch -exact $atom_numbers_sel2 $atom_k] >= 0 )} {
incr atoms_subSel2
}
}
printatomCounts $atoms_sel1 $atoms_sel2 $atoms_subSel1 $atoms_subSel2
set counter 1
foreach atom_i $atom_numbers_sel1 {
set atom_i_grp [dict get $atoms_groupNames $atom_i]
set atom_i_grp [string range $atom_i_grp 1 [expr [string length $atom_i_grp] -2]]
foreach atom_j $atom_numbers_sel2 {
if {$atom_i != $atom_j } {
set inSubSelection 0
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set atom_j_grp [dict get $atoms_groupNames $atom_j]
set atom_j_grp [string range $atom_j_grp 1 [expr [string length $atom_j_grp] -2]]
set subgrp_pair "\[${atom_i_grp}:${atom_i}\] \[${atom_j_grp}:${atom_j}\]"
set subgrp_pair_reverse "\[${atom_j_grp}:${atom_j}\]
\[${atom_i_grp}:${atom_i}\]"
set grp_pair "\[${atom_i_grp}\] \[${atom_j_grp}\]"
set grp_pair_reverse "\[${atom_j_grp}\] \[${atom_i_grp}\]"
if {(([lsearch -exact $atom_numbers_subSel1 $atom_i] >= 0 )&&([lsearch -exact
$atom_numbers_subSel2 $atom_j] >= 0 )) ||
(([lsearch -exact $atom_numbers_subSel2 $atom_i] >= 0 )&&([lsearch -exact
$atom_numbers_subSel1 $atom_j] >= 0 ))} {
set inSubSelection 1
}
set counts [dict create]
set hasCounts 0
if { [dict exists $subGroupPair_counts $subgrp_pair] ==1 } then {
set counts [dict get $subGroupPair_counts $subgrp_pair]
set hasCounts 1
} elseif { [dict exists $subGroupPair_counts $subgrp_pair_reverse] ==1 } then {
set counts [dict get $subGroupPair_counts $subgrp_pair_reverse]
set hasCounts 1
}
if {$hasCounts ==1} then {
if {$selection1!=$selection2} {
set selectionDistances [expr $selectionDistances + [ladd [dict values $counts]]]
} else {
set selectionDistances [expr $selectionDistances + [expr [ladd [dict values
$counts]]/2]]
}
if { [dict exists $selection_groups_counts $grp_pair] ==1 } then {
dict lappend selection_groups_counts $grp_pair $counts
} elseif { [dict exists $selection_groups_counts $grp_pair_reverse] ==1 } then {
dict lappend selection_groups_counts $grp_pair_reverse $counts
} else {
dict lappend selection_groups_counts $grp_pair $counts
}
dict set selection_atom_contributions $atom_i 0
dict set selection_atom_contributions $atom_j 0
if { $inSubSelection } then {
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if {$rbinRange=="all"} then {
if { ($subselection1!=$subselection2) || ( ($subselection1=="all") &&
$selection1!=$selection2) } then {
set subSelectionDistances [expr $subSelectionDistances + [ladd [dict
values $counts]]]
} else {
set subSelectionDistances [expr $subSelectionDistances + [expr [ladd
[dict values $counts]]/2]]
}
} else {
set binsOfInterest {}
set binRanges [split $rbinRange ","]
foreach binRange $binRanges {
set binIndices [split $binRange "-"]
if {[llength $binIndices]>1} then {
set minSelectedR [expr int([expr [lindex $binIndices 0] / $delta])]
set maxSelectedR [expr int([expr [lindex $binIndices 1] / $delta])]
for {set b $minSelectedR} {$b <= $maxSelectedR} {incr b} {
lappend binsOfInterest $b
}
} else {
lappend binsOfInterest [expr int([expr $binIndices / $delta])]
}
}
foreach bin_key [dict keys $counts] {
if {[lsearch -exact $binsOfInterest $bin_key] >= 0} {
if { ($subselection1!=$subselection2) || ( ($subselection1=="all") &&
$selection1!=$selection2) } then {
set subSelectionDistances [expr $subSelectionDistances + [dict
values $counts]]
} else {
set subSelectionDistances [expr $subSelectionDistances + [expr [dict
get $counts $bin_key]/2]]
}
}
}
}
}
}
}
}
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if {[expr $counter%1000]==0} {
puts "$counter out of $atoms_sel1 atoms in selection 1 processed."
}
incr counter
}
printdistanceCounts $selectionDistances $subSelectionDistances $all_distances_count
puts "Calculating atom and neighbor contributions from selections..."
### Read the contributions file and create the selection_atom_contributions for ranking, by
filtering only the atoms from the selections
set neighbour_contributions_file $input_file_path
set write_to_file 0
append neighbour_contributions_file "neighbour_contributions_sq.dat"
set contributionsFile [open $neighbour_contributions_file r]
set linesCnt 0
set required_atoms [dict keys $selection_atom_contributions]
set num_atoms_in_selection [llength $required_atoms]
while { [gets $contributionsFile line] >= 0 } {
set startIdx 0
set curIdx [string first "\{" $line $startIdx]
if {$curIdx > 0} {
set atom_key [string trim [string range $line 0 [expr $curIdx-1]]]
if {[lsearch -exact $required_atoms $atom_key] >= 0} {
set neighbour_total_contribution {}
set startIdx [expr $curIdx +1]
set curIdx [string first "\{" $line $startIdx ]
while {$curIdx > 0} {
set neighbour_key [string trim [string range $line $startIdx [expr $curIdx-1]]]
set curEndIdx [string first "\}" $line [expr $curIdx+1] ]
if {[lsearch -exact $required_atoms $neighbour_key] >= 0} {
set startIdx [expr $curIdx +1]
set neighbour_Sq [split [string trim [string range $line $startIdx [expr
$curEndIdx-1]]] " "]
# puts "$neighbour_Sq"
if {[llength $neighbour_total_contribution]>0} then {
for {set Sq_idx 0} {$Sq_idx < [llength $neighbour_total_contribution]}
{incr Sq_idx} {
if { [catch {lset neighbour_total_contribution $Sq_idx [expr [lindex
$neighbour_Sq $Sq_idx] + [lindex $neighbour_total_contribution $Sq_idx] ] } fid] } {
puts "Could add the 2 vectors: $neighbour_Sq ;
$neighbour_total_contribution"
exit 1
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}
# lset neighbour_total_contribution $Sq_idx [expr [lindex $neighbour_Sq
$Sq_idx] + [lindex $neighbour_total_contribution $Sq_idx] ]
}
} else {
set neighbour_total_contribution $neighbour_Sq
}
}
set startIdx [expr $curEndIdx + 1]
set curIdx [string first "\{" $line $startIdx]
}
# puts "$neighbour_total_contribution"
dict set selection_atom_contributions $atom_key [list $neighbour_total_contribution
{} {}]
}
}
}
close $contributionsFile
foreach grp_pair [dict keys $selection_groups_counts] {
set cur_grp_pair_counts_list [dict get $selection_groups_counts $grp_pair]
set cur_grp_pair_counts_dict [dict create]
# Aggregate the counts in each group by bin numbers
foreach item $cur_grp_pair_counts_list {
foreach key [dict keys $item] {
if {$selection1!=$selection2} {
set total_distances_count [expr [dict get $item $key] + $total_distances_count ]
} else {
set total_distances_count [expr [expr [dict get $item $key]/2] +
$total_distances_count ]
}
set grps [split $grp_pair " "]
if {[lindex $grps 0]==[lindex $grps 1]} then {
set count_to_add [expr [dict get $item $key] /2 ]
} else {
set count_to_add [dict get $item $key]
}
if {[dict exists $cur_grp_pair_counts_dict $key]} then {
dict set cur_grp_pair_counts_dict $key [expr [dict get $cur_grp_pair_counts_dict
$key] + $count_to_add]
} else {
dict set cur_grp_pair_counts_dict $key $count_to_add
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}
}
}
dict set selection_groups_counts $grp_pair $cur_grp_pair_counts_dict
# calculate the sum of counts in each element group pair
set cur_grp_pair_counts_sum 0
foreach grp_bin [dict keys $cur_grp_pair_counts_dict] {
set cur_grp_pair_counts_sum [expr $cur_grp_pair_counts_sum + [dict get
$cur_grp_pair_counts_dict $grp_bin]]
}
# Get the weight of the current element group pair
set pair_weight [expr double($cur_grp_pair_counts_sum) / $total_distances_count]
dict set selection_groups_weights $grp_pair $pair_weight
dict set selection_groups_weights_all_denominator $grp_pair [expr
double($cur_grp_pair_counts_sum) / $all_distances_count]
set grps [split $grp_pair " "]
if {[lindex $grps 0]==[lindex $grps 1]} {
lappend selection_groups_same_elements_weights $pair_weight
set cur_pair_formfactor [dict get $groupPair_formfactors $grp_pair]
set cur_pair_formfactor_list [split [lindex $cur_pair_formfactor 0] " "]
lappend same_group_pair_formfactors $cur_pair_formfactor_list
}
}
computePartialsForSelections $selection_groups_counts $selection_groups_weights
$selection_groups_same_elements_weights $same_group_pair_formfactors 1 0
puts "Completed!"
}
set enableStatistics 1
set enableRankings 1
EnDisable
$w.foot configure -state disabled
set minval $min_q
set maxval $max_q
set tick_interval $delta_q
$w.in2.topNframe.at configure -from 1 -to $num_atoms_in_selection -resolution 1 tickinterval [expr $num_atoms_in_selection-1] -showvalue true
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$w.in2.topNframe.bt configure -from 0 -to $num_atoms -resolution 1 -tickinterval [expr
$num_atoms-1] -showvalue true
$w.in1.at configure -from $minval -to $maxval -resolution $tick_interval -tickinterval [expr
$maxval-$minval] -showvalue true
$w.in1.bt configure -from $minval -to $maxval -resolution $tick_interval -tickinterval [expr
$maxval-$minval] -showvalue true
update idletasks
}
proc ::SQGUI::computePartialsForSelections {counts_dict weights_dict
homogenousPairs_weights homogenousPairs_formfactors displayPlots is_base_case} {
global groupPair_formfactors
global group_pair_s_q
global ff_weighted_group_pair_s_q
global ff_weighted_group_pair_s_q_full_denom
global selection_S_q_pos_contributions
global selection_S_q_neg_contributions
global selection_weighted_S_q_pos_contributions
global selection_weighted_S_q_neg_contributions
global selection_weighted_S_q_pos_contributions_full_denom
global selection_weighted_S_q_neg_contributions_full_denom
global rbin_contributions_for_total_S_q
global rbin_contributions_for_ff_weighted_S_q
global rbin_contributions_for_ff_weighted_S_q_full_denom
global selection_groups_weights_all_denominator
global all_same_elements_weights
global all_same_group_pair_formfactors
variable input_file_path
variable cannotplot
variable SQ_plot
variable auto_call
variable total_distances_count
variable display_FormFactorWeighted_Results
variable selection1
variable selection2
variable subselection1
variable subselection2
set group_pair_g_r [dict create]
set weighted_group_pair_g_r [dict create]
set group_pair_s_q [dict create]
set ff_weighted_group_pair_s_q [dict create]
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set ff_weighted_group_pair_s_q_full_denom [dict create]
set rbin_contributions_for_total_S_q {}
set rbin_contributions_for_ff_weighted_S_q {}
set rbin_contributions_for_ff_weighted_S_q_full_denom {}
set selection_S_q_pos_contributions [dict create]
set selection_S_q_neg_contributions [dict create]
set selection_weighted_S_q_pos_contributions [dict create]
set selection_weighted_S_q_neg_contributions [dict create]
set selection_weighted_S_q_pos_contributions_full_denom [dict create]
set selection_weighted_S_q_neg_contributions_full_denom [dict create]
set x_partial_gofr {}
set y_partial_gofr_sum {}
set x_partial_sofq {}
set y_partial_sofq_sum {}
set y_weighted_partial_sofq_sum {}
set y_weighted_partial_sofq_sum_full_denom {}
set unweighted_contributions_file $input_file_path
append unweighted_contributions_file "r_contributions_sq.dat"
set weighted_contributions_file $input_file_path
append weighted_contributions_file "r_contributions_form_factor_sq.dat"
#delete contributions files if they exist!
file delete $unweighted_contributions_file
file delete $weighted_contributions_file
set sel1_20 [string range $selection1 0 20]
set sel2_20 [string range $selection2 0 20]
set subsel1_20 [string range $subselection1 0 20]
set subsel2_20 [string range $subselection2 0 20]
set counter 1
set grp_pairs_count [llength [dict keys $counts_dict]]
foreach grp_pair [dict keys $counts_dict] {
# Compute g(r) for current element group pair
set cur_grp_pair_counts_dict [dict get $counts_dict $grp_pair]
set pair_weight [dict get $weights_dict $grp_pair]
# puts "$grp_pair : $pair_weight"
set partial_gofr_result [get_partial_g_r $cur_grp_pair_counts_dict $pair_weight]
set x_partial_gofr [lindex $partial_gofr_result 0]
set y_partial_gofr [lindex $partial_gofr_result 1]
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# weight the element group's partial g(r) using the element group pair's weight
dict append group_pair_g_r $grp_pair $y_partial_gofr
set weighted_y_partial_gofr {}
for {set k 0} {$k < [llength $y_partial_gofr]} {incr k} {
lappend weighted_y_partial_gofr [expr [lindex $y_partial_gofr $k] * $pair_weight]
}
if { [llength $y_partial_gofr_sum] == 0 } then {
set y_partial_gofr_sum $weighted_y_partial_gofr
} else {
for {set i 0} {$i < [llength $y_partial_gofr_sum]} {incr i} {
lset y_partial_gofr_sum $i [expr [lindex $weighted_y_partial_gofr $i] + [lindex
$y_partial_gofr_sum $i]]
}
}
dict append weighted_group_pair_g_r $grp_pair $weighted_y_partial_gofr
# Compute s(q) for current element group pair
set partial_sofq_result [get_partial_s_q $y_partial_gofr $unweighted_contributions_file
$grp_pair $pair_weight]
set x_partial_sofq [lindex $partial_sofq_result 0]
set y_partial_sofq [lindex $partial_sofq_result 1]
set rbin_contributions [lindex $partial_sofq_result 2]
dict append group_pair_s_q $grp_pair $y_partial_sofq
if { [llength $y_partial_sofq_sum] == 0 } then {
set y_partial_sofq_sum $y_partial_sofq
} else {
for {set i 0} {$i < [llength $y_partial_sofq_sum]} {incr i} {
lset y_partial_sofq_sum $i [expr [lindex $y_partial_sofq $i] + [lindex
$y_partial_sofq_sum $i]]
}
}
if {[llength $rbin_contributions_for_total_S_q]==0} then {
set rbin_contributions_for_total_S_q $rbin_contributions
} else {
for {set i_contribution 0} {$i_contribution < [llength
$rbin_contributions_for_total_S_q]} {incr i_contribution} {
set rbins_for_q_so_far [lindex $rbin_contributions_for_total_S_q $i_contribution]
set rbins_for_q_new [lindex $rbin_contributions $i_contribution]
for {set q 0} {$q < [llength $rbins_for_q_new]} {incr q} {
lset rbins_for_q_so_far $q [expr [lindex $rbins_for_q_so_far $q] + [lindex
$rbins_for_q_new $q]]
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}
lset rbin_contributions_for_total_S_q $i_contribution $rbins_for_q_so_far
}
}
# Get the current group pair's formfactor values list
set cur_pair_formfactor [dict get $groupPair_formfactors $grp_pair]
set cur_pair_formfactor_list [split [lindex $cur_pair_formfactor 0] " "]
if {!$is_base_case} {
set pair_weight_all_dnominator [dict get $selection_groups_weights_all_denominator
$grp_pair]
set partial_gofr_result_all [get_partial_g_r $cur_grp_pair_counts_dict
$pair_weight_all_dnominator]
set y_partial_gofr_all [lindex $partial_gofr_result_all 1]
# Compute form factor weighted s(q) for current group pair using all-all case
denominator
set weighted_partial_sofq_result_full_denominator
[get_formfactor_weighted_partial_s_q $y_partial_gofr_all $pair_weight_all_dnominator
$cur_pair_formfactor_list \
$all_same_elements_weights $all_same_group_pair_formfactors "" $grp_pair 1]
set x_weighted_partial_sofq_full_denom [lindex
$weighted_partial_sofq_result_full_denominator 0]
set y_weighted_partial_sofq_full_denom [lindex
$weighted_partial_sofq_result_full_denominator 1]
set ff_weighted_rbin_contributions_full_denom [lindex
$weighted_partial_sofq_result_full_denominator 2]
dict append ff_weighted_group_pair_s_q_full_denom $grp_pair
$y_weighted_partial_sofq_full_denom
if { [llength $y_weighted_partial_sofq_sum_full_denom] == 0 } then {
set y_weighted_partial_sofq_sum_full_denom $y_weighted_partial_sofq_full_denom
} else {
for {set i 0} {$i < [llength $y_weighted_partial_sofq_sum_full_denom]} {incr i} {
lset y_weighted_partial_sofq_sum_full_denom $i [expr [lindex
$y_weighted_partial_sofq_full_denom $i] + [lindex $y_weighted_partial_sofq_sum_full_denom
$i]]
}
}
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if {[llength $rbin_contributions_for_ff_weighted_S_q_full_denom]==0} then {
set rbin_contributions_for_ff_weighted_S_q_full_denom
$ff_weighted_rbin_contributions_full_denom
} else {
for {set i_contribution 0} {$i_contribution < [llength
$rbin_contributions_for_ff_weighted_S_q_full_denom]} {incr i_contribution} {
set rbins_for_q_so_far [lindex
$rbin_contributions_for_ff_weighted_S_q_full_denom $i_contribution]
set rbins_for_q_new [lindex $ff_weighted_rbin_contributions_full_denom
$i_contribution]
for {set q 0} {$q < [llength $rbins_for_q_new]} {incr q} {
lset rbins_for_q_so_far $q [expr [lindex $rbins_for_q_so_far $q] + [lindex
$rbins_for_q_new $q]]
}
lset rbin_contributions_for_ff_weighted_S_q_full_denom $i_contribution
$rbins_for_q_so_far
}
}
}
# Compute form factor weighted s(q) for current group pair
set weighted_partial_sofq_result [get_formfactor_weighted_partial_s_q $y_partial_gofr
$pair_weight $cur_pair_formfactor_list \
$homogenousPairs_weights $homogenousPairs_formfactors
$weighted_contributions_file $grp_pair 0]
if {$display_FormFactorWeighted_Results != 0} then {
set x_weighted_partial_sofq [lindex $weighted_partial_sofq_result 0]
set y_weighted_partial_sofq [lindex $weighted_partial_sofq_result 1]
set ff_weighted_rbin_contributions [lindex $weighted_partial_sofq_result 2]
dict append ff_weighted_group_pair_s_q $grp_pair $y_weighted_partial_sofq
if { [llength $y_weighted_partial_sofq_sum] == 0 } then {
set y_weighted_partial_sofq_sum $y_weighted_partial_sofq
} else {
for {set i 0} {$i < [llength $y_weighted_partial_sofq_sum]} {incr i} {
lset y_weighted_partial_sofq_sum $i [expr [lindex $y_weighted_partial_sofq $i] +
[lindex $y_weighted_partial_sofq_sum $i]]
}
}
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if {[llength $rbin_contributions_for_ff_weighted_S_q]==0} then {
set rbin_contributions_for_ff_weighted_S_q $ff_weighted_rbin_contributions
} else {
for {set i_contribution 0} {$i_contribution < [llength
$rbin_contributions_for_ff_weighted_S_q]} {incr i_contribution} {
set rbins_for_q_so_far [lindex $rbin_contributions_for_ff_weighted_S_q
$i_contribution]
set rbins_for_q_new [lindex $ff_weighted_rbin_contributions $i_contribution]
for {set q 0} {$q < [llength $rbins_for_q_new]} {incr q} {
lset rbins_for_q_so_far $q [expr [lindex $rbins_for_q_so_far $q] + [lindex
$rbins_for_q_new $q]]
}
lset rbin_contributions_for_ff_weighted_S_q $i_contribution $rbins_for_q_so_far
}
}
} else {
dict append ff_weighted_group_pair_s_q $grp_pair 0
}
}
if {$displayPlots} {
if {$cannotplot} then {
tk_dialog .errmsg {viewSq Error} "Multiplot is not available." error 0 Dismiss
} else {
set addToTitle ""
if {$auto_call} then {
set addToTitle "for the selection "
# plot total g(r) for the selections
set selection_total_gofr_plot [multiplot -x $x_partial_gofr -y $y_partial_gofr_sum title "Selections - g(r) plot (Total Distances: $total_distances_count, $sel1_20-$sel2_20)" -lines linewidth 2 -marker point -plot]
# plot total s(q) for the selections
set selection_total_sofq_plot [multiplot -x $x_partial_sofq -y $y_partial_sofq_sum title "Selections - S(q) and form factor weighted S(q) plot ($sel1_20-$sel2_20)" \
-legend "S(q)" -lines -linewidth 3 -marker point -plot]
if {!$is_base_case} {
$selection_total_sofq_plot add $x_partial_sofq
$y_weighted_partial_sofq_sum_full_denom -lines -linewidth 2 -linecolor green -legend "Form
factor weighted S(q) ($sel1_20-$sel2_20)- Full denominator" -marker point -plot
}
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if {$display_FormFactorWeighted_Results != 0} then {
# plot form factor weighted s(q) for the selections on the same plot as total s(q) for
the selections
$selection_total_sofq_plot add $x_partial_sofq $y_weighted_partial_sofq_sum lines -linewidth 2 -linecolor blue -legend "Form factor weighted S(q) ($sel1_20-$sel2_20)" marker point -plot
# set testPlot [multiplot -x $x_partial_sofq -y $y_weighted_partial_sofq_sum -title
"FF weighted partial S(q) plot" -lines -linewidth 2 -marker point -plot]
}
# plot positive and negative contributions to s(q) at each q separately
set selection_S_q_pos_contributions_y [dict values $selection_S_q_pos_contributions]
set selection_S_q_neg_contributions_y [dict values $selection_S_q_neg_contributions]
set SQ_plot_pos_neg_contributions [multiplot -x [dict keys
$selection_S_q_pos_contributions] -y $selection_S_q_pos_contributions_y -title "positive and
negative contributions for S(q) for the selection plot ($sel1_20-$sel2_20)" \
-lines -linewidth 2 -marker point -linecolor green -legend
"Positive Contribution" -fillcolor black]
$SQ_plot_pos_neg_contributions add [dict keys $selection_S_q_pos_contributions]
$selection_S_q_neg_contributions_y -lines -linewidth 2 \
-legend "Negative Contribution" -marker point -linecolor red
-fillcolor black -plot
# plot sum of positive and magnitude of negative contributions to s(q) at each q
set S_q_pos_abs_neg_contributions $selection_S_q_pos_contributions_y
set k_idx 0
foreach neg_value $selection_S_q_neg_contributions_y {
lset S_q_pos_abs_neg_contributions $k_idx [expr abs($neg_value) + [lindex
$S_q_pos_abs_neg_contributions $k_idx] ]
incr k_idx
}
set SQ_plot_pos_abs_neg_contributions [multiplot -x [dict keys
$selection_S_q_pos_contributions] -y $S_q_pos_abs_neg_contributions \
-title "Sum of positive and magnitude of negative
contributions for S(q) for the selection plot ($sel1_20-$sel2_20)" -lines -linewidth 2 -marker
point -plot ]
} else {
if {$display_FormFactorWeighted_Results != 0} then {
$SQ_plot add $x_partial_sofq $y_weighted_partial_sofq_sum -lines -linewidth 2 linecolor blue -marker point -legend "Form Factor Weighted S(q)" -plot
}
}
if {!$is_base_case} {
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# plot positive and negative contributions to forma factor weighted s(q) at each q
separately
set selection_weighted_S_q_pos_contributions_y [dict values
$selection_weighted_S_q_pos_contributions_full_denom]
set selection__weighted_S_q_neg_contributions_y [dict values
$selection_weighted_S_q_neg_contributions_full_denom]
set ff_weighted_SQ_plot_pos_neg_contributions_full_denom [multiplot -x [dict keys
$selection_weighted_S_q_pos_contributions_full_denom] -y
$selection_weighted_S_q_pos_contributions_y \
-title "positive and negative contributions for form factor
weighted S(q) ${addToTitle} plot- Full denominator ($sel1_20-$sel2_20)" \
-legend "Positive Contribution" -lines -linewidth 2 -marker
point -linecolor green -fillcolor black]
$ff_weighted_SQ_plot_pos_neg_contributions_full_denom add [dict keys
$selection_weighted_S_q_pos_contributions_full_denom]
$selection__weighted_S_q_neg_contributions_y \
-legend "Negative Contribution" -lines -linewidth 2 -marker
point -linecolor red -fillcolor black -plot
# plot sum of positive and magnitude of negative contributions to forma factor
weighted s(q) at each q
set ff_weighted_S_q_pos_abs_neg_contributions
$selection_weighted_S_q_pos_contributions_y
set k_idx 0
foreach neg_value $selection__weighted_S_q_neg_contributions_y {
lset ff_weighted_S_q_pos_abs_neg_contributions $k_idx [expr abs($neg_value) +
[lindex $ff_weighted_S_q_pos_abs_neg_contributions $k_idx] ]
incr k_idx
}
set ff_weighted_SQ_plot_pos_abs_neg_contributions_full_denom [multiplot -x [dict
keys $selection_weighted_S_q_pos_contributions] -y
$ff_weighted_S_q_pos_abs_neg_contributions \
-title "Sum of positive and magnitude of negative
contributions for form factor weighted S(q) ${addToTitle} plot- Full denominator ($sel1_20$sel2_20)" -lines -linewidth 2 -marker point -plot ]
}
if {$display_FormFactorWeighted_Results != 0} then {
# plot positive and negative contributions to forma factor weighted s(q) at each q
separately
set selection_weighted_S_q_pos_contributions_y [dict values
$selection_weighted_S_q_pos_contributions]
set selection__weighted_S_q_neg_contributions_y [dict values
$selection_weighted_S_q_neg_contributions]
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set ff_weighted_SQ_plot_pos_neg_contributions [multiplot -x [dict keys
$selection_weighted_S_q_pos_contributions] -y $selection_weighted_S_q_pos_contributions_y
\
-title "positive and negative contributions for form factor
weighted S(q) ${addToTitle} plot ($sel1_20-$sel2_20)" \
-legend "Positive Contribution" -lines -linewidth 2 -marker
point -linecolor green -fillcolor black]
$ff_weighted_SQ_plot_pos_neg_contributions add [dict keys
$selection_weighted_S_q_pos_contributions] $selection__weighted_S_q_neg_contributions_y \
-legend "Negative Contribution" -lines -linewidth 2 -marker
point -linecolor red -fillcolor black -plot
# plot sum of positive and magnitude of negative contributions to forma factor
weighted s(q) at each q
set ff_weighted_S_q_pos_abs_neg_contributions
$selection_weighted_S_q_pos_contributions_y
set k_idx 0
foreach neg_value $selection__weighted_S_q_neg_contributions_y {
lset ff_weighted_S_q_pos_abs_neg_contributions $k_idx [expr abs($neg_value) +
[lindex $ff_weighted_S_q_pos_abs_neg_contributions $k_idx] ]
incr k_idx
}
set ff_weighted_SQ_plot_pos_abs_neg_contributions [multiplot -x [dict keys
$selection_weighted_S_q_pos_contributions] -y $ff_weighted_S_q_pos_abs_neg_contributions \
-title "Sum of positive and magnitude of negative
contributions for form factor weighted S(q) ${addToTitle} plot ($sel1_20-$sel2_20)" -lines linewidth 2 -marker point -plot ]
}
}
}
}
proc ::SQGUI::DisplayStatsForSelections {} {
global group_pair_s_q
global ff_weighted_group_pair_s_q
global ff_weighted_group_pair_s_q_full_denom
global rbin_contributions_for_total_S_q
global rbin_contributions_for_ff_weighted_S_q
global rbin_contributions_for_ff_weighted_S_q_full_denom
global selection_S_q_pos_contributions
global selection_S_q_neg_contributions
global selection_weighted_S_q_pos_contributions
global selection_weighted_S_q_neg_contributions
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global selection_weighted_S_q_pos_contributions_full_denom
global selection_weighted_S_q_neg_contributions_full_denom
global selection_atoms_counts
global topN_Sorted
global selection_atom_contributions
global rank_plot
global atoms_groupNames
global group_formfactors
variable displayAtoms
variable addBeta
variable molid
variable w
variable cannotplot
variable delta
variable rmax
variable min_q
variable max_q
variable delta_q
variable leftBin
variable rightBin
variable topN
variable atom_beta_by_Score
variable atom_beta_by_Rank_Sorted
variable atom_beta_by_Score_Sorted
variable display_FormFactorWeighted_Results
variable selection1
variable selection2
variable subselection1
variable subselection2
set s_q_rbin_contributions_selected_range {}
set ff_s_q_rbin_contributions_selected_range {}
set y_bins {}
set x_bins {}
set bins_plot "";
set q_idx 0
set s_q_val_selected_range 0
set s_q_pos_val_selected_range 0
set s_q_neg_val_selected_range 0
set s_q_pos_neg_val_selected_range 0
set ff_s_q_val_selected_range 0
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set ff_s_q_pos_val_selected_range 0
set ff_s_q_neg_val_selected_range 0
set ff_s_q_pos_neg_val_selected_range 0
set topN_list {}
set rbin_x {}
set atom_beta_by_Rank {};
set atom_beta_by_Score {};
set numbins [expr $rmax / $delta]
set sel1_20 [string range $selection1 0 20]
set sel2_20 [string range $selection2 0 20]
set subsel1_20 [string range $subselection1 0 20]
set subsel2_20 [string range $subselection2 0 20]
set adjusted_rightBin [expr $rightBin + [expr $delta_q/100]]
set adjusted_leftBin [expr $leftBin - [expr $delta_q/100]]
for {set cur_q $min_q} {$cur_q <= $adjusted_rightBin} {set cur_q [expr {$cur_q +
$delta_q}]} {
if {$cur_q >= $adjusted_leftBin} {
foreach key [dict keys $group_pair_s_q] {
set s_q_values [dict get $group_pair_s_q $key]
set s_q_val_selected_range [expr $s_q_val_selected_range + [lindex $s_q_values
$q_idx]]
# if {$display_FormFactorWeighted_Results != 0} then {
set ff_s_q_values [dict get $ff_weighted_group_pair_s_q_full_denom $key]
set ff_s_q_val_selected_range [expr $ff_s_q_val_selected_range + [lindex
$ff_s_q_values $q_idx]]
#}
}
if {[llength $s_q_rbin_contributions_selected_range]==0} then {
set s_q_rbin_contributions_selected_range [lindex $rbin_contributions_for_total_S_q
$q_idx]
} else {
set rbins_for_q_new [lindex $rbin_contributions_for_total_S_q $q_idx]
for {set q 0} {$q < [llength $s_q_rbin_contributions_selected_range]} {incr q} {
lset s_q_rbin_contributions_selected_range $q [expr [lindex
$s_q_rbin_contributions_selected_range $q] + [lindex $rbins_for_q_new $q]]
}
}
set s_q_pos_values [dict get $selection_S_q_pos_contributions $cur_q]
set s_q_neg_values [dict get $selection_S_q_neg_contributions $cur_q]
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set s_q_pos_val_selected_range [expr $s_q_pos_val_selected_range + $s_q_pos_values]
set s_q_neg_val_selected_range [expr $s_q_neg_val_selected_range + $s_q_neg_values]
# set s_q_pos_neg_val_selected_range [expr $s_q_pos_neg_val_selected_range +
$s_q_pos_val_selected_range + abs($s_q_neg_val_selected_range)]
# if {$display_FormFactorWeighted_Results != 0} then {
if {[llength $ff_s_q_rbin_contributions_selected_range]==0} then {
set ff_s_q_rbin_contributions_selected_range [lindex
$rbin_contributions_for_ff_weighted_S_q_full_denom $q_idx]
} else {
set rbins_for_q_new [lindex $rbin_contributions_for_ff_weighted_S_q_full_denom
$q_idx]
for {set q 0} {$q < [llength $ff_s_q_rbin_contributions_selected_range]} {incr q} {
lset ff_s_q_rbin_contributions_selected_range $q [expr [lindex
$ff_s_q_rbin_contributions_selected_range $q] + [lindex $rbins_for_q_new $q]]
}
}
set ff_s_q_pos_values [dict get
$selection_weighted_S_q_pos_contributions_full_denom $cur_q]
set ff_s_q_neg_values [dict get
$selection_weighted_S_q_neg_contributions_full_denom $cur_q]
set ff_s_q_pos_val_selected_range [expr $ff_s_q_pos_val_selected_range +
$ff_s_q_pos_values]
set ff_s_q_neg_val_selected_range [expr $ff_s_q_neg_val_selected_range +
$ff_s_q_neg_values]
#set ff_s_q_pos_neg_val_selected_range [expr $ff_s_q_pos_neg_val_selected_range +
$ff_s_q_pos_val_selected_range + abs($ff_s_q_neg_val_selected_range)]
#}
}
incr q_idx
}
set start_r 0
for {set i 0} {$i < $numbins} {incr i} {
lappend rbin_x $start_r
set start_r [expr $start_r + $delta]
}
if {$cannotplot} then {
tk_dialog .errmsg {viewSq Error} "Multiplot is not available." error 0 Dismiss
} else {
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# plot rbin contributions to s(q) for the selected q range
set selection_rbins_plot [multiplot -x $rbin_x -y $s_q_rbin_contributions_selected_range title "Selections - contributions to S(q) and Form factor weighted S(q) plot ($sel1_20-$sel2_20)"
\
-legend "S(q)" -nolines -fillcolor red -linecolor red -marker point radius 2 -plot]
# if {$display_FormFactorWeighted_Results != 0} then {
# plot rbin contributions to form factor weighted s(q) for the selected q range
$selection_rbins_plot add $rbin_x $ff_s_q_rbin_contributions_selected_range -nolines fillcolor blue -legend "Form factor weighted S(q)- Full denominator" -marker square -radius 2 plot
#}
}
set s_q_pos_neg_val_selected_range [expr $s_q_pos_val_selected_range +
abs($s_q_neg_val_selected_range)]
set s_q_val_selected_range [expr
{double(round(100000*$s_q_val_selected_range))/100000}]
set s_q_pos_val_selected_range [expr
{double(round(100000*$s_q_pos_val_selected_range))/100000}]
set s_q_neg_val_selected_range [expr
{double(round(100000*$s_q_neg_val_selected_range))/100000}]
set s_q_pos_neg_val_selected_range [expr
{double(round(100000*$s_q_pos_neg_val_selected_range))/100000}]
# if {$display_FormFactorWeighted_Results != 0} then {
set ff_s_q_pos_neg_val_selected_range [expr $ff_s_q_pos_val_selected_range +
abs($ff_s_q_neg_val_selected_range)]
set ff_s_q_val_selected_range [expr
{double(round(100000*$ff_s_q_val_selected_range))/100000}]
set ff_s_q_pos_val_selected_range [expr
{double(round(100000*$ff_s_q_pos_val_selected_range))/100000}]
set ff_s_q_neg_val_selected_range [expr
{double(round(100000*$ff_s_q_neg_val_selected_range))/100000}]
set ff_s_q_pos_neg_val_selected_range [expr
{double(round(100000*$ff_s_q_pos_neg_val_selected_range))/100000}]
#}
wm title . "Results for Selections"
## destroy the window if already exists.
if {[catch { destroy .gui } ]} then {puts "window destroyed!!"}
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## Make a unique widget name
set selection_results .gui
## Make the toplevel
toplevel $selection_results
wm title $selection_results "Results for Selections"
wm minsize $selection_results 700 160
labelframe $selection_results.in -bd 2 -relief ridge -text "Selections:" -padx 1m -pady 1m
button $selection_results.ok -text {OK} -command [list destroy $selection_results]
grid $selection_results.in -row 0 -column 0 -sticky snew
grid $selection_results.ok -row 1 -column 0 -sticky sew
grid columnconfigure $selection_results 0 -minsize 700 -weight 1
grid rowconfigure $selection_results 0 -weight 10 -minsize 135
grid rowconfigure $selection_results 1 -weight 1 -minsize 25
set cur_UI $selection_results.in
set l0 [label $cur_UI.lable_Sq1 -text "
" -justify right -font {helvetica 12 bold}]
set l1 [label $cur_UI.lable_Sq2 -text "S(q)" -justify right -font {helvetica 12 bold}]
# if {$display_FormFactorWeighted_Results != 0} then {
set l2 [label $cur_UI.lable_Sq3 -text "Form Factor Weighted S(q)- Full denominator" justify left -font {helvetica 12 bold}]
grid $l0 $l1 $l2
# } else {
grid $l0 $l1
#}
set l3 [label $cur_UI.lable_Sq -text "S(q): " -justify right -font {helvetica 12 bold}]
set l4 [label $cur_UI.lable_Sq_val1 -text $s_q_val_selected_range -justify left -font {helvetica
12 bold}]
# if {$display_FormFactorWeighted_Results != 0} then {
set l5 [label $cur_UI.lable_Sq_val2 -text $ff_s_q_val_selected_range -justify left -font
{helvetica 12 bold}]
grid $l3 $l4 $l5
# } else {
grid $l3 $l4
#}
set l6 [label $cur_UI.lable_Sq_pos -text "Positive contribution: " -justify right -font {helvetica
12 bold}]
set l7 [label $cur_UI.lable_Sq_pos_val1 -text $s_q_pos_val_selected_range -justify left -font
{helvetica 12 bold}]
# if {$display_FormFactorWeighted_Results != 0} then {
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set l8 [label $cur_UI.lable_Sq_pos_val2 -text $ff_s_q_pos_val_selected_range -justify left font {helvetica 12 bold}]
grid $l6 $l7 $l8
# } else {
grid $l6 $l7
#}
set l9 [label $cur_UI.lable_Sq_neg -text "Negative contribution: " -justify right -font
{helvetica 12 bold}]
set l10 [label $cur_UI.lable_Sq_neg_val1 -text $s_q_neg_val_selected_range -justify left -font
{helvetica 12 bold}]
# if {$display_FormFactorWeighted_Results != 0} then {
set l11 [label $cur_UI.lable_Sq_neg_val2 -text $ff_s_q_neg_val_selected_range -justify left
-font {helvetica 12 bold}]
grid $l9 $l10 $l11
# } else {
grid $l9 $l10
#}
set l12 [label $cur_UI.lable_Sq_pos_neg -text "Positive + magnitude of negative contribution:
" -justify right -font {helvetica 12 bold}]
set l13 [label $cur_UI.lable_Sq_pos_neg_val1 -text $s_q_pos_neg_val_selected_range -justify
left -font {helvetica 12 bold}]
# if {$display_FormFactorWeighted_Results != 0} then {
set l14 [label $cur_UI.lable_Sq_pos_neg_val2 -text $ff_s_q_pos_neg_val_selected_range justify left -font {helvetica 12 bold}]
grid $l12 $l13 $l14
# } else {
grid $l12 $l13
#}
foreach key [dict keys $selection_atom_contributions] {
set key_group [dict get $atoms_groupNames $key]
set key_ff [dict get $group_formfactors $key_group]
set s_q_contributions [lindex [dict get $selection_atom_contributions $key] 0]
set s_q_for_selection 0
set q_idx 0
for {set cur_q $min_q} {$cur_q <= $adjusted_rightBin} {set cur_q [expr {$cur_q +
$delta_q}]} {
if {$cur_q >= $adjusted_leftBin} {
#set s_q_for_selection [expr $s_q_for_selection + [expr [lindex $s_q_contributions
$q_idx] * [lindex $key_ff $q_idx]]]
set s_q_for_selection [expr $s_q_for_selection + [lindex $s_q_contributions $q_idx] ]
}
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incr q_idx
}
lappend topN_list [list $key $s_q_for_selection $key_group]
}
set topN_Sorted [lsort -real -index 1 -decreasing $topN_list]
set cntr 0
set sorted_atoms "serial "
# set atom_types {}
set atom_properties {}
foreach {pair} $topN_Sorted {
incr cntr
lappend x_bins $cntr
lappend y_bins [lindex $pair 1]
# lappend atom_types [lindex $pair 2]
append sorted_atoms "[lindex $pair 0] "
lappend atom_beta_by_Rank [list [lindex $pair 0] $cntr]
lappend atom_beta_by_Score [list [lindex $pair 0] [lindex $pair 1]]
set tmpsel [atomselect $molid "serial [lindex $pair 0]"]
set cur_atom_props "[lindex $pair 2],"
append cur_atom_props [join [$tmpsel get {type name residue resname resid chain}] ","]
set cur_atom_props [join $cur_atom_props ","]
lappend atom_properties "$cur_atom_props"
}
set atom_beta_by_Rank [lsort -real -index 0 $atom_beta_by_Rank]
set atom_beta_by_Score [lsort -real -index 0 $atom_beta_by_Score]
set atom_beta_by_Rank_Sorted {}
set atom_beta_by_Score_Sorted {}
for {set i_beta 0} {$i_beta < [llength $atom_beta_by_Rank]} {incr i_beta} {
lappend atom_beta_by_Rank_Sorted [lindex [lindex $atom_beta_by_Rank $i_beta] 1]
lappend atom_beta_by_Score_Sorted [lindex [lindex $atom_beta_by_Score $i_beta] 1]
}
if {[catch {$bins_plot quit} ]} then {}
set rank_plot [multiplot -x $x_bins -y $y_bins -title "Top Contributors" -lines -linewidth 2 marker point -plot ]
# $rank_plot add $x_bins $atom_types
$rank_plot add $x_bins $atom_properties
if {$displayAtoms} {
set sel_all [atomselect $molid $sorted_atoms ]
if {$addBeta} {
#atoms by rank
$sel_all set beta 0
$sel_all set beta $atom_beta_by_Rank_Sorted
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} else {
#atoms by score
$sel_all set beta 0
$sel_all set beta $atom_beta_by_Score_Sorted
}
}
$w.in2.topNframe.at configure -command [namespace code UpdateRenderer]
$w.in2.topNframe.bt configure -command [namespace code UpdateRenderer]
}
proc ::SQGUI::computeAllPossiblePartials {} {
global groupPair_formfactors
global possible_sq_contributions
global possible_sq_contribution_differences
set possible_sq_contributions {}
set possible_sq_contribution_differences {}
set s_q_pos_contributions {}
set s_q_neg_contributions {}
set y_partial_gofr_sum {}
set x_partial_sofq {}
set y_partial_sofq_sum {}
variable delta
variable rmax
set numbins [expr $rmax / $delta]
set pair_weight 1
for {set bin 0} {$bin < $numbins} {incr bin} {
# Compute g(r) for current bin with count 1
set cur_grp_pair_counts_dict {}
dict append cur_grp_pair_counts_dict $bin 1
set partial_gofr_result_1 [get_partial_g_r $cur_grp_pair_counts_dict $pair_weight]
set y_partial_gofr_1 [lindex $partial_gofr_result_1 1]
# Compute g(r) for current bin with count 2
set cur_grp_pair_counts_dict {}
dict append cur_grp_pair_counts_dict $bin 2
set partial_gofr_result_2 [get_partial_g_r $cur_grp_pair_counts_dict $pair_weight]
set y_partial_gofr_2 [lindex $partial_gofr_result_2 1]
# puts "$y_partial_gofr"
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# Compute s(q) using g(r) for a bin with count 1
set partial_sofq_result_1 [get_partial_s_q_with_contributions $y_partial_gofr_1
$pair_weight]
set y_partial_sofq_1 [lindex $partial_sofq_result_1 0]
set s_q_pos_contributions_1 [lindex $partial_sofq_result_1 1]
set s_q_neg_contributions_1 [lindex $partial_sofq_result_1 2]
# Compute s(q) using g(r) for a bin with count 2
set partial_sofq_result_2 [get_partial_s_q_with_contributions $y_partial_gofr_2
$pair_weight]
set y_partial_sofq_2 [lindex $partial_sofq_result_2 0]
set s_q_pos_contributions_2 [lindex $partial_sofq_result_2 1]
set s_q_neg_contributions_2 [lindex $partial_sofq_result_2 2]
# Save the S(q), Positive and Negative contributions to S(q) when bin count is 1
lappend possible_sq_contributions [list $y_partial_sofq_1 $s_q_pos_contributions_1
$s_q_neg_contributions_1]
## Save the differences in S(q), Positive and Negative contributions to S(q) when bin count
is 2 and 1
for {set q_idx 0} {$q_idx < [llength $y_partial_sofq_2]} {incr q_idx} {
lset y_partial_sofq_2 $q_idx [expr [lindex $y_partial_sofq_2 $q_idx] - [lindex
$y_partial_sofq_1 $q_idx]]
lset s_q_pos_contributions_2 $q_idx [expr [lindex $s_q_pos_contributions_2 $q_idx] [lindex $s_q_pos_contributions_1 $q_idx]]
lset s_q_neg_contributions_2 $q_idx [expr [lindex $s_q_neg_contributions_2 $q_idx] [lindex $s_q_neg_contributions_1 $q_idx]]
}
lappend possible_sq_contribution_differences [list $y_partial_sofq_2
$s_q_pos_contributions_2 $s_q_neg_contributions_2]
}
if {0} {
if { [llength $y_partial_sofq_sum] == 0 } then {
set y_partial_sofq_sum $y_partial_sofq
} else {
for {set i 0} {$i < [llength $y_partial_sofq_sum]} {incr i} {
lset y_partial_sofq_sum $i [expr [lindex $y_partial_sofq $i] + [lindex
$y_partial_sofq_sum $i]]
}
}
}
}
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#################
# build GUI.
proc ::SQGUI::sqgui {args} {
variable w
variable molid
variable selection1_color_method
variable selection2_color_method
variable selection3_color_method
variable selection4_color_method
variable selection5_color_method
# main window frame
set w .sqgui
catch {destroy $w}
toplevel $w
wm title $w "viewSq"
wm iconname $w "SQUI"
wm minsize $w 700 450
# top level dialog components
# frame for settings
labelframe $w.in -bd 2 -relief ridge -text "Settings:" -padx 1m -pady 1m
# computation action button
button $w.foot -text {Compute S(q)} -command [namespace code runSofQ]
# frame for settings
labelframe $w.sel -bd 2 -relief ridge -text "Selections:" -padx 1m -pady 1m
# frame for settings
labelframe $w.in1 -bd 2 -relief ridge -text "q range of Interest:" -padx 1m -pady 1m
# computation action button
# button $w.foot1 -text {Compute Rankings} -command [namespace code
DisplayStatsForSelections]
# frame for settings
labelframe $w.in2 -bd 2 -relief ridge -text "Visualization Settings:" -padx 1m -pady 1m
# layout main canvas
grid $w.in
-row 0 -column 0 -sticky snew
grid $w.foot -row 1 -column 0 -sticky sew
grid $w.sel -row 2 -column 0 -sticky sew
grid $w.in1 -row 3 -column 0 -sticky sew
# grid $w.foot1 -row 4 -column 0 -sticky sew
grid $w.in2 -row 4 -column 0 -sticky sew
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grid columnconfigure $w 0 -minsize 580 -weight 1
grid rowconfigure $w 0 -weight 10 -minsize 150
grid rowconfigure $w 1 -weight 1 -minsize 25
grid rowconfigure $w 2 -weight 1 -minsize 40
grid rowconfigure $w 3 -weight 1 -minsize 50
# grid rowconfigure $w 4 -weight 1 -minsize 25
grid rowconfigure $w 4 -weight 1 -minsize 80
# frame for g(r) settings
labelframe $w.in.gr_settings -bd 2 -relief ridge -text "g(r) settings:" -padx 1m -pady 1m
# frame for s(q) settings
labelframe $w.in.sq_settings -bd 2 -relief ridge -text "S(q) settings:" -padx 1m -pady 1m
#################
# subdivide and layout the settings frame
frame $w.in.molid
grid $w.in.molid -row 0 -column 0 -sticky snew
grid $w.in.gr_settings -row 1 -column 0 -sticky snew
grid $w.in.sq_settings -row 2 -column 0 -sticky snew
grid columnconfigure $w.in 0 -weight 1
grid rowconfigure $w.in 0 -weight 1
grid rowconfigure $w.in 1 -weight 3
grid rowconfigure $w.in 2 -weight 1
# Molecule selector
set i $w.in.molid
label $i.l -text "Molecule:" -anchor w
menubutton $i.m -relief raised -bd 2 -direction flush \
-text "test" -textvariable ::SQGUI::moltxt \
-menu $i.m.menu
menu $i.m.menu -tearoff no
grid $i.l $i.m -sticky snew -row 0
grid columnconfigure $i 0 -weight 1
grid columnconfigure $i 1 -weight 10
#################
# subdivide and layout the g(r) settings frame
set i $w.in.gr_settings
labelframe $i.frms -bd 2 -relief ridge -text "Frames:" -padx 1m -pady 1m
labelframe $i.histfrm -bd 2 -relief ridge -text "Histogram Parameters:" -padx 1m -pady 1m
labelframe $i.fffrm -bd 2 -relief ridge -text "Form factor Parameters:" -padx 1m -pady 1m
label $i.temp1 -text " "
label $i.temp2 -text " "
label $i.temp3 -text " "
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grid $i.temp1 $i.frms $i.temp2 $i.histfrm $i.temp3 $i.fffrm -row 0 -sticky snew
grid columnconfigure $i.temp1 0 -weight 2
grid columnconfigure $i.frms 1 -weight 3
grid columnconfigure $i.temp2 2 -weight 2
grid columnconfigure $i.histfrm 3 -weight 3
grid columnconfigure $i.temp3 4 -weight 2
grid columnconfigure $i.fffrm 5 -weight 4
# Frames range parameters
frame $i.frms.params
grid $i.frms.params -row 0 -column 0 -sticky snew
set i $i.frms.params
label $i.fl -text "First:" -anchor e
entry $i.ft -width 10 -textvariable ::SQGUI::first
label $i.ftemp -text " " -anchor e
label $i.ll -text "Last:" -anchor e
entry $i.lt -width 10 -textvariable ::SQGUI::last
label $i.ltemp -text " " -anchor e
label $i.sl -text "Step:" -anchor e
entry $i.st -width 10 -textvariable ::SQGUI::step
grid $i.fl -row 0 -column 0 -sticky snew
grid $i.ft -row 0 -column 1 -sticky snew
grid $i.ftemp -row 0 -column 2 -sticky snew
grid $i.ll -row 0 -column 3 -sticky snew
grid $i.lt -row 0 -column 4 -sticky snew
grid $i.ltemp -row 0 -column 5 -sticky snew
grid $i.sl -row 0 -column 6 -sticky snew
grid $i.st -row 0 -column 7 -sticky snew
grid columnconfigure $i 0 -weight 1
grid columnconfigure $i 1 -weight 1
grid columnconfigure $i 2 -weight 1
grid columnconfigure $i 3 -weight 1
grid columnconfigure $i 4 -weight 1
grid columnconfigure $i 5 -weight 1
grid columnconfigure $i 6 -weight 1
grid columnconfigure $i 7 -weight 1
grid rowconfigure $i 0 -weight 1
# Histogram parameters
set i $w.in.gr_settings
frame $i.histfrm.params
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grid $i.histfrm.params -row 0 -column 1 -sticky snew
set i $i.histfrm.params
label $i.deltal -text "Delta r \[Å\]:" -anchor e
entry $i.deltat -width 10 -textvariable ::SQGUI::delta
label $i.temp -text " " -anchor e
label $i.rmaxl -text "Max r \[Å\]:" -anchor e
entry $i.rmaxt -width 10 -textvariable ::SQGUI::rmax
grid $i.deltal -row 0 -column 0 -sticky snew
grid $i.deltat -row 0 -column 1 -sticky snew
grid $i.temp -row 0 -column 2 -sticky snew
grid $i.rmaxl -row 0 -column 3 -sticky snew
grid $i.rmaxt -row 0 -column 4 -sticky snew
grid columnconfigure $i 0 -weight 2
grid columnconfigure $i 1 -weight 2
grid columnconfigure $i 2 -weight 1
grid columnconfigure $i 3 -weight 2
grid columnconfigure $i 4 -weight 2
# Form factor constant parameters
set i $w.in.gr_settings
frame $i.fffrm.params
grid $i.fffrm.params -row 0 -column 1 -sticky snew
set i $i.fffrm.params
label $i.useLbl -text "Use constants:" -anchor e
radiobutton $i.xray -text "X-ray " -variable ::SQGUI::useXRay -value "1"
radiobutton $i.neutron -text "Neutron " -variable ::SQGUI::useXRay -value "0"
grid $i.useLbl -row 0 -column 0 -sticky snew
grid $i.xray -row 0 -column 1 -sticky snew
grid $i.neutron -row 0 -column 2 -sticky snew
grid columnconfigure $i 0 -weight 3
grid columnconfigure $i 1 -weight 2
grid columnconfigure $i 2 -weight 2
#################
# subdivide and layout the S(q) settings frame
set i $w.in.sq_settings
label $i.minQ -text "Min q \[Å\u207B\u2071\]:"
entry $i.minQt -width 15 -textvariable ::SQGUI::min_q
label $i.temp1 -text " "
label $i.maxQ -text "Max q \[Å\u207B\u2071\]:"
entry $i.maxQt -width 15 -textvariable ::SQGUI::max_q
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label $i.temp2 -text " "
label $i.deltaQ -text "Delta q \[Å\u207B\u2071\]:"
entry $i.deltaQt -width 15 -textvariable ::SQGUI::delta_q
grid $i.minQ $i.minQt $i.temp1 $i.maxQ $i.maxQt $i.temp2 $i.deltaQ $i.deltaQt -row 0 sticky snew
grid columnconfigure $i 0 -weight 2
grid columnconfigure $i 1 -weight 2
grid columnconfigure $i 2 -weight 1
grid columnconfigure $i 3 -weight 2
grid columnconfigure $i 4 -weight 2
grid columnconfigure $i 5 -weight 1
grid columnconfigure $i 6 -weight 2
grid columnconfigure $i 7 -weight 2
#################
# subdivide and layout the Selections frame
set i $w.sel
label $i.al -text "Selection 1:"
entry $i.at -width 20 -textvariable ::SQGUI::selection1
label $i.temp -text " "
label $i.bl -text "Selection 2:"
entry $i.bt -width 20 -textvariable ::SQGUI::selection2
label $i.temp1 -text " "
button $i.computeSel -text {Compute Selections} -command [namespace code
computeSelections]
label $i.al1 -text "Sub Selection 1:"
entry $i.at1 -width 20 -textvariable ::SQGUI::subselection1
label $i.temp2 -text " "
label $i.bl1 -text "Sub Selection 2:"
entry $i.bt1 -width 20 -textvariable ::SQGUI::subselection2
label $i.cl1 -text "R-bin(s):"
entry $i.ct1 -width 20 -textvariable ::SQGUI::rbinRange
label $i.temp3 -text " "
label $i.temp4 -text " "
grid $i.al $i.at $i.temp $i.bl $i.bt $i.temp1 $i.computeSel -row 0 -sticky snew
grid $i.al1 $i.at1 $i.temp2 $i.bl1 $i.bt1 $i.cl1 $i.ct1 $i.temp3 $i.temp4 -row 1 -sticky snew
grid columnconfigure $i 0 -weight 2
grid columnconfigure $i 1 -weight 2
grid columnconfigure $i 2 -weight 1
grid columnconfigure $i 3 -weight 2
grid columnconfigure $i 4 -weight 2
grid columnconfigure $i 5 -weight 1
grid columnconfigure $i 6 -weight 2
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set i $w.in1
label $i.al -text "Left q bin:"
scale $i.at -orient horizontal -length 100 -sliderlength 30 -variable ::SQGUI::leftBin
label $i.bl -text "Right q bin:"
scale $i.bt -orient horizontal -length 100 -sliderlength 30 -variable ::SQGUI::rightBin
label $i.tmp -text " "
button $i.computeRanks -text {Compute Rankings} -command [namespace code
DisplayStatsForSelections]
grid $i.al $i.at $i.bl $i.bt $i.tmp $i.computeRanks -row 0 -sticky snew
grid columnconfigure $i 0 -weight 2
grid columnconfigure $i 1 -weight 2
grid columnconfigure $i 2 -weight 2
grid columnconfigure $i 3 -weight 2
grid columnconfigure $i 4 -weight 1
grid columnconfigure $i 5 -weight 2
#bins frame
frame $w.in2.topNframe
frame $w.in2.topNOptionframe
grid $w.in2.topNframe -row 1 -column 0 -sticky snew
grid $w.in2.topNOptionframe -row 0 -column 0 -sticky snew
grid columnconfigure $w.in2 0 -minsize 500 -weight 1
grid rowconfigure $w.in2 0 -weight 1
grid rowconfigure $w.in2 0 -weight 1
#top N contributors frame
set i $w.in2.topNframe
label $i.al -text "Top N atomic contributors:"
scale $i.at -orient horizontal -length 120 -sliderlength 30 -resolution 1 -variable
::SQGUI::topN
label $i.bl -text "Atoms in selection:"
scale $i.bt -orient horizontal -length 120 -sliderlength 30 -resolution 1 -variable
::SQGUI::atomsAll
label $i.temp2 -text " "
button $i.showVis -text {Update Visualization} -command [namespace code UpdateRenderer]
grid $i.al $i.at $i.bl $i.bt $i.temp2 -row 0 -sticky snew
#$i.showVis
grid columnconfigure $i 0 -weight 2
grid columnconfigure $i 1 -weight 4
grid columnconfigure $i 2 -weight 2
grid columnconfigure $i 3 -weight 4
grid columnconfigure $i 4 -weight 1
# grid columnconfigure $i 5 -weight 3
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#top N atoms or molecules frame
set i $w.in2.topNOptionframe
label $i.tmp -text " "
label $i.choosel -text "Visualization option:"
radiobutton $i.dispatoms -text "Top N atoms" -variable ::SQGUI::displayAtoms -value "1"
radiobutton $i.dispmolecules -text "Molecules containing top N atoms" -variable
::SQGUI::displayAtoms -value "0"
label $i.betal -text "Beta option:"
radiobutton $i.betaRank -text "Rank" -variable ::SQGUI::addBeta -value "1"
radiobutton $i.betaScore -text "Score" -variable ::SQGUI::addBeta -value "0"
label $i.tmp1 -text " "
checkbutton $i.useFFWeight -text "Weight by form factor" -variable
::SQGUI::ffWeightedContribution
label $i.al1 -text "Selection1:"
entry $i.at1 -width 20 -textvariable ::SQGUI::vis_selection1
label $i.al2 -text "Coloring Method:" -width 20
set color_methods {"Name" "Type" "Element" "ResName" "ResType" "ResID" "Chain"
"SegName" "Conformation" "Molecule"
"Secondary Structure" "ColorID" "Beta" "Occupancy" "Mass" "Charge" "Fragment"
"Index" "Backbone" "Throb"}
ttk::combobox $i.a_cb1 -textvariable ::SQGUI::selection1_color_method -values
$color_methods -width 15 -justify left -state normal
set selection1_color_method "ColorID"
$i.a_cb1 set "ColorID"
# bind $i.a_cb1 <<ComboboxSelected>> {
# puts "$selection1_color_method"
# if {$selection1_color_method=="ColorID"} then {
#
.sqgui.in2.topNOptionframe.a_cb2 configure -state normal
# } else {
#
.sqgui.in2.topNOptionframe.a_cb2 configure -state disabled
# }
#}
label $i.al3 -text "ColorID:"
set colors {}
for {set k 0} {$k < 16} {incr k} {
lappend colors $k
}
ttk::combobox $i.a_cb2 -textvariable ::SQGUI::selection1_colorId -values $colors -width 5 justify left -state normal
# set selection1_colorId 0
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$i.a_cb2 set 0
label $i.al4 -text "Material:"
set materials {"Opaque" "Transparent" "BrushedMetal" "Diffuse" "Ghost" "Glass1" "Glass2"
"Glass3" "Glossy" "HardPlastic" "MetallicPastel"
"Steel" "Translucent" "Edgy" "EdgyShiny" "EdgyGlass" "Goodsell" "AOShiny"
"AOChalky" "AOEdgy" "BlownGlass" "GlassBubble" "RTChrome"}
ttk::combobox $i.a_cb3 -textvariable ::SQGUI::selection1_material -values $materials -width
15 -justify left -state normal
# set selection1_material "Transparent"
$i.a_cb3 set "Transparent"
label $i.al5 -text "Drawing Method:"
set draw_methods {"Lines" "Bonds" "DynamicBonds" "Points" "VDW" "CPK" "Licorice"
"Polyhedra" "Trace" "Tube" "Ribbons" "NewRibbons" "Cartoon"
"NewCartoon" "QuickSurf" "Surf" "Beads" "Dotted" "Solvent"}
ttk::combobox $i.a_cb4 -textvariable ::SQGUI::selection1_draw_method -values
$draw_methods -width 15 -justify left -state normal
# set selection1_draw_method "VDW"
$i.a_cb4 set "VDW"
label $i.bl1 -text "Selection2:"
entry $i.bt1 -width 20 -textvariable ::SQGUI::vis_selection2
label $i.bl2 -text "Coloring Method:" -width 20
ttk::combobox $i.b_cb1 -textvariable ::SQGUI::selection2_color_method -values
$color_methods -width 15 -justify left -state normal
set selection2_color_method "ColorID"
$i.b_cb1 set "ColorID"
# bind $i.b_cb1 <<ComboboxSelected>> {
# if {$selection2_color_method=="ColorID"} {
#
.sqgui.in2.topNOptionframe.b_cb2 configure -state normal
# } else {
#
.sqgui.in2.topNOptionframe.b_cb2 configure -state disabled
# }
#}
label $i.bl3 -text "ColorID:"
ttk::combobox $i.b_cb2 -textvariable ::SQGUI::selection2_colorId -values $colors -width 5 justify left -state disabled
set selection2_colorId 0
$i.b_cb2 set 0
label $i.bl4 -text "Material:"
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ttk::combobox $i.b_cb3 -textvariable ::SQGUI::selection2_material -values $materials -width
15 -justify left -state normal
set selection2_material "Transparent"
$i.b_cb3 set "Transparent"
label $i.bl5 -text "Drawing Method:"
ttk::combobox $i.b_cb4 -textvariable ::SQGUI::selection2_draw_method -values
$draw_methods -width 15 -justify left -state normal
set selection2_draw_method "VDW"
$i.b_cb4 set "VDW"
label $i.cl1 -text "Selection3:"
entry $i.ct1 -width 20 -textvariable ::SQGUI::vis_selection3
label $i.cl2 -text "Coloring Method:" -width 20
ttk::combobox $i.c_cb1 -textvariable ::SQGUI::selection3_color_method -values
$color_methods -width 15 -justify left -state normal
set selection3_color_method "ColorID"
$i.c_cb1 set "ColorID"
# bind $i.c_cb1 <<ComboboxSelected>> {
# if {$selection3_color_method=="ColorID"} {
#
.sqgui.in2.topNOptionframe.c_cb2 configure -state normal
# } else {
#
.sqgui.in2.topNOptionframe.c_cb2 configure -state disabled
# }
#}
label $i.cl3 -text "ColorID:"
ttk::combobox $i.c_cb2 -textvariable ::SQGUI::selection3_colorId -values $colors -width 5 justify left -state disabled
set selection3_colorId 0
$i.c_cb2 set 0
label $i.cl4 -text "Material:"
ttk::combobox $i.c_cb3 -textvariable ::SQGUI::selection3_material -values $materials -width
15 -justify left -state normal
set selection3_material "Transparent"
$i.c_cb3 set "Transparent"
label $i.cl5 -text "Drawing Method:"
ttk::combobox $i.c_cb4 -textvariable ::SQGUI::selection3_draw_method -values
$draw_methods -width 15 -justify left -state normal
set selection3_draw_method "VDW"
$i.c_cb4 set "VDW"
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label $i.dl1 -text "Selection4:"
entry $i.dt1 -width 20 -textvariable ::SQGUI::vis_selection4
label $i.dl2 -text "Coloring Method:" -width 20
ttk::combobox $i.d_cb1 -textvariable ::SQGUI::selection4_color_method -values
$color_methods -width 15 -justify left -state normal
set selection4_color_method "ColorID"
$i.d_cb1 set "ColorID"
# bind $i.d_cb1 <<ComboboxSelected>> {
# if {$selection4_color_method=="ColorID"} {
#
.sqgui.in2.topNOptionframe.d_cb2 configure -state normal
# } else {
#
.sqgui.in2.topNOptionframe.d_cb2 configure -state disabled
# }
#}
label $i.dl3 -text "ColorID:"
ttk::combobox $i.d_cb2 -textvariable ::SQGUI::selection4_colorId -values $colors -width 5 justify left -state disabled
set selection4_colorId 0
$i.d_cb2 set 0
label $i.dl4 -text "Material:"
ttk::combobox $i.d_cb3 -textvariable ::SQGUI::selection4_material -values $materials -width
15 -justify left -state normal
set selection4_material "Transparent"
$i.d_cb3 set "Transparent"
label $i.dl5 -text "Drawing Method:"
ttk::combobox $i.d_cb4 -textvariable ::SQGUI::selection4_draw_method -values
$draw_methods -width 15 -justify left -state normal
set selection4_draw_method "VDW"
$i.d_cb4 set "VDW"
label $i.el1 -text "Selection5:"
entry $i.et1 -width 20 -textvariable ::SQGUI::vis_selection5
label $i.el2 -text "Coloring Method:" -width 20
ttk::combobox $i.e_cb1 -textvariable ::SQGUI::selection5_color_method -values
$color_methods -width 15 -justify left -state normal
set selection5_color_method "ColorID"
$i.e_cb1 set "ColorID"
# bind $i.e_cb1 <<ComboboxSelected>> {
# if {$selection5_color_method=="ColorID"} {
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#
.sqgui.in2.topNOptionframe.e_cb2 configure -state normal
# } else {
#
.sqgui.in2.topNOptionframe.e_cb2 configure -state disabled
# }
#}
label $i.el3 -text "ColorID:"
ttk::combobox $i.e_cb2 -textvariable ::SQGUI::selection5_colorId -values $colors -width 5 justify left -state disabled
set selection5_colorId 0
$i.e_cb2 set 0
label $i.el4 -text "Material:"
ttk::combobox $i.e_cb3 -textvariable ::SQGUI::selection5_material -values $materials -width
15 -justify left -state normal
set selection5_material "Transparent"
$i.e_cb3 set "Transparent"
label $i.el5 -text "Drawing Method:"
ttk::combobox $i.e_cb4 -textvariable ::SQGUI::selection5_draw_method -values
$draw_methods -width 15 -justify left -state normal
set selection5_draw_method "VDW"
$i.e_cb4 set "VDW"
grid $i.al1 $i.at1 $i.al2 $i.a_cb1 $i.al3 $i.a_cb2 $i.al4 $i.a_cb3 $i.al5 $i.a_cb4 -row 0 -sticky
snew
grid $i.bl1 $i.bt1 $i.bl2 $i.b_cb1 $i.bl3 $i.b_cb2 $i.bl4 $i.b_cb3 $i.bl5 $i.b_cb4 -row 1 -sticky
snew
grid $i.cl1 $i.ct1 $i.cl2 $i.c_cb1 $i.cl3 $i.c_cb2 $i.cl4 $i.c_cb3 $i.cl5 $i.c_cb4 -row 2 -sticky
snew
grid $i.dl1 $i.dt1 $i.dl2 $i.d_cb1 $i.dl3 $i.d_cb2 $i.dl4 $i.d_cb3 $i.dl5 $i.d_cb4 -row 3 -sticky
snew
grid $i.el1 $i.et1 $i.el2 $i.e_cb1 $i.el3 $i.e_cb2 $i.el4 $i.e_cb3 $i.el5 $i.e_cb4 -row 4 -sticky
snew
grid $i.choosel $i.dispmolecules $i.dispatoms $i.tmp $i.betal $i.betaRank $i.betaScore
$i.tmp1 $i.useFFWeight -row 5 -sticky snew
#grid $i.betal $i.betaRank $i.betaScore -row 6 -sticky snew
grid columnconfigure $i 0 -weight 2
grid columnconfigure $i 1 -weight 2
grid columnconfigure $i 2 -weight 2
grid columnconfigure $i 3 -weight 2
grid columnconfigure $i 4 -weight 2
grid columnconfigure $i 5 -weight 2
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grid columnconfigure $i 6 -weight 2
grid columnconfigure $i 7 -weight 2
grid columnconfigure $i 8 -weight 2
grid columnconfigure $i 9 -weight 2
UpdateMolfile
EnDisable
global vmd_molecule
trace variable vmd_molecule w ::SQGUI::UpdateMolfile
trace variable ::SQGUI::molid w ::SQGUI::EnDisable
}
# en-/disable buttons that depend on a proper molecule being selected
proc ::SQGUI::EnDisable {args} {
variable molid
variable w
variable enableStatistics
variable enableSelections
variable enableRankings
if {$molid < 0 } {
$w.foot configure -state disabled
} else {
$w.foot configure -state normal
}
if {$enableSelections==0} {
$w.sel.computeSel configure -state disabled
$w.sel.at configure -state disabled
$w.sel.bt configure -state disabled
$w.sel.at1 configure -state disabled
$w.sel.bt1 configure -state disabled
$w.sel.ct1 configure -state disabled
} else {
$w.sel.computeSel configure -state normal
$w.sel.at configure -state normal
$w.sel.bt configure -state normal
$w.sel.at1 configure -state normal
$w.sel.bt1 configure -state normal
$w.sel.ct1 configure -state normal
}
if {$enableStatistics == 0} {
$w.in1.computeRanks configure -state disabled
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$w.in1.at configure -state disabled
$w.in1.bt configure -state disabled
$w.in2.topNframe.at configure -state disabled
$w.in2.topNframe.bt configure -state disabled
$w.in2.topNOptionframe.dispatoms configure -state disabled
$w.in2.topNOptionframe.dispmolecules configure -state disabled
$w.in2.topNOptionframe.betaRank configure -state disabled
$w.in2.topNOptionframe.betaScore configure -state disabled
$w.in2.topNOptionframe.useFFWeight configure -state disabled
$w.in2.topNframe.showVis configure -state disabled
} else {
$w.in1.computeRanks configure -state normal
$w.in1.at configure -state normal
$w.in1.bt configure -state normal
}
if {$enableRankings ==0} {
$w.in2.topNframe.at configure -state disabled
$w.in2.topNframe.bt configure -state disabled
$w.in2.topNOptionframe.dispatoms configure -state disabled
$w.in2.topNOptionframe.dispmolecules configure -state disabled
$w.in2.topNOptionframe.betaRank configure -state disabled
$w.in2.topNOptionframe.betaScore configure -state disabled
$w.in2.topNOptionframe.useFFWeight configure -state disabled
$w.in2.topNframe.showVis configure -state disabled
$w.in2.topNOptionframe.at1 configure -state disabled
$w.in2.topNOptionframe.a_cb1 configure -state disabled
$w.in2.topNOptionframe.a_cb2 configure -state disabled
$w.in2.topNOptionframe.a_cb3 configure -state disabled
$w.in2.topNOptionframe.a_cb4 configure -state disabled
$w.in2.topNOptionframe.bt1 configure -state disabled
$w.in2.topNOptionframe.b_cb1 configure -state disabled
$w.in2.topNOptionframe.b_cb2 configure -state disabled
$w.in2.topNOptionframe.b_cb3 configure -state disabled
$w.in2.topNOptionframe.b_cb4 configure -state disabled
$w.in2.topNOptionframe.ct1 configure -state disabled
$w.in2.topNOptionframe.c_cb1 configure -state disabled
$w.in2.topNOptionframe.c_cb2 configure -state disabled
$w.in2.topNOptionframe.c_cb3 configure -state disabled
$w.in2.topNOptionframe.c_cb4 configure -state disabled
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$w.in2.topNOptionframe.dt1 configure -state disabled
$w.in2.topNOptionframe.d_cb1 configure -state disabled
$w.in2.topNOptionframe.d_cb2 configure -state disabled
$w.in2.topNOptionframe.d_cb3 configure -state disabled
$w.in2.topNOptionframe.d_cb4 configure -state disabled
$w.in2.topNOptionframe.et1 configure -state disabled
$w.in2.topNOptionframe.e_cb1 configure -state disabled
$w.in2.topNOptionframe.e_cb2 configure -state disabled
$w.in2.topNOptionframe.e_cb3 configure -state disabled
$w.in2.topNOptionframe.e_cb4 configure -state disabled
} else {
$w.in2.topNframe.at configure -state normal
$w.in2.topNframe.bt configure -state normal
$w.in2.topNOptionframe.dispatoms configure -state normal
$w.in2.topNOptionframe.dispmolecules configure -state normal
$w.in2.topNOptionframe.betaRank configure -state normal
$w.in2.topNOptionframe.betaScore configure -state normal
$w.in2.topNOptionframe.useFFWeight configure -state normal
$w.in2.topNframe.showVis configure -state normal
$w.in2.topNOptionframe.at1 configure -state normal
$w.in2.topNOptionframe.a_cb1 configure -state normal
$w.in2.topNOptionframe.a_cb2 configure -state normal
$w.in2.topNOptionframe.a_cb3 configure -state normal
$w.in2.topNOptionframe.a_cb4 configure -state normal
$w.in2.topNOptionframe.bt1 configure -state normal
$w.in2.topNOptionframe.b_cb1 configure -state normal
$w.in2.topNOptionframe.b_cb2 configure -state normal
$w.in2.topNOptionframe.b_cb3 configure -state normal
$w.in2.topNOptionframe.b_cb4 configure -state normal
$w.in2.topNOptionframe.ct1 configure -state normal
$w.in2.topNOptionframe.c_cb1 configure -state normal
$w.in2.topNOptionframe.c_cb2 configure -state normal
$w.in2.topNOptionframe.c_cb3 configure -state normal
$w.in2.topNOptionframe.c_cb4 configure -state normal
$w.in2.topNOptionframe.dt1 configure -state normal
$w.in2.topNOptionframe.d_cb1 configure -state normal
$w.in2.topNOptionframe.d_cb2 configure -state normal
$w.in2.topNOptionframe.d_cb3 configure -state normal
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$w.in2.topNOptionframe.d_cb4 configure -state normal
$w.in2.topNOptionframe.et1 configure -state normal
$w.in2.topNOptionframe.e_cb1 configure -state normal
$w.in2.topNOptionframe.e_cb2 configure -state normal
$w.in2.topNOptionframe.e_cb3 configure -state normal
$w.in2.topNOptionframe.e_cb4 configure -state normal
}
}
# update molecule list
proc ::SQGUI::UpdateMolfile {args} {
variable w
variable moltxt
variable molid
global vmd_molecule
# Update the molecule browser
set mollist [molinfo list]
$w.in.molid.m configure -state disabled
$w.in.molid.m.menu delete 0 end
set moltxt "(none)"
if { [llength $mollist] > 0 } {
$w.in.molid.m configure -state normal
foreach id $mollist {
$w.in.molid.m.menu add radiobutton -value $id \
-command {global vmd_molecule ; if {[info exists vmd_molecule($::SQGUI::molid)]}
{set ::SQGUI::moltxt "$::SQGUI::molid:[molinfo $::SQGUI::molid get name]"} {set
::SQGUI::moltxt "(none)" ; set molid -1} } \
-label "$id [molinfo $id get name]" \
-variable ::SQGUI::molid
if {$id == $molid} {
if {[info exists vmd_molecule($molid)]} then {
set moltxt "$molid:[molinfo $molid get name]"
} else {
set moltxt "(none)"
set molid -1
}
}
}
} else {
set moltxt "(none)"
set molid -1
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}
}
# callback for VMD menu entry
proc viewsq_tk_cb {} {
::SQGUI::sqgui
return $::SQGUI::w
}
############################################################
# Local Variables:
# mode: tcl
# time-stamp-format: "%u %02d.%02m.%y %02H:%02M:%02S %s"
# End:
############################################################

